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INTRODUCTION

Krakow is the second biggest city in Poland. Its 
unique metropolitan functions influence the whole 
southern part of the country. The city has a long 
history as an educational center, resulting in a strong 
academic scene permanently fused with the city, and 
a continuous source of innovation and knowledge 
for the local economy. Krakow is known for its 
stunning streetscapes within the heart of the city, 
which was one of the first sites registered on the 
UNESCO World Cultural and Natural Heritage List (1). 
The beautiful natural environment outside the city 
combined with a stunning inner center make the city 
an international destination for millions of visitors 
every year, but also creates pressures on quality of 
life for its residents. 

Committed to achieving a healthy and sustainable 
future,Krakow Municipality is developing an 
integrated strategy based on the principles of the 
circular economy. A future in which the city will 
maintain the value of natural resources and limit 
negative impacts both inside and outside of its 
boundaries.

The Circular Cities Program Poland
The Circular Cities Program Poland is a collaboration 
between Metabolic Institute and Polish Circular 

(1) UNESCO World Heritage Centre. (n.d.). Historic Centre of Krakow.
(2) McKinsey Centre for Business and Environment. (2015). Growth within: A circular economy vision for a competitive Europe. Retrieved from: source

Hotspot, generously funded by the MAVA Foundation. 
In the program, the cities of Krakow, Lublin, and 
Gdansk are developing circular strategies that will 
bring long-lasting systemic impact and ensure a 
sustainable future. We collaboratively expand on their 
existing strategies while facilitating an exchange of 
experiences and lessons learned in online sessions 
due to COVID-19 restrictions.

How to read this report
This report results from a 1-year process in 
collaboration with the municipality of Krakow and 
other stakeholders from the private, public, and 
academic realm. The report is meant to 1) provide 
actionable insights and leverage points that can 
drive Krakow's transition to a sustainable future 
2) serve as a toolkit that catalyzes cross-sector 
collaboration and innovation for a wide range of 
stakeholders, including citizen organizations, the 
private sector, and academia. Thus, creating the 
conditions need to land the circular economy in and 
shift towards a sustainable future in Krakow. The 
report is divided into two sections starting with an 
overview of insights and opportunities for the city, a 
vision, an action toolkit. The second section provides 
a thorough background analysis, diving into four key 
sectors in Krakow.

 https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/29
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/business%20functions/sustainability/our%20insights/europes%20circular%20economy%20opportunity/growth_within.ashx
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The European Union has adopted the circular 
economy as one of its core strategies and studies 
suggest that adopting circular economy principles 
in Europe could generate a net economic benefit 
of €535 billion by 2030 (2). Especially in sectors 
prone to inefficient material usage, a shift towards 
a circular and material-saving economy offers 
significant opportunities for businesses. As an 

(3) McKinsey. (2019). Carbon-Neutral Poland 2050: Turning a Challenge into an opportunity. Retrieved from: source
(4) Nabrdalik, M., Santora, M. (2018). Smothered by Smog, Polish cities rank amongst dirtiest in EU. Retrieved from: source 
(5) Ministry of Entrepreneurship and Technology (2018). Polish Circular Economy Roadmap. European Commission.
(6) Municipality of Krakow (2018). This is where I want to live. Krakow 2030. Krakow development strategy; site
(7) European Commission. (2020, March 25). EU Circular Economy Action Plan. EU Commision.

example, the construction sector alone wastes 
around 15% of building materials and uses 50% more 
steel and concrete than necessary. Through circular 
initiatives in the built environment, around €195 
billion and 12 million Mg of steel could be saved (2). 

In 2017, Poland was the third most carbon–intensive 
economy in Europe. The five main contributing 
sectors are power, industry, the built environment 
(mainly heating), agrifood and transport (3). These 
are predominantly fueled by coal, which comes at a 
cost. Poland is home to 33 out of 50 cities with the 
highest air quality issues in the EU, according to the 
WHO (4). The two major sources of pollutants are 
motor vehicles and the burning of coal in domestic 
solid fuel furnaces. The cost of related health 
impacts with 2015 figures was estimated at 16.15 
billion euros (3).

Recent action by Poland's cities, governments, and 
local communities indicate that change is sought 
after. The acceptance of the circular economy 
(CE) roadmap at the national level in 2018 (5) and 
city development strategies (e.g. Krakow 2030) 
(6) emphasize readiness for a transition towards 
a circular economy. This transition could help 
tackle some of the country's greatest social and 
environmental challenges. It could move the current 

14 000 000 tourists visited Krakow 
in 2019. Among the visitors to 
Krakow, 10750000 are domestic 
and 3300000 are foreign visitors. 
This year, the largest number of 
foreign guests came from 
Germany 14,2% and Great Britain 
13,9%, Italy 11,5%, France 11,2%, 
Spain 10,4% and Ukraine 5,4%.

Krakow is home to 
779 100 people.

Krakow city area is 327 km2 
and 424 m2 of land per person.

585 366 tourists stayed in Lublin 
in 2018, mainly attracted by its 
historical and monumental sites.

Lublin is home to 339 682
people, which makes it the 
largest city in Eastern Poland.

Lublin city area is 147,5 km2

A population of 
750 000 people.

Gdańsk is the 3rd of
Poland’s most attractive 
and successful tourist 
destinations.

Pomorskie Voivodship had 
the 3rd highest overnight 
stays in Poland -
9,8 million visitors and the 
most domestic tourist traffic 
of all voivodships in 2018

GDANSK (Tricity) LUBLIN KRAKOW

Figure 1: Comparative city snapshot of Gdansk, Lublin and Krakow.

INTRODUCTION

Moving forward with a circular economy 
In a circular economy, everything we depend on 
for our health and wellbeing is carefully preserved. 
This includes preserving the value of products, 
but also the natural capital of the environment on 
which we depend. It goes beyond simply recycling, 
to redesigning our economic system as one that is 
regenerative and resilient. 

https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Industries/Electric%20Power%20and%20Natural%20Gas/Our%20Insights/Carbon%20neutral%20Poland%202050%20Turning%20a%20challenge%20into%20an%20opportunity/Carbon-neutral-Poland-2050.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/22/world/europe/poland-pollution.html
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regexpert/index.cfm?do=groupDetail.groupMeetingDoc&docid=22847
https://www.bip.krakow.pl/?dok_id=94892
https://ec.europa.eu/environment/circular-economy/
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(8) Bloomberg CityLab, & O’Sullivan, F. (2019, September 12). Choked by Air Pollution, Krakow Bans Coal From Homes. Bloomberg. 
(9) Ogórek, P. (2019, September 1). Kraków. W życie wchodzi zakaz palenia węglem. Nie wszyscy wymienili piece. Gazeta Krakowska.
(10) Municipality of Krakow. (2020). INTHERWASTE. Retrieved from: source
(11) European Commission. (2020). Clearing House H2020. Retrieved from: source
(12) European Commision.(2020.) Urban Green Belt Project. Retrieved from: source
(13) United Nations. (2017). UN Sustainable Development Goals. Retrieved from: source

economy into a fundamentally sustainable state by 
becoming resource-efficient and working towards 
critical climate goals.

Cities can lead by example
On March 11th 2020, the European Commission 
adopted a new Circular Economy Action Plan (CEAP) 
- one of the main building blocks of the EU’s Green 
Deal. The Plan involves a sustainable product policy 
framework, a reduction of waste, and interventions 
across key product value chains (i.e. electronics 
and ICT, batteries and vehicles, packaging, (micro)
plastics, textiles, construction and buildings, and 
food, water and nutrients) (7). It is now time to 
accelerate and scale up across Europe. 

Growing cities and consumption patterns combined 
with an extractive and wasteful economy create a 
plurality of negative environmental impacts both 
inside and outside of our cities. The footprint of most 
cities is far greater than the physical space they 
occupy. This brings opportunity. Cities like Krakow 
can play a leading role in accelerating a sustainable 
economy by leveraging their unique characteristics 
to propagate effective strategies, financial 

opportunities, policy changes, and infrastructure 
solutions that drive implementation. By sharing 
best practices and broadly communicating their 
progress along the way, a city can act as a catalyst in 
driving systemic change on a regional and national 
level. This can facilitate the implementation of 
sustainability initiatives brought forward by different 
stakeholders.

Human and environmental health in cities come 
together under the framework of the circular 
economy. For Krakow, continuing its journey 
towards a sustainable future can be accelerated 
by integrating solutions for the built environment, 
the food sector, energy and waste infrastructure. 
By combining its unique characteristics with a bold 
strategy, Krakow can inspire other surrounding 
municipalities to follow its lead. 

The municipality is already working towards a more 
sustainable city through combating the negative 
impacts on air quality (8, 9), revisiting the waste system 
(10) and collaborating on multiple collaborative EU 
projects around the implementation of green space in 
the city (11, 12), and the waste system (10).

In 2018, the city adopted its socio-economic 
development strategy ‘This is where I want to 
live’ - Krakow 2030 (6). The strategy focuses on 
developing the city’s international significance 
regarding science & innovation, growing its 
knowledge-based economy while using its strong 
cultural potential and being a friendly and modern 
metropolis. The city's "final destination’ is orientated 
around the vision of a smart city, linked to the 
ambition to reduce emissions and adapt to climate 
change, the implementation of modern technical, 
social and mobility infrastructure, and a knowledge 
economy that fosters the R&D sector, creative 
industries, and a strong link between science and 
business. 

The municipality has taken part in many European 
programmes over the last years, such as the Urban 
Green Belt project (12) which centers around the 
relation between communities and parks and 
INTHERWASTE (10), in which European heritage 
cities collaboratively develop new waste strategies 
and policies for waste management. 

INTRODUCTION

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-09-12/to-cut-air-pollution-krakow-targets-coal-and-wood
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regexpert/index.cfm?do=groupDetail.groupMeetingDoc&docid=22847
https://gazetakrakowska.pl/krakow-w-zycie-wchodzi-zakaz-palenia-weglem-nie-wszyscy-wymienili-piece/ar/c1-14387607
https://www.interregeurope.eu/intherwaste/
http://clearinghouseproject.eu/project/krakow/#1581004115651-48b3275c-f128
https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/projects/Poland/new-tools-to-nurture-urban-green-spaces-in-central-europe
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/cities/
https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/projects/Poland/new-tools-to-nurture-urban-green-spaces-in-central-europe
https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/projects/Poland/new-tools-to-nurture-urban-green-spaces-in-central-europe
https://www.interregeurope.eu/intherwaste/
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OUR APPROACH

Towards formulating businesses cases
Together with stakeholders, we have selected a 
circular food hub and building hub as high potential 
for implementation. These two technological 
and systematic interventions stimulate a circular 
transition in two major sectors: the food sector 
and the construction sector, and thereby create 
a foundation for a larger systemic shift towards 
circularity in Krakow. 

Sustainability analysis
To know what the circular economy in the 

city will look like in the future, we must first 
determine where we are now. Through a 

current state analysis we identify the 
resource flows that are most impactful and 
in which neighborhoods we can achieve the 

most impact towards implementing 
interventions.

A strategy
We develop practical and integrative 

strategies, taking the existing buildings, 
infrastructure, populations, and institutions 

as a point of departure, highlighting the 
different purposes each neighborhood can 

serve in achieving city-wide goals.

Towards implementation and 
dissemination

We drive long term systemic impact by 
proposing tangible business cases and 

recommendations for action. While working 
towards this ambitious goal, the cities will 
actively exchange experiences and lessons 

learned across the Polish network. 

01 CURRENT STATE ANALYSIS

A vision 
Together with a driving group we develop a 
bold vision of what each city will look like 

in the future. 

02 GOAL SETTING 03 INTERVENTIONS 04 IMPLEMENTATION

CONSTRUCTIE

RENOVATIE

SLOOP
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Figure 2: Methodology.

Building the Krakow of the future
The circular economy offers tangible strategies 
to further Krakow’s ambitious vision, from the 
development of new technologies to the evolution 
of new forms of collaboration and new business 
models. At the same time, it has great potential to 
provide new employment and skills development 
opportunities for the growing knowledge sector in 
Krakow.

An Action Toolkit to achieve systems 
transformation
Achieving a sustainable future requires systems 
transformation. Our integrated approach (figure 2) 
considers the city's unique characteristics, strengths 
and challenges, and surroundings to set a bold vision 
for the future collaboratively. Achieving this vision 
in Krakow requires a coordinated set of actions over 
multiple years, supported by strong leadership from 
local government, the private sector, academia, and 
civil society. We present an action toolkit that holds 
24 concrete actions that can drive the collaboration 
needed to shape a circular culture in Krakow 
and catalyze innovation. They range from policy, 
to economic and physical interventions. These 
immediate actions can help form new driving groups, 
create awareness and capacity to pilot circular 
innovations, and lay the foundation for larger-scale 
innovation that will ultimately transform Krakow into 
a sustainable city. The toolkit allows any stakeholder 
to select an action and start driving the transition.

Accelerating implementation
Partnerships with local organizations and on-the-
ground stakeholder engagement play a crucial role 
in developing a vision, strategies and selecting 
practical actions. To facilitate implementation we 
provide examples from cities all over the world. We 
also suggest where to implement certain solutions. 
Each neighborhood can play a different role in 
achieving citywide goals. Bringing citywide analysis 
to the more granular neighborhood-scale gives 
insight on where actions can be most effective and 
thus provide a potential starting point.
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02 Leveraging cities to 
drive systemic change
Cities are our future. They are the drivers of the global economy, centres of creativity, 
diversity, and interaction - and they are home to the majority of the global population.
Cities cover only 3% of the earth’s surface, yet they consume 75% of all natural 
resources, making them effective places to address critical environmental and social 
challenges (13). 

(13) United Nations. (2017). UN Sustainable Development Goals. Retrieved from: source

8

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/cities/
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Cities and their impact on planetary 
health
Growing cities and our current economic 
system rely heavily on our planet and the 
natural resources it holds. Construction 
and consumption in cities is fueled by the 
extraction of virgin materials, freshwater 
sources, food production, and energy 
production. This comes at the cost of the 
natural systems that support our ability to 
live on the planet, resulting in unfavorable 
conditions most heavily affecting already 
vulnerable communities inside and outside 
our cities. 

Loss of natural land, excessive fertilizer 
use and monoculture crop production, toxic 
mining practice, and emissions related to 
production and consumption are at the root 
of climate change resulting in increased 
urban flooding, rising temperatures, 
water scarcity, and an alarming loss of 
biodiversity, jeopardizing our future.

We need to reinvent cities as healthy, 
sustainable, and inclusive places; producers 
rather than simply global resource drains. 
We can do so by fundamentally changing 
how our economy works, starting with how 
we design and plan cities.

GROWING CITIES

RESOURCE USE AND EMISSIONS

IMPACT

Air pollution Habitat loss and
biodiversity loss

Land use degradation
and pollution

A warming planet Sea level rise and
extreme weather events

PORT
PORT

CO2

PORT

World scale

3% City
23% Wilderness

38% Agriculture
36% Urban sprawl

Figure 3: Cities as leverage points.
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PORT

PORT

Circular industrial 
zone.

At least 50%
“Wilderness”

50%

5% City
· Green
· Carbon-neutral
· Car free

5%
Integrated agriculture:
Local food production in 
peri-urban regions.

Productive landscape 
mosaic:
· Agriculture
· Nature & recreation
· Energy production

Integrated green 
spaces that facilitate:
· Biodiversity
· Water retention
· Community gathering

Happy and strong 
community with access to 
local goods and services 
and governance over their 
neighborhood.

A circular designed 
diverse built environment.

A local economy 
that stimulates 
innovation and jobs.

Climate resilience 
and clean air.

Agriculture

30-40%

A VISION FOR THE SUSTAINABLE 
CITY OF THE FUTURE
To drive positive change, we must design our cities to 
cater to the livelihoods of urban communities, while 
keeping within the limits of the planet and allowing other 
species to flourish. 

We must use our imaginations to envision an urban 
future in which our cities are centers of smart, circular, 
and local production. Urban areas are abundant with 
greenery and provide a home to many different species, 
softening the boundaries between human activity and 
natural areas. Resources are distributed in a just and 
equitable manner, allowing all communities to benefit 
and all needs to be met; citizens are happy and fulfilled. 
In this future, cities hardly draw any virgin resources 
from their hinterlands and create only negligible 
amounts of waste.

Ecosystems around cities must be structurally 
supported to provide habitat and ecosystem services. 
To preserve these areas of wild nature, cities must be 
designed as compact environments, while maintaining 
a human scale that stimulates engagement, social 
interaction and a sense of personal belonging.

Figure 4: The sustainable city of the future.

10
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HOW DO WE GET 
THERE?

To reach sustainability objectives, cities 
should be built on the foundation of resilient 
communities that have strong ties to their 
local environment, and provide a backbone of 
social goods and services to all citizens. The 
principles of the circular economy  
(figure 5) provide a clear framework to achieve 
this. Through integrating these principles into 
the development of the built environment, 
urban economies, and city governance, we can 
accelerate the transition. 

Approaching the circular economy 
holistically
Integrating the circular economy into the vision of 
a sustainable, smart and resilient city embraces 
more than the circular management of material and 
waste resources. Too often, the attempt to solve 
one problem in isolation from social, economic, 
ecological or political considerations leads to 
unintended and undesirable consequences in other 
domains of society.
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                                                                                                                                                                 TRANSPARENCY  

Materials
in the economy are 

cycled at continuous 
high value.

Energy
is based on 

renewable sources.

Value
of human activities 
generate value in 

measures beyond just 
financial.

Water
is extracted at a 

sustainable rate and 
resource recovery is 

maximized.

Biodiversity
is structurally supported 

and enhanced. 

Society & Culture
are preserved through 

social governance.

Health & Wellbeing
of humans and other 
species is structurally 

supported. 

7 PILLARS
of the Circular 

Economy

To overcome the challenge of treating problems 
and their solutions (such as waste generation) in 
silos, the Seven Pillars of the Circular Economy 
(14) presents a framework that understands cities 
as complex and interconnected systems. This 
framework served as a guideline to co-create key 
indicators that the city of Krakow should monitor 
to evaluate their progress towards a circular 
economy. The key principles of the seven pillars are 
described above.

(14) Metabolic. (2017). The Seven Pillars of the Circular Economy. Retrieved from: source

Figure 5: The Seven Pillars 
of the Circular Economy.

https://www.metabolic.nl/news/the-seven-pillars-of-the-circular-economy/
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03 Current state 
analysis of Krakow- 
Key insights 
Although Krakow ceased to be Poland’s capital centuries ago, it is still considered its 
cultural capital. Home to Poland’s oldest university, the biggest city square in Europe, 
King’s castle, important sacral architecture, theatres, and museums, the city attracts 
students, academics and millions of tourists annually. A burgeoning metropolis, Krakow 
boasts an educated workforce and attracts a knowledge economy.

12
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KRAKOW - A CITY 
WITH MANY LAYERS
A truly circular economy prioritizes holistic 
outcomes affecting the water and energy 
sector as well as human health, biodiversity 
and value beyond just financial value. Proposed 
circular solutions should be strongly related to 
the local culture. This requires a deep dive into 
the unique characteristics of the city. We
investigate the many layers that make the city 
of Krakow what it is today to get a thorough 
understanding of our starting point and 
identify key leverage points and transformative 
potential.

BUILT FORM   

NATURAL
ECOSYSTEM

HISTORY

RESOURCE
FLOWS  

ECONOMY

GOVERNANCE
AND COMMUNITY

Krakow is already taking a leading role in Poland 
which is visible in their commitment towards a 
sustainable future in the 2030 strategy. 

Like many other cities, the municipality is moving 
away from heavy industry to a knowledge and 
service economy. Krakow has become the second 
largest office market in Poland. Large opportunity 
lies in leveraging its academic environment

More on 
page 67

Krakow’s residents, many visitors and local 
industry provide significant resource flows 
through the city, with a total of 543 000 Mg of 
industrial waste and 365 000 Mg of municipal 
waste. There is extensive potential in retaining 
value of resources.

Krakow is faced with the challenge of providing 
a future-proof healthy, safe and sustainable 
metropolitan area, while preserving a culturally 
rich and historic built environment. 

As Poland’s first capital, Krakow has national and 
historical importance. Its long and diverse cultural 
heritage is visible in the built environment and 
monumental landmarks, and will remain part of 
the city’s transforming identity, now and in the 
future.

Sitting at the foot of the Carpathian Mountains, 
and bordered by five nature reserves, Krakow is 
a city in the middle of a beautiful ecosystem. Yet 
the natural ecosystem in and around the city are 
under pressure from the city’s urban expansion 
and densification.

More on 
page 15

More on 
page 70

More on 
page 65

More on 
page 20

More on 
page 66
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LAYING THE FOUNDATION OF KRAKOW’S FUTURE

Krakow, located in the south of Poland and close to 
the border of Slovakia and Czechia, is the capital of the 
Malopolskie Voivodeship. As Poland’s second-most 
populated city, it provides a large group of people with 
unique metropolitan functions. The city has a rich 
history and national cultural significance that attracts 
many visitors. For many, Krakow is perceived as a 
city with a high quality of life, not only because of its 
abundant green space but also because of its culture 
and leisure facilities.

Key economic sectors
The city has a strong industrial past. Colossal industrial 
projects were carried out in times of communism, 
including the development of metallurgical, chemical, 
food, clothing, and printing industries. Parts of the city 
are still characterized by their industrial functioning now 
or in the past. The neighborhood of Nowa Huta was 
once an important industrial complex of Krakow, and is 
still home to Krakow’s large steel plant. These industries 
still rely on Krakow’s logistics infrastructure. The city 
is well connected, it holds a major rail junction, with 
connections to the other cities of central and eastern 
Europe, and also has an international airport.

In recent years, however, the city has undergone
a radical restructuring of its industry towards a growing 
research and development sector with a focus on 
innovation (8). This is visible in the labor force, of 
which the majority works in the knowledge and service 
sector. Some obsolete industrial plants are making the 
transition to innovative, more effective industries and 
technologies and a more service- oriented economy.

Krakow has become a city of science with a rich 
academic scene ever since its founding of the first 
university. Nowadays, 21 universities instil a wide 
breadth of knowledge development and a permanent 
influx of young talent and innovation. A large creative 
workforce combined with a thriving knowledge- based 
economy has drawn the attention of global service 
corporations and is reflected in Krakow’s position as the 
second-largest office market in Poland.

The tourism sector accounts for a prominent share 
of Krakow’s local economy. The city’s historical and 
cultural value have been attracting visitors for centuries. 
This is further enhanced by the proximity of wilderness 
and mountains.

Development comes at a cost 
Urban expansion, excessive tourism, combined with 
an extractive economic model has also resulted in 
pressure on Krakow’s natural and social environment. 
This particularly concerns air pollution, which is among 
the highest in Europe, with levels of particulate matter 
frequently exceeding WHO limits and even the EU’s 
lenient limits (6, 15). Though some economic sectors 
are adopting sustainable strategies, there are branches 
of the economy that still pose a considerable threat to 
the quality of life in the city. Industry, construction, and 
transportation are the major polluters.
 

Krakow 2030
The municipality is taking action with its new 
development strategy that includes a multilevel 
approach towards making the city “smarter”. 
A host of measures are specifically directed 
to improve the state of the environment. 
This consists of optimizing the city’s energy 
consumption, climate change adaptation, and 
increasing resource management effectiveness. 
In addition, the strategy aims to further enhance 
its culture of innovation by leveraging the young 
workforce and knowledge sector and stimulating 
the connection with local business and creative 
industries. 

Amongst the ambitions of the development 
strategy (8) are the following:

 • The number of days exceeding the permissible 
level of daily concentrations of particulate 
matter PM10 will need to drop from 104 days in 
2016 to less than 35 in 2030.

 • Banning all coal furnaces

 • By 2030 at least 50% of waste should be 
prepared for recovery, which will enable its 
reuse, maintaining valuable materials and 
limiting pressure on the environment.

 • The municipality plans to double overall forest 
cover, while the number of small “pocket parks” 
is to grow almost 20-fold.

(15) European Environmental Agency. 2020. European Air Quality Index Poland. Retrieved from: source

https://airindex.eea.europa.eu/Map/AQI/Viewer/
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To successfully transition to a circular economy, it 
is important to be aware of and build upon existing 
strengths. The city of Krakow has many qualities that 
make the city an attractive place for the principles of 
a circular economy to land. Key strengths of Krakow 
include: 

Readiness for a circular economy - Krakow has a 
prestigious academic environment, and thus a large 
number of young and educated employees. The 
growing research and development (R&D) sector 
is moving towards innovation and a more service-
oriented economy. Krakow also has a heritage of 
manufacturing, food-, steel- and printing industries. 
Manufacturing and industrial sold value has been 
growing steadily between 2010-2018 (a value 
increase of 32,4%). Combined, these trends provide a 
solid basis for innovation, creativity and circular jobs.

Emphasis on renewable transport - The plans for 
the municipality's future focus on improving public 
transport systems. Old buses are being replaced 
by hybrid and fully electric buses. A bike sharing 
scheme has also been introduced. 

BUILDING UPON STRENGTHS

Unique architecture - Beautiful architecture 
reflects the city's rich historical and cultural 
roots. Eight planned revitalization projects ensure 
the preservation of this cultural heritage. These 
revitalization projects also provide an opportunity 
for the integration of sustainable development 
measures in the built environment. 

Attractive natural landscapes and ecosystems - The 
city itself has large amounts of green space. As 
many as 75% of Krakow's residents have access to 
city parks within a 15-minute walk, and the average 
Krakowian has 240 m2 of green space at their 
disposal (sixfold the average global target of urban 
green space). The number of parks is to increase 
further by increasing the number of pocket parks 
20-fold. In addition, the city is modernizing water 
treatment to avoid pollution, contributing to a safe 
and healthy environment for all.

Social well-being - Krakow has an increasingly 
low unemployment rate and a rich cultural sector. 
The inhabitants of Krakow give the city high marks 
for quality of life. People are attracted by the city 
causing a positive migration influx and an inflow of 
new knowledge.

Resource recovery - Households produce less waste 
than the EU average and Krakow has an explicit 
household waste segregation system. Residents 
have a positive attitude to activities for the benefit 
of the natural environment, e.g. repairing broken 
equipment and objects or reusing them.

Closing the water cycle - Krakow’s water system 
holds large potential to close cycles locally. The 
average rainfall on Krakow amounts to 224,6 million 
m3 of water, which could be caught and used for 
irrigation of public green and surrounding agriculture, 
or substitute the annual use of 1,1 million m3 
drinking water for industrial cooling. Additionally, 
Krakow’s discharge water contains large amounts of 
nutrients that can be recovered to replace synthetic 
fertilizers.

Active municipal government - The city stimulates 
sustainable development through subsidies for the 
implementation of new residential heating systems 
and commissioning green public procurement and 
participating in many EU programs.
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BUILDING UPON STRENGTHS

Krakow

135 00021
Students/39 300 graduates

(17% of total population)
Universities

(11 private universities)

44%
of Krakow’s inhabitants are employed in 
scientific/ technical, education, 
administration, health and other 
professional services.

INCOME WASTEEDUCATION

EMPLOYMENT

44%
Professional, scientific 
and technical activities; 
administration/support 
services; education; health 
& social work; other. 

31%
Trade/repair of motor 

vehicles, transportation and 
storage, accommodation and 

catering, information and 
communication.

19%
Industry and construction

6%
Finance/insurance, real estate 0,1%

Agriculture, forestry and fishing

€ 990
Average monthly gross wage and salary 
per month in Malopolska Vovoideship

€ 1 203
Average monthly gross wage and

salary per month in Krakow

€ 1 086
National Polish average

wage per month

Sold production value in industrial 
activities* in Krakow have increased 
32,4% from 2010-2018.
*Value of products sold, paid work & services rendered 
in Mining, Manufacturing, & Utility supply.

4,6 billion
2010

6,1 billion
2018

Division of labor per sector in % - 2019 (18) Malopolskie region unemployment has been 
dropping from 2013, and has the 3rd lowest 
unemployment rate in Poland. 

Krakow’s unemployment rate of 2,5% 
is the lowest in Malopolskie region.

Registered unemployed population of 
11 500 in December 2018  dropped by 
11,5% from 2017.

Employed population of 355 000 is an 
increase of 4,9% from 2017-2018. This 
increase was mainly influenced by the 
development of the private sector.

35% Professional, scientific and technical activities and other
32,6% Trade/repair of motor vehicles, Transportation and storage, 
accommodation and catering, information and communication
15% Industry
9,2% Finance/insurancem real estate
8,2% Construction 

Gross Value Added per sector:
Gross Value Added of Krakow in 2018 (Value added by economic activity)  
is 13,1 billion Euro, an increase of 7,9% from 2017. 

Citizens of Krakow generate:  

of municipal waste
per resident

479 kg/y

That is very close to the
European average of 

487kg/y

Figure 6 : Employment, education and income in Krakow.
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OVERCOMING CHALLENGES

In addition, several challenges have been identified 
that are currently in the way of Krakow functioning 
according to circular principles. This includes:

Monitoring resources - A large part of Krakow’s 
waste is currently used at a low value. Not all waste 
is reported on, and therefore it is not clear whether 
the city meets the target of 50% recycling rate by 
2030.

Logistics - The infrastructure to repair and reuse 
materials on the neighborhood scale is not yet 
accessible to all residents. PSZOKS, collecting 
and purchasing points for construction waste, are 
already collecting but are still bound to regulation, 
limiting their potential to branch out to other 
resource flows. 

Tourism - The 14 million tourists visiting Krakow on 
a yearly basis put pressure on the city by littering 
and overcrowding natural ecosystems. Krakow’s 
waste system is struggling to keep up with the 
vast amounts of waste generated. Overtourism in 
Stare Miasto, Kazimierz and Podgorze has led to 
gentrification, limiting its original inhabitants from 
living in the center of the city.

Commuters, cars and congestion - More than half of 
Krakow’s residents own a car. In addition, 120 000 
commuters enter Krakow by car every day, altogether 
leading to emissions and traffic congestion. Mobility 
makes up 23% of Krakow’s total primary energy 
consumption and 21% of its CO2-emissions. 

Emissions and air quality - Krakow’s energy 
consumption is still heavily reliant on fossil fuels. 
88% of the city’s electricity usage comes from coal. 
Altogether, the city is responsible for a total of  
4,2 million Mg of CO2 -eq emissions, yearly. The city 
is working to improve air quality, yet pollution is 
persistent due to the geography of Krakow, and the 
surrounding municipalities and industry, resulting in 
exceeded levels for both PM2.5 and PM10.

Urbanization - The development of Krakow is 
currently taking place at the expense of green areas 
and agricultural land mainly on the outskirts of the 
city. In addition, gentrification causes increased 
housing prices, making the city inaccessible to 
lower-income communities.
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LEVERAGING OPPORTUNITIES

Based on our deepdive into four sectors we can 
identify opportunities:

Resource recovery
Households produce less waste than the EU average 
and Krakow has an explicit household waste 
segregation system. Residents have a positive 
attitude to activities for the benefit of the natural 
environment, e.g. repairing broken equipment and 
objects or reusing them. 

Closing the water cycle
Krakow’s water system holds large potential to 
close cycles locally. The average rainfall in Krakow 
lies around 650-700 mm annually, which amounts 
to 224,6 million m³ of water per year. This rainwater 
could be caught and used for irrigation of public 
green space and surrounding agriculture, or 
substitute the annual use of 1,1 million m³ drinking 
water for industrial cooling. 

Utilizing nutrients in wastewater
Krakow’s discharge water contains large amounts 
of nutrients, such as phosphorus, nitrogen, and 
carbon. These nutrients can potentially be recovered 
at wastewater treatment plants, and used to replace 
synthetic fertilizers for local agricultural activities.

90 000
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Yearly, 224,6 million m3 of 
rain falls on Krakow.
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LEVERAGING OPPORTUNITIES

*Based on Urban PM2.5 Atlas - Air quality in European 
cities (European Commission, 2017)

* Emissions were calculated by multiplying Krakow’s 
primary energy consumption by the sources’ 

respective emission factors.

CO2 emissions per end 
user (CO2-eq) (g):

Krakow PM2.5  and PM10  
levels both exceed the EU 

Limit Value as well as 
WHO guidelines for air 

quality*.
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Value in organic waste
Large amounts of food are wasted each year. Locals, 
visitors and tourists of Krakow waste around  
22 930 Mg/y, which is equal to 60,3 million 
pizzas. This can be reduced through awareness 
programmes on the importance of zero waste and by 
improving waste valorisation infrastructure. 

Recovering value in the construction sector- The 
construction sector is responsible for a large share 
of CO2-eq emissions generated. Concrete use alone 
is responsible for 165 000 Mg/y CO2-emissions. 
If sorted and processed at high value, demolition 
materials can be directly used as construction 
materials. In theory, 8% (104 000 Mg/y) of building 
material demand could be met by using demolition 
materials. Increased reporting and monitoring the 
origin of waste, e.g. from construction sites could 
help identify high-value flows.

Renewable energy - Currently, Krakow’s energy 
demand is supplied by a meagre 3% of renewable 
energy, while the Polish goal is to have 21% by 2030. 
There is a big transition needed to reach this goal. 
The city is in the process of replacing coal furnaces, 
but it is a very expensive undertaking. A large part 
of Krakow’s solar and wind energy potential goes 
unleveraged.
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A CITY MADE OF NEIGHBORHOODS

Krakow has experienced many common urban trends 
associated with economic growth, such as urban 
sprawl and uneven distribution of densities. Where 
areas north of the city have slowly developed due 
to relatively low transportation infrastructure, high 
levels of public transportation allowed for rapid 
suburbanization of the east, aouth, and west of the 
center in the '60s and '70s

Achieving a sustainable future requires transformation 
of the built environment. It involves increasing 
Krakow's self-sufficiency level, design and retrofitting 
buildings for energy efficiency and material recovery, 
implementing the infrastructure needed for repair 
and re-use, and facilitating new types of mobility. We 
will have to design our cities to integrate and support 
native biodiversity and create a healthy and vibrant 
environment for diverse socio-economic activities 
serving all communities. Naturally, not all parts of a city 
are suited to all kinds of functions. 

Krakow contains a diverse range of neighborhoods, 
expanding out from the heart of the city, the Old Town’s 
Main Square and Kazimierz. A couple of highlighted 
neighborhoods: 

 • Krakow’s historic buildings and city center are a bustling 
tourist destination. However, its cultural heritage 
requires maintenance, taken care of by the Municipality 
so that they can continue serving its purpose of being 
an attraction for locals and visitors (16). 

 • Many people live in Podgorze, Ludwinow, and 
Bienczyce. Here, industrial development above and 
below the center resulted in higher density residential 
districts. 

 • Zablocie, a revitalized industrial area, has developed 
into an attractive destination for residents and 
tourists, thanks to the of its proximity to the Old 
Town and Kazimierz and the largest private university 
coupled with the Oskars Shindlers Emalia Factory 
(made famous by Steven Spielberg’s film), which is 
now a museum. Here, developers saw an opportunity 
after a new land-use plan was introduced in 2006. The 
area is now home to high-density commercial and 
residential development and new public spaces (17). 

 • Nowa Huta is a neighborhood in transition, home to 
Krakow's significant industrial complex, ArcelorMittal. 
The district was built to house 100 000 people after 
WW2. The steel factory alone could employ 40 000 
people in its heyday, which fell to 3 000 after the 
collapse of communism in 1989. Nowadays, well-
constructed brick buildings, combined with public 
facilities, green space, municipal revitalization 
programs, and cultural heritage, make Nowa Huta a 
popular neighborhood with a creative younger scene 
(18).

Using neighborhood typologies 
Each neighborhood can play an essential role 
in achieving a sustainable future based on its 
unique characteristics. We can design outer city 
neighborhoods to produce excess renewable 
energy serving the entire city as production centers 
by building on their post-industrial nature, proximity 
to natural resources, and existing infrastructure. In 
contrast, neighborhoods in the dense city-center 
might consume more due to their higher densities 
and older building stock. However, their inner-
city location might continue to provide many of 
the cultural and commercial functions that are 
essential to any city.
 
Our unique methodology combines material flow 
analysis with spatial analysis to identify high 
opportunity resource flows and neighborhood 
characteristics (map 1. P23). We use the resulting 
neighborhood typologies to match concrete action 
to specific locations based on their potential for 
impact towards achieving Krakow’s vision and 
goals (map 2 p. 30). Thus, some neighborhoods 
might be more suitable to host central city 
infrastructure and industrial symbioses, whereas 
other areas might be more appropriate for local 
community centers and school programs. The 
result indicates which neighborhood typologies 
provide the enabling context for effective 
implementation.

(16) City of Krakow. (2011, March 15). We invest in culture - Magiczny Kraków. MAGICZNY KRAKÓW
(17) Stangel, M. (2011). Transformation of Derelict Areas into Mixed-Use Urban Neighborhoods- Case Studies in the Polish Cities.
(18) Kurek, S., & Wojtowicz, M. (2018). Reurbanisation in a post-socialist city: Spatial differentiation of the population in the Krak’ow area (Poland).

. http://www.krakow.pl/english/culture/5676,artykul,we_invest_in_culture.html
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NEIGHBORHOOD TYPOLOGIES

We identified the following neighborhood typologies in 
Krakow based on characteristics such as population 
density (19), waste streams in the area (see chapter 
“sectors in focus” p. 67), % of green space cover(20), as 
well as an evaluation of the functional programming in 
each neighborhood. We highlight some on the map on 
the next page.

Residential hub (Zwierzyniec & 
Podgorze): 

Residential neighborhoods are housing districts outside 
or just out of the city-center. Their main point of focus 
is to develop a safe, affordable, providing and pleasant 
environment for Krakow’s communities to flourish. 
Accentuating current strong networks and initiatives 
either in the neighborhood or nearby can facilitate the 
transition to a circular economy. Financial support to 
these areas should be directed to developing local and 
community-enhancing initiatives such as community 
gardens, repair centers, and school programs. Here, 
participatory budgeting can help the community have 
agency over the pursuit of these goals. Retrofitting 
existing buildings for energy-efficiency can decrease 
overall energy consumption in the city.

Consumption center (Stare Miasto & 
Grzegorski):

Consumption centers can facilitate the collection 
and transport of separated waste. Though many 
apartments are too small for separate waste collection, 
innovations in waste bins - including stacking and 
compression systems - may improve the likelihood of 
at-home separation. There is also potential in bundling 

the organic waste streams from hospitality. This could 
create the quantity of flow for effective composting or 
in a circular food hub. The monumental character of the 
city center makes it challenging to implement large-
scale energy-production technologies. Therefore these 
neighborhoods must rely on the outer neighborhoods 
for renewable energy supply. The consumption 
centers should facilitate retailers and product banks 
that remarket the reused, refurbished and recycled 
products and materials of Krakow’s entrepreneurs. 

Productive centers (Czyzyny & 
Debniki):

These peripheral neighborhoods have a productive and 
processing function in the urban metabolism. They host 
city-wide infrastructures, including energy production, 
waste processing and large-scale manufacturing. 
Organic production centers on the periphery of the city 
produce more extensive farming. These neighborhoods 
are crucial in producing the resources for the city on 
a larger scale. Industrial producers are suitable for 
industrial symbioses and organic producers can play an 
important role in self-sufficient food supply, and close 
nutrient loops through composting. 

Loop closer (Nowa Huta & Pogdorze 
Duchakie):

These post-industrial areas attract a young crowd due 
to their affordability. These peripheral neighborhoods 
require less energy per square meter due to the lower 
population density and can become energy positive, 
thus providing energy surplus for the city. Large 
industrial roofs and existing logistical networks 

make this a perfect neighborhood to close loops. 
The existing large spaces can provide a platform 
for innovation and experimentation and small scale 
manufacturing. Innovative concepts and living labs 
can prove effective in these areas, and can be scaled 
up to the rest of the city when proven succesful. 
The transition to a circular economy can become 
an effort that boosts job creation and redefines the 
neighborhood's identity, and at the same time, create 
healthy and safe living conditions.

Green oasis (Zwierzyniec & 
Swoszowice): 

These neighborhoods offer plenty of green space 
and serve as ecologically rich retreats for the urban 
residents. The ecosystems and biodiversity in these 
areas should be supported and protected as the 
population grows and the ecological richness in these 
areas should be made easily accessible for educational 
as well as recreational purposes. 

Concrete jungle (Pradnik Czerwony 
& Krowodrza):

Considering the intense adverse health effects caused 
by the high population density and poor air quality, 
zero-emissions mobility should be top priority in these 
areas. Ideally, many of the roads should function 
as green veins that allow the presence of clean air 
and sanctuary in the city center. Green roofs and the 
greening of paved squares would also help to make 
the city more hospitable and resilient against erratic 
rainfall.

(19) Population Data by District Krakow. Population density, retrieved from: source
(20) Open Street Map. (2018). Land use (park, nature reserve, vegetated land types). Retrieved from: source

https://bdl.stat.gov.pl/BDL/start
https://download.geofabrik.de/europe/poland/malopolskie.html
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TYPOLOGIES
IN KRAKOW
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*  Data from 2018
** Data from 2014-2015
*** Data from 2015

RESIDENTIAL HUB - PODGORZE (XIII)

Unemployment : 4,5 % ***
Density: 1 437 p/km²
Strength: Diverse and attractive neighborhood to live in
Challenge: Air quality and flood vulnerability
Highlight: Revitalization area
Budget 2018: 3 143 450 PLN 
Highlighted initiative NGOs: Stowarzyszenie MAYDAY 
(not-for-profit providing social assistance to people in Krakow). 1910s

6 845 
PLN/km² ** Green space

Industrial waste 

Energy consumption 

CONCRETE JUNGLE - KROWODZRA (V)

Unemployment : 4,2% ***
Strength: Trust in community
Challenge: Not very mixed
Budget 2018: 2 092 579 PLN
Highlighted: implementation of pocketparks planned 1970S

Population density
6 680

PLN/m² ** 

Industrial waste 
Energy consumption Green space

Industrial waste 

Energy consumption Green space

ORGANIC PRODUCER - WZGORZA KRESLAWICKIE (XVII)

Unemployment : 5,3% ***
Strength: Food producer 
Challenge: Construction boom
Budget 2018: 2 115 351 PLN
Existing infrastructure: Water purification 1950s

LOOP CLOSER - NOWA HUTA (XVIII)

Unemployment : 5,7% ***
Strength: Affordability attracts young community
Challenge: Heavy industry 
Highlight: URBACT
Budget 2018: 3 854 072 PLN
Existing infrastructure: Train stration and railway 1949

4 555 
PLN/m²  **

PRODUCTIVE CENTER - CZYZYNY (XIV)

Unemployment : 4,3 % ***
Strength: Affordability attracts young community
Budget 2018: 2 345 538 PLN
Existing infrastructure: PSZOK / Organic waste
facillity /Coal plant / Data center 1941

5 647 
PLN/m² ** Green space

Population density

Population density
4 510

PLN/m² ** 

Industrial waste 
Energy consumption Green space

Population density

Industrial waste 

Energy consumption Population density

CONSUMPTION CENTER - STARE MIASTO (I)

Unemployment : 4,7 % ***
Strength: Unesco / High concentration of universities 
Challenge: Tourism & air pollution
Highlight: Revitalization area
Budget 2018:   2 630 803 PLN
Existing infrastructure: Data center 
Higlighited initiatives: 
 - Foodsharing Krakow: www.foodsharing-krakow.blogspot.com
 - Creating small localised parks in the historic centre 
Association of Municipalities Polish Network "ENERGIE CITES”

8 329  
PLN, Cost m²** 

1250s

Green space
Industrial waste 

Energy consumption Population density

GREEN OASIS - ZWIERZYNIEC (VII)

Unemployment : 3,6 % ***
Strength: Greenest neighborhood with community 
agriculture 
Challenge: Limiting sprawl
Highlight: Revitalization area
Budget 2018:  2 467 565 PLN
Existing infrastructure: waste water treatment plant

1910

7 472  
PLN/m²  ** Green spacePopulation density

Industrial waste 

Energy consumption 

(10) Bertram, C., & Rehdanz, K. 
(2015). The role of urban green 
space for human well-being. 
Ecological Economics, 120, 139-152.
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04 Towards a sustainable 
future in Krakow
Setting a vision
If we take high-level ideas about what a sustainable city should look like and apply circular economy principles to Krakow, what 
would the city actually look like? Here we imagine some of the changes that might have taken place to achieve a fully circular 
local economy and sustainable future for Krakow in 2050. We have organized the vision around four thematic areas keeping in 
mind that the city is made of different neighborhoods that can contribute to this vision through their unique characteristics. The 
vision builds on the strategic direction formulated in Krakow 2030 as well on input from stakeholders and the municipality.

Towards a strategy
 So far, we have identified leverage points to make positive change based on the analysis of Krakow’s current state. We have 
also collectively set a vision and measurable objectives. Achieving this vision in Krakow requires a coordinated set of actions 
over multiple years, supported by strong leadership from local government, the private sector, academia and civil society. 
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A VISION FOR THE FUTURE OF KRAKOW

A city with a circular urban 
metabolism
In 2050, resource flows are cycled 
through the city and surrounding peri-
urban areas at their highest value.

Strategic directions
 • Monitoring the flow of resources at 

city and household level. 
 • Network of local recovery centers 

and local resource centers. 
 • Full transition to renewable energy 

using multiple heating sources such 
as data centers, surface water. 

 • Growing local manufacturing sector 
based on heritage in the food, steel 
and service sectors. 

A city with a healthy 
ecosystem for all species
Krakow’s urban environment 
stimulates a symbiotic relationship 
between humans and nature and 
leaves space for flora and fauna to 
thrive both inside and at the edges of 
the city.

Strategic directions
 • Implementation of valuable, 

multifunctional green areas for 
various purposes.

 • Implementation of ecospheres and 
"pocket" parks.

 • Emission-free vehicles in the city.
 • The banks of the Vistula River, 

Drwinki and Wilga rivers are 
accessible to residents.

 • Water collection on the roofs.
 • Limiting urbanization to the 

surrounding green areas.
 • Food production using aquaponics, 

integrated agriculture and suburban 
production.

A sustainable, diverse and 
inclusive built environment 
that fosters resilient 
communities
Krakow is home to a diverse urban 
landscape, recognized for its 
aesthetics and productive qualities 
while integrating high standards 
of sustainable and inclusive urban 
design.

Strategic directions
 • Re-use of building and construction 

materials. 
 • Strategies for urban mining.
 • Modernisation in terms of electrical 

efficiency in built-up areas.
 • Promotion of materials of biological 

origin.
 • Urban centers and increased 

participatory management in all 
districts.

A connected city with an 
economy of creativity and 
innovation
Krakow serves as a regionally and 
internationally relevant innovation hub, 
connected to the rest of the world 
through a clean and modern mobility 
system.

Strategic directions
 • High-speed agglomeration railroad 

connecting Krakow with the 
surrounding regions and the rest of 
Poland.

 • Specific innovation centers in Nowa 
Huta and Podgórze.

 • Program connecting students with 
local entrepreneurs.

 • Fund for circular innovation in the 
region.
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Throughout our research and interaction with 
local stakeholders, we have come across some 
key barriers to achieving the implementation of 
the circular economy in Krakow. To successfully 
implement the circular economy and gear towards 
a sustainable future, we can identify a couple of 
systemic actions, or building blocks, that will help 
create the enabling context for the circular economy 
to be successful in Krakow. 

Creating cross-departmental collaboration 
- Achieving the vision involves the 
waste department, but also energy and 
construction, amongst others. It also 
requires integrating the actions and goals 
with already-existing agendas.

Communicating the vision and actions - 
Publicly communicating about the circular 
economy can be a strong tool to create 
awareness of the circular economy and the 
action agenda for Krakow. It can also play 
a crucial role in creating a coalition around 
key strategic directions. 

An active municipality - The local 
government can take an active stance 
through providing tenders that can 
showcase new building technologies, 
subsidies for green roofs, and hosting 
participation meetings for selected driving 
groups.

The circular economy is a joint venture 
- Collaboration across sectors and with 
existing initiatives will fast track the 
transition. This does require good insights 
into existing NGOs and local initiatives and 
an active role from the local government to 
create cross-sectoral driving groups. These 
could be organized around sectors.

1

3

2

4

5

6

7

Getting better insights in waste streams - 
To underpin the other actions presented 
in this roadmap, It is essential to develop 
a data collection and monitoring program 
that details how the city is progressing 
on improved resource management and 
inclusive economic development.

Policy and legislation - Changing policy 
can be challenging and timely since it is 
often informed by national or EU legislation. 
Creating temporary experimental zones 
can help provide the space needed for 
innovation.

Identifying funding to incentivize the 
private sector, academia, and community 
organization - Understanding the funding 
landscape's potential at various scales 
(regional, national, EU) will help to mobilize 
budgets. The Green Deal and INTEREGG 
might hold potential. A scan of already 
existing subsidies and funding mechanisms 
and adjusting them can also help.

CREATING THE ENABLING CONDITIONS TO ACHIEVE SYSTEMIC CHANGE IN 
KRAKOW
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CREATING THE ENABLING CONDITIONS TO ACHIEVE SYSTEMIC CHANGE IN 
KRAKOW
An action toolkit: 24 actions to kickstart 
the circular economy in Krakow
This section presents a selection of high-value 
actions, chosen based on research, stakeholder 
engagement and identified leverage points. These 
actions are not all-encompassing, as they are 
meant as a starting point to achieving the vision 
and creating systemic change. Having a concrete 
set of actions will drive the collaboration needed 
to shape a circular culture in Krakow that can 
catalyze innovation and ultimately transform the 
local economy into a circular state. It will also drive 
implementation. Of course, these actions are initial 
recommendations that will need further revision and 
vetting. As such, this strategy should not be seen 
as a static document but as a starting point for a 
more defined roadmap. Ultimately there are longer 
term objectives including diverting away from coal, 
landfill and incineration. To achieve these goals will 
also require bold legislation and policy as well as 
addressing larger infrastructures. 

A roadmap
The accompanying roadmap makes these actions 
practical and suggests how to place them in time. As 
these will begin to be uncovered and specific circular 
business cases for the city are defined, detailed 
action plans will need to be drafted each year. 
Building circular driving groups here is crucial.

Monitoring progress
The vision imagined illustrates how Krakow could 
develop as it progresses towards a sustainable 
future. Setting concrete objectives helps make the 
transitions tangible and measurable. We propose 
a set of objectives for each vision line and the Key 
Performance Criteria to monitor them. We use 
the framework for the seven Pillars of the Circular 
Economy (p.11) to illustrate a holistic approach.
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05 24 actions to 
kickstart a circular 
economy in Krakow
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24 ACTIONS TO KICKSTART THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY IN KRAKOW

A city with a circular urban 
metabolism

1. Strengthening Krakow’s culture of 
circularity
A1. Pilot neighbourhood repair and 
reuse hubs

2. Setting the right example
A2a. Zero waste public institutions 
and schools
A2b. A green procurement strategy

3. Providing infrastructure for the 
circular economy
A3. City-wide reuse system for to-
go waste 

4. From industrial waste to circular 
products 
A4. Create a first line of products 
designed from industrial waste 
streams 
A5. Implement a ‘pay as you throw’ 
structure in enterprises

A connected city with an 
economy of creativity and 
innovation

1. Deepen public knowledge on the 
circular economy
A6. Training of the circular economy 
for city officials
A7. Building a network of circular 
‘champions’

2. Leverage the innovate capacity of 
cross-sectoral collaborations
A8. Insights into high-value 
synergies between industries

3. Building spaces for cross-sectoral 
innovation and awareness
A9. Krakow circular food hub
A10. Krakow green building lab

 
4. Reducing the impact of Krakow’s 

tourism sector
A11. Zero waste tourism covenant

A sustainable, diverse and 
inclusive built environment 
that fosters resilient 
communities

1. Transforming the existing building 
stock
A12. Retrofitting buildings to meet 
energy efficiency standards
A13. Tender transformation of 
vacant office buildings into housing

2. Reducing high impact construction 
materials
A14. A building hub to store and 
exchange salvaged material
A15. Pilot bio-based construction 
project for public housing

3. Including circular principles in new 
construction
A16. Adoption of energy efficiency 
in regulations for new construction 
of public buildings 
A17. Material passports
A18. Require all new buildings to be 
built according to circular standards

A city with a healthy 
ecosystem for all species

1. Create accessible green space for 
all inhabitants
A19. Piloting the transformation of 
car parks in green spaces

2. Protect high-quality natural 
environments
A20. Pilot brownfield 
redevelopment project
A21. Integrated network of green 
spaces across public land

3. Promote the use of nature-based 
solutions
A22. City-wide programs to 
increase nature-based solutions 
A23. Creating a green roof on post-
industrial buildings of Nowa Huta
A24. Creating a culture of local food 
production

28
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CIRCULAR 
ECONOMY IN 
KRAKOW

Hospitality clusters

City boundary

0 km 2,5 km 5 km

Typologies

Organic producer

Consumption center

Green oasis

Residential hub

Conrete jungle

Productive center

Loop closer

Mixed use

A21 Pilot a brownfield redevelopment 
project

Brownfield Productive 
center [Czyzyny]

A CITY WITH A HEALTHY 
ECOSYSTEM FOR ALL 
SPECIES

Krakow becomes a bustling city with clean air and 
water, vast green areas and affordable housing.

•  Krakow protects its natural assets
•  Increases local food consumption
•  Provides equal access to green areas for all citizens.

Krakow becomes a bustling city with clean air and 
water, vast green areas and affordable housing.

•  Krakow protects its natural assets
•  Increases local food consumption
•  Provides equal access to green areas for all citizens.

A CONNECTED CITY WITH AN 
ECONOMY OF CREATIVITY 
AND INNOVATION

Krakow builds on its academic environment and 
untapped business potential to lead in circular 
innovation.

•  Krakow becomes a world leader in circular
technologies
•  Develops a zero-emission mobility system
•  Ensures that circular strategies are leveraged to 
alleviate social inequality.

Krakow builds on its academic environment and 
untapped business potential to lead in circular 
innovation.

•  Krakow becomes a world leader in circular
technologies
•  Develops a zero-emission mobility system
•  Ensures that circular strategies are leveraged to 
alleviate social inequality.

A CITY WITH A CIRCULAR 
METABOLISM

Krakow cycles all resources at high value, minimiz-
es emissions and waste production.

By 2050 Krakow:
•  Eliminates landfill
•  100% renewable energy
•  Achieves zero waste

Krakow cycles all resources at high value, minimiz-
es emissions and waste production.

By 2050 Krakow:
•  Eliminates landfill
•  100% renewable energy
•  Achieves zero waste

A SUSTAINABLE, DIVERSE 
AND INCLUSIVE BUILT 
ENVIRONMENT THAT 
FOSTERS RESILIENT 
COMMUNITIES

Krakow moves towards sustainable and circular 
urban development, increasing well-being for all of 
its communities.

• Krakow maximizes energy efficiency
• Increases secondary energy use 
• includes community goals in their development 

plans

Krakow moves towards sustainable and circular 
urban development, increasing well-being for all of 
its communities.

• Krakow maximizes energy efficiency
• Increases secondary energy use 
• includes community goals in their development 

plans

Green parking area

A19 Piloting the transformation of car 
parks in green areas 

Surface area: ± 50 000 m²
Potential additional green space: 10%

Consumption
center

Potential green roofs

A23 Green roofs on post-industrial
buildings 

30 largest roofs
Surface area: ± 850 000 m²
Catchment area: 571 million m³ water/y
2 284 olympic swimming pools

Loop closer
[Nowa Huta]

Industrial symbiosis

A8 Insights in high-value synergies 
between industries 

Industrial symbioses study of industrial parks like 

Productive Center
& Loop Closer

A9  Krakow Circular
food hub 

Available food waste from household and tourism: 
22 930 Mg/y

Consumption
 Center

Possible location for 
circular food hub
Possible location for 
circular food hub

A10  Krakow Green 
Building Lab  

Green construction lab

In collaboration with i.e. Krakow University of 
Technology
In collaboration with i.e. Krakow University of 
Technology

A1  Pilot neighbourhood repair and 
reuse hub  

Social centre for reuse

A4  Create a first line of products 
designed from industrial waste streams  

Possible location for food waste 
processing

A14 A building hub to store and exchange 
salvaged construction materials  

Construction hub
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ENVISIONING A CITY WITH A CIRCULAR URBAN METABOLISM

In 2020, around 61% of Krakow’s waste ended up 
in the incinerator. Although new laws stimulated 
households to separate their waste, only a small 
fraction of recycling was reported on-- making it 
difficult to assess at what value resources were 
recovered. Processing of industrial waste was 
even less transparent. Construction waste seemed 
to disappear into dust. Coal, at the time, was the 
dominant source of energy provision for the city and 
massive amounts of heating got lost in the winter 
through the inefficient systems that characterized 
Krakow's monumental housing stock.

Today, Krakow has drastically limited environmental 
impact both outside and inside their city boundaries 
while retaining access to sufficient resources to 
ensure a high quality of life for local communities. 
The city has shifted to a circular system in which 
almost all materials are recovered to their highest 
value and the overall consumption of water, energy, 
and consumer goods have seen a drastic decline. 
This massive shift started by increasing monitoring 
and bringing resource flows into sight. Every 
household has a private dashboard that monitors 
their resource use and impacts (both cost and 
environmental). A city dashboard tracks resources 
on a regional level, allowing for smart adjustments 
and finding high-value opportunities for excess 
materials.

Many resource loops are closed on the scale of the 
neighborhood, facilitating infrastructure to repair, 
exchange, and reuse materials, grow local food 
through aquaponics and community gardens and 
keep nutrients in a local, closed-loop system using 
smart solutions. An example of a smart solution is 
the use of black soldier flies, that can use organic 
waste to create high quality protein, which can be 
used for animal feed, for example. A network of 
PSZOKS has been laid out in the city to recover 
materials. 

The end of the 20s saw massive renovations in 
Krakow building stocks leading to green roofs 
that capture water, and an enormous increase in 
energy efficiency. Household energy is provided 
by community coöporations mostly reliant on solar 
panels. Heating comes from a plurality of resources 
including data centers, surface water amongst 
others and differs per district based on availability. 
The flexible municipal infrastructure allows for 
adaptive capacity to adjust to new sources as 
innovations emerge.

Although taking agency over the resources on the 
community level had already increased through a 
renewed connection with the natural ecosystem, 
resource education has now become a fundamental 
component of the primary school curriculum. Kids 
are educated on growing food locally, learn basic 
repair skills, and see how loops are closed using 
their food waste as compost in the school gardens. 

Pilots with different collection methodologies based 
on the build-up of the neighborhoods and resource 
flows in the 30s have led to an efficient collection 
system for bulk waste linking the right processing 
facilities. The manufacturing center of Nowa 
Huta today is home to a larger recovery facility for 
electronic resources. A valuable source for the local 
innovation hub.

The private sector also plays its part through 
sharing residual heat and ensuring smart cycling of 
cooling water. Resource flows are reported and new 
synergies have emerged through linking supply and 
demand. Supply chain monitoring ensures limited 
impact and resource loss along the chain.

The combination of national and international talent 
drawn to the city by its universities to spearhead 
the development and R & D sector employment 
combined with heritage in the manufacturing, food, 
steel, and printing industries provided a solid basis 
for circular innovation. As new modular products 
emerge, living zero-waste becomes easier every day.

Today, Krakow has left behind its long tradition of 
coal. The city achieved its recycling targets of 50% 
as early as 2025. Today this is more than 90%. The 
municipality's latest commitment? Not replacing its 
incinerator.
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TOOLKIT FOR A CITY WITH CIRCULAR URBAN METABOLISM

2020 2025 2030

ACTION SHORT TERM MID TERM

Capacity building amongst 
institutions, based on results 

from pilots

Adopting and refining the circular strategy 

Establishing a monitoring strategy

Communication

Develop monitoring 
framework for 
revised Krakow 
2030 strategy

Yearly 
reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Publishing revised 
strategy: Circular 

Krakow 2050

Yearly reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Refining the 
Krakow 2030 

strategy with a 
cohort

Publish refined 
Krakow 2030 

strategy

Develop Circular 
Krakow strategy 

2050

Publish Circular
Krakow 2050 

strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Explore EU funding 
opportunity e.g. LIFE & 

INTEREGG

Identify 
eligible
Calls

identify potential
partners and 

consortia

Assign 
Communication team 

Circular Krakow

Campaign around 
Circular Actions in 

Krakow

Adjust city programs 
on the basis of 

findings from monitor

Publish 2025 
findings & trends on 
the basis of monitor

Funding

OVERARCHING 
ACTIONS

A CITY WITH 
A CIRCULAR URBAN 

METABOLISM

Identify existing 
citizen initiatives

Identify sources
for funding

Open call for projects - 
existing initiatives apply 
for funding to implement 

reuse hub

Identifying location
for neighborhood repair

hub
Strengthening Krakow's culture of circularity

Refining the circular
economy strategy

Identify pilot cafes/ 
hotels

More in-depth mapping 
for high-value streams

Explore cases 
where

PAYT was 
succesful

Setting the right example: Zero waste public institutions and schools

Compare existing models and 
calculate business cases

Developing a
program for zero-waste

 schools

Build out infrastructure for 
reuse deposit systems

Providing the infrastructure for the circular economy

Work out a
set of business-cases in

detail with driving 
groups

A series of
match-making events 

between entrepreneurs 
and industry around 

high-value opportunities

Establish ongoing 
innovation clusters 

between start-ups and 
industry

Find a space for
production

From industrial waste to circular products

A CONNECTED CITY 
WITH 

AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND 

INNOVATION

Information sessions about 
available EU funds on 

circularity

Deepening public knowledge on the circular economy

Identify
industrial cluster

Insights in high-value synergies between industries

Explore food 
streams for

food hub

Exhibitions and 
awareness campaigns 

on green buildings

Establish
R&D program

with university

Identify suitable location
for green building hub and 

food hub

 Workshop with industry to 
scope out interest and 

concerns
Pilot scan in one industry 

cluster

Building the spaces for cross-sectoral innovation and awareness

Identify partners
for zero waste conventant

Event
on Zero-

Waste tourism

Reducing the impact of the tourism sector

Selection of a group
of schools from different 
neighborhoods for a zero 

waste pilot

Publish "how-to" 
guidebook for schools 

and institutions

All schools in Krakow are
part of a zero-waste 

initiative

Krakow Municipal 
government

is zero waste

Action 4: Create a first line 
of products designed from 
industrial waste streams

Explore option
for PAYT

Offer trainings in lean/zero 
waste for high impact 

industrial waste

Announcement of policy 
change

Action 8: Insights in 
high-value synergies 
between industries

Action 5: 
Implementing a pay as 

you throw structutre

Action 2a: Pilot 
projects at selected 
schools/ institutions

Action 1: Pilot 
neighbourhood repair 

and reuse hub

Action 2b: Develop
Procurement Criteria for 
municipal government 

purchasing

Action 3: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 6: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 7: Build a network of 
circularity "champions" 

spearheading cooperations 
between sectors

Action10: Krakow 
Green building lab

Action 9: Krakow 
Circular Food Hub

Action 11: Zero Waste 
Tourism Convenant

A SUSTAINABLE, 
DIVERSE AND 

INCLUSIVE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

THAT FOSTERS 
RESILIENT 

COMMUNITIES

Gap-analysis
of guidelines for

revitalization

Explore location 
for transformation 

building

Transforming the existing building stock

Projection of
Urban mine 
2020-2030

Calculate business 
cases for secondary 

construction materials

Tender bio-based construction 
of public building e.g. school

Bio-based construction 
convenant signed by key 

players in KRK construction 
sector

Reducing the use of high-impact materials 

Needs-assessment 
building

construction hub

Gap-analysis current 
legislation on energy 

efficiency new construction

Identify space & infrastructure 
for physical implentation (i.e. 

at PSZOKs)

Identify funding
Opportunities

and ownerships structure

Implementing circular principles in new construction

Action 13: Tender
transformation of 
office buildingS to 

housing

Action 12: Retrofitting 
existing buildings to 

meet energy efficiency 
standards

Action 14: Building 
and construction hub

Action 15: 
Pilot bio-based 

construction of public 
building

Action 16: Adoption of 
energy-efficiencystandards 

for new construction 
of public buildings

Action 17: Material 
passports for

new development

Action 18: Require all 
new buildings to be 
built according to 
circular standards

A CITY WITH A 
HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM 

FOR ALL SPECIES

Set green space minimum in 
tendering guidelines for new 

developments

Identify opportunities for
urban green network

Scale up to program: 
Non-permanent "pop-up 
parks" in parking spaces

Creating accessible green space for all inhabitants

Screening of available 
brownfields for urban 

development

Protecting high-quality natural environment

Create financial incentives 
for homeowners to 
implement green 

infrastructure

Develop design 
guidebook/ inspirations 

for communities

Identify options for
experimental zoning 

regulation

Awareness campaign
capturing water

Publish a tender for a 
brownfield site

A green roofs 
program

Identify
suitable funding

constructions

 Scan to find eligible 
buildings for

green roofs in Nowa
Huta

Promoting the use of nature-based solutions

 Action 19: Pilot 
transformation of car 
parks into green areas

Action 21: One pilot 
on a brownfield

development

Action 20: Create urban
green network

Action 23: Pilot a large 
scale green roof

Action 22: City wide 
program to increase 

 private use of 
nature-based-solutions

Action 24: Creating a 
culture of local food 

production

2020 2025 2030

ACTION SHORT TERM MID TERM

Capacity building amongst 
institutions, based on results 

from pilots

Adopting and refining the circular strategy 

Establishing a monitoring strategy

Communication

Develop monitoring 
framework for 
revised Krakow 
2030 strategy

Yearly 
reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Publishing revised 
strategy: Circular 

Krakow 2050

Yearly reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Refining the 
Krakow 2030 

strategy with a 
cohort

Publish refined 
Krakow 2030 

strategy

Develop Circular 
Krakow strategy 

2050

Publish Circular
Krakow 2050 

strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Explore EU funding 
opportunity e.g. LIFE & 

INTEREGG

Identify 
eligible
Calls

identify potential
partners and 

consortia

Assign 
Communication team 

Circular Krakow

Campaign around 
Circular Actions in 

Krakow

Adjust city programs 
on the basis of 

findings from monitor

Publish 2025 
findings & trends on 
the basis of monitor

Funding

OVERARCHING 
ACTIONS

A CITY WITH 
A CIRCULAR URBAN 

METABOLISM

Identify existing 
citizen initiatives

Identify sources
for funding

Open call for projects - 
existing initiatives apply 
for funding to implement 

reuse hub

Identifying location
for neighborhood repair

hub
Strengthening Krakow's culture of circularity

Refining the circular
economy strategy

Identify pilot cafes/ 
hotels

More in-depth mapping 
for high-value streams

Explore cases 
where

PAYT was 
succesful

Setting the right example: Zero waste public institutions and schools

Compare existing models and 
calculate business cases

Developing a
program for zero-waste

 schools

Build out infrastructure for 
reuse deposit systems

Providing the infrastructure for the circular economy

Work out a
set of business-cases in

detail with driving 
groups

A series of
match-making events 

between entrepreneurs 
and industry around 

high-value opportunities

Establish ongoing 
innovation clusters 

between start-ups and 
industry

Find a space for
production

From industrial waste to circular products

A CONNECTED CITY 
WITH 

AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND 

INNOVATION

Information sessions about 
available EU funds on 

circularity

Deepening public knowledge on the circular economy

Identify
industrial cluster

Insights in high-value synergies between industries

Explore food 
streams for

food hub

Exhibitions and 
awareness campaigns 

on green buildings

Establish
R&D program

with university

Identify suitable location
for green building hub and 

food hub

 Workshop with industry to 
scope out interest and 

concerns
Pilot scan in one industry 

cluster

Building the spaces for cross-sectoral innovation and awareness

Identify partners
for zero waste conventant

Event
on Zero-

Waste tourism

Reducing the impact of the tourism sector

Selection of a group
of schools from different 
neighborhoods for a zero 

waste pilot

Publish "how-to" 
guidebook for schools 

and institutions

All schools in Krakow are
part of a zero-waste 

initiative

Krakow Municipal 
government

is zero waste

Action 4: Create a first line 
of products designed from 
industrial waste streams

Explore option
for PAYT

Offer trainings in lean/zero 
waste for high impact 
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A CITY WITH A CIRCULAR URBAN METABOLISM

The vision
Krakow strives to achieve a circular urban metabolism. To do so, the city needs 
clear insight on all resource flows across different scales, so it can divert these 
away from landfill. The city will reduce all waste production by 20% by 2030. For 
construction waste specifically, the city strives to recycle 50% by 2025, and 70% 
by 2030. A network of local recovery centers and local resource centers can 
facilitate this. Opportunity for heritage-based local manufacturing sectors in the 
food, steel and service sectors lie in Nowa Huta. This creates jobs in collection, 
transport and reuse. Krakow aims to fully transition away from coal to renewable 
energy using solar, wind and multiple heating sources. Here, industrial symbioses 
can reduce the resource use of industries. The city aims to recover resources 
from wastewater and will rely on local farms for food production. 

Strategic direction 
1. Strengthening Krakow's culture of circularity.

2. Setting the right example: Zero waste public institutions and schools.

3. Improving Krakow’s circular logistics and infrastructure.

4. Reducing industrial waste and developing circular products from homogenous 
waste streams.

Relevant strategies and policy documents
 • Strategia Rozwoju Krakowa "Tu chcę żyć. Kraków 2030" (Krakow Development 

Strategy 2030).

 • Plan Gospodarki Odpadami Województwa Małopolskiego na lata 2016-2022 
(Krakow City Climate Adaptation Plan 2030).

 • Krajowy program zapobiegania powstawaniu odpadów (Polish National Waste 
Prevention Programme).

Action Toolkit

A1 Pilot neighbourhood repair and reuse hub.

A2a Pilot zero-waste public institutions.

A2b Develop procurement criteria for municipal 
government purchasing.

A3 City-wide reuse system for to-go waste.

A4 Create a first line of products designed from industrial 
waste streams.

A5 Implement a “pay-as-you-throw” system in industry and 
enterprise.

Policy
Economy
Collaboration
Physical implementation

LEGEND
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STRENGTHENING KRAKOW'S CULTURE OF CIRCULARITY

Key Actions

A1 Pilot neighbourhood repair and reuse hub

Krakow plans extensive projects and programming to create lively and active 
public spaces outside of commercialized spaces. Social centers for reuse, sharing 
and repairing of products can strengthen the sphere of public life, while delivering 
on the city's mission to foster ecological behaviour amongst its citizens. 

 • Impacts: Creating a culture of reuse rather than disposability.

 • Who is needed? Existing community initiatives.

 • Key building blocks: Funding, public communication.

Where to look for inspiration?
Repair cafe international is an organization that stimulates the creation of 
repair cafes in Belgium and the Netherlands, through offering interested 
people practical, legal, social and branding advice for starting a repair cafe. 
The organization also provides an overview of repair cafe locations.
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SETTING THE RIGHT EXAMPLE: ZERO WASTE 
PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS AND SCHOOLS
Key Actions 

A2a Zero-waste public institutions and schools
Public institutions can set the right example and create awareness by committing to 
zero waste. Local schools and public institutions commit to becoming zero-waste 
facilities by diverting all of their waste streams from landfill and engage in recycling, 
reuse or composting. A program with schools can be piloted with 2-3 schools and if 
successful can be scaled up.  

 • Impacts: Reducing waste, setting awareness for zero waste.

 • Who is needed? Municipal governments, local schools, public institutions.

 • Key building blocks: Internal capacity. 

A2b Develop procurement criteria for municipal government purchasing
Circular public procurement refers to an approach by which public authorities purchase 
goods and services that contribute to the implementation of a circular economy by 
closing material loops, energy loops or reduced life-cycle impacts. Krakow can pilot a 
circular purchasing strategy in one of their public bodies.  

 • Impacts: Supporting circular markets.

 • Who is needed? Municipal governments, public institutions.

 • Key building blocks: Internal capacity.

Where to look for inspiration?
Going zero waste: Schools in Palo Alto pledge to eliminate all waste from 
their systems (going further than reducing, reusing and recycling) by designing 
products to eliminate waste and building community collaboration. 

Responsible Purchasing Promotion Scheme: In Nantes, 
France, as part of the city’s plan for public purchasing, 
Nantes has set 11 clear actions and targets that also 
include guidelines for circular procurment.

More information: 
EU Brochure on Circular Procurement
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culture of local food 

production
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ACTION SHORT TERM MID TERM

Capacity building amongst 
institutions, based on results 

from pilots

Adopting and refining the circular strategy 

Establishing a monitoring strategy

Communication

Develop monitoring 
framework for 
revised Krakow 
2030 strategy

Yearly 
reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Publishing revised 
strategy: Circular 

Krakow 2050

Yearly reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Refining the 
Krakow 2030 

strategy with a 
cohort

Publish refined 
Krakow 2030 

strategy

Develop Circular 
Krakow strategy 

2050

Publish Circular
Krakow 2050 

strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Explore EU funding 
opportunity e.g. LIFE & 

INTEREGG

Identify 
eligible
Calls

identify potential
partners and 

consortia

Assign 
Communication team 

Circular Krakow

Campaign around 
Circular Actions in 

Krakow

Adjust city programs 
on the basis of 

findings from monitor

Publish 2025 
findings & trends on 
the basis of monitor

Funding

OVERARCHING 
ACTIONS

A CITY WITH 
A CIRCULAR URBAN 

METABOLISM

Identify existing 
citizen initiatives

Identify sources
for funding

Open call for projects - 
existing initiatives apply 
for funding to implement 

reuse hub

Identifying location
for neighborhood repair

hub
Strengthening Krakow's culture of circularity

Refining the circular
economy strategy

Identify pilot cafes/ 
hotels

More in-depth mapping 
for high-value streams

Explore cases 
where

PAYT was 
succesful

Setting the right example: Zero waste public institutions and schools

Compare existing models and 
calculate business cases

Developing a
program for zero-waste

 schools

Build out infrastructure for 
reuse deposit systems

Providing the infrastructure for the circular economy

Work out a
set of business-cases in

detail with driving 
groups

A series of
match-making events 

between entrepreneurs 
and industry around 

high-value opportunities

Establish ongoing 
innovation clusters 

between start-ups and 
industry

Find a space for
production

From industrial waste to circular products

A CONNECTED CITY 
WITH 

AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND 

INNOVATION

Information sessions about 
available EU funds on 

circularity

Deepening public knowledge on the circular economy

Identify
industrial cluster

Insights in high-value synergies between industries

Explore food 
streams for

food hub

Exhibitions and 
awareness campaigns 

on green buildings

Establish
R&D program

with university

Identify suitable location
for green building hub and 

food hub

 Workshop with industry to 
scope out interest and 

concerns
Pilot scan in one industry 

cluster

Building the spaces for cross-sectoral innovation and awareness

Identify partners
for zero waste conventant

Event
on Zero-

Waste tourism

Reducing the impact of the tourism sector

Selection of a group
of schools from different 
neighborhoods for a zero 

waste pilot

Publish "how-to" 
guidebook for schools 

and institutions

All schools in Krakow are
part of a zero-waste 

initiative

Krakow Municipal 
government

is zero waste

Action 4: Create a first line 
of products designed from 
industrial waste streams

Explore option
for PAYT

Offer trainings in lean/zero 
waste for high impact 

industrial waste

Announcement of policy 
change

Action 8: Insights in 
high-value synergies 
between industries

Action 5: 
Implementing a pay as 

you throw structutre

Action 2a: Pilot 
projects at selected 
schools/ institutions

Action 1: Pilot 
neighbourhood repair 

and reuse hub

Action 2b: Develop
Procurement Criteria for 
municipal government 

purchasing

Action 3: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 6: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 7: Build a network of 
circularity "champions" 

spearheading cooperations 
between sectors

Action10: Krakow 
Green building lab

Action 9: Krakow 
Circular Food Hub

Action 11: Zero Waste 
Tourism Convenant

A SUSTAINABLE, 
DIVERSE AND 

INCLUSIVE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

THAT FOSTERS 
RESILIENT 

COMMUNITIES

Gap-analysis
of guidelines for

revitalization

Explore location 
for transformation 

building

Transforming the existing building stock

Projection of
Urban mine 
2020-2030

Calculate business 
cases for secondary 

construction materials

Tender bio-based construction 
of public building e.g. school

Bio-based construction 
convenant signed by key 

players in KRK construction 
sector

Reducing the use of high-impact materials 

Needs-assessment 
building

construction hub

Gap-analysis current 
legislation on energy 

efficiency new construction

Identify space & infrastructure 
for physical implentation (i.e. 

at PSZOKs)

Identify funding
Opportunities

and ownerships structure

Implementing circular principles in new construction

Action 13: Tender
transformation of 
office buildingS to 

housing

Action 12: Retrofitting 
existing buildings to 

meet energy efficiency 
standards

Action 14: Building 
and construction hub

Action 15: 
Pilot bio-based 

construction of public 
building

Action 16: Adoption of 
energy-efficiencystandards 

for new construction 
of public buildings

Action 17: Material 
passports for

new development

Action 18: Require all 
new buildings to be 
built according to 
circular standards

A CITY WITH A 
HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM 

FOR ALL SPECIES

Set green space minimum in 
tendering guidelines for new 

developments

Identify opportunities for
urban green network

Scale up to program: 
Non-permanent "pop-up 
parks" in parking spaces

Creating accessible green space for all inhabitants

Screening of available 
brownfields for urban 

development

Protecting high-quality natural environment

Create financial incentives 
for homeowners to 
implement green 

infrastructure

Develop design 
guidebook/ inspirations 

for communities

Identify options for
experimental zoning 

regulation

Awareness campaign
capturing water

Publish a tender for a 
brownfield site

A green roofs 
program

Identify
suitable funding

constructions

 Scan to find eligible 
buildings for

green roofs in Nowa
Huta

Promoting the use of nature-based solutions

 Action 19: Pilot 
transformation of car 
parks into green areas

Action 21: One pilot 
on a brownfield

development

Action 20: Create urban
green network

Action 23: Pilot a large 
scale green roof

Action 22: City wide 
program to increase 

 private use of 
nature-based-solutions

Action 24: Creating a 
culture of local food 

production

https://www.pausd.org/about-us/sustainability
https://ec.europa.eu/environment/gpp/pdf/news_alert/Issue74_Case_Study_148_Nantes.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/environment/gpp/pdf/CP_European_Commission_Brochure_webversion_small.pdf
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PROVIDING THE INFRASTRUCTURE FOR THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY

Key Actions 

A3 City-wide reuse system for to-go waste 
The adoption of a system that promotes the use of reusable cups and other to-go 
packaging can help reduce the amount of non-recyclable waste generated by the city’s 
tourism sector. 

 • Impacts: Reducing waste.

 • Who is needed? Municipal governments, hospitality sector, food industry.

 • Key building blocks: City-wide collaboration between cafes, restaurants and hotels.

Where to look for inspiration?
Germany’s reuse system for cups and take-out: The German business ReCup 
has successfully introduced a nation-wide deposit system for coffee cups and, 
most recently, also take-out bowls. To date, they are supported in over 5,200 
cafes, restaurants and gas stations throughout the country.

2020 2025 2030

ACTION SHORT TERM MID TERM

Capacity building amongst 
institutions, based on results 

from pilots

Adopting and refining the circular strategy 

Establishing a monitoring strategy

Communication

Develop monitoring 
framework for 
revised Krakow 
2030 strategy

Yearly 
reporting on 
findings from 
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strategy: Circular 
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findings from 
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Krakow 2030 
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Circular Krakow 
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INTEREGG
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partners and 
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Circular Krakow

Campaign around 
Circular Actions in 

Krakow

Adjust city programs 
on the basis of 
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Publish 2025 
findings & trends on 
the basis of monitor

Funding

OVERARCHING 
ACTIONS

A CITY WITH 
A CIRCULAR URBAN 

METABOLISM

Identify existing 
citizen initiatives

Identify sources
for funding

Open call for projects - 
existing initiatives apply 
for funding to implement 

reuse hub

Identifying location
for neighborhood repair

hub
Strengthening Krakow's culture of circularity

Refining the circular
economy strategy

Identify pilot cafes/ 
hotels

More in-depth mapping 
for high-value streams

Explore cases 
where

PAYT was 
succesful

Setting the right example: Zero waste public institutions and schools

Compare existing models and 
calculate business cases

Developing a
program for zero-waste

 schools

Build out infrastructure for 
reuse deposit systems

Providing the infrastructure for the circular economy

Work out a
set of business-cases in

detail with driving 
groups

A series of
match-making events 

between entrepreneurs 
and industry around 

high-value opportunities

Establish ongoing 
innovation clusters 

between start-ups and 
industry

Find a space for
production

From industrial waste to circular products

A CONNECTED CITY 
WITH 

AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND 

INNOVATION

Information sessions about 
available EU funds on 

circularity

Deepening public knowledge on the circular economy

Identify
industrial cluster

Insights in high-value synergies between industries

Explore food 
streams for

food hub

Exhibitions and 
awareness campaigns 

on green buildings

Establish
R&D program

with university

Identify suitable location
for green building hub and 

food hub

 Workshop with industry to 
scope out interest and 

concerns
Pilot scan in one industry 

cluster

Building the spaces for cross-sectoral innovation and awareness

Identify partners
for zero waste conventant

Event
on Zero-

Waste tourism

Reducing the impact of the tourism sector

Selection of a group
of schools from different 
neighborhoods for a zero 

waste pilot

Publish "how-to" 
guidebook for schools 

and institutions

All schools in Krakow are
part of a zero-waste 

initiative

Krakow Municipal 
government

is zero waste

Action 4: Create a first line 
of products designed from 
industrial waste streams

Explore option
for PAYT

Offer trainings in lean/zero 
waste for high impact 

industrial waste

Announcement of policy 
change

Action 8: Insights in 
high-value synergies 
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Action 5: 
Implementing a pay as 
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Action 2a: Pilot 
projects at selected 
schools/ institutions
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neighbourhood repair 

and reuse hub

Action 2b: Develop
Procurement Criteria for 
municipal government 

purchasing

Action 3: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 6: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 7: Build a network of 
circularity "champions" 

spearheading cooperations 
between sectors

Action10: Krakow 
Green building lab

Action 9: Krakow 
Circular Food Hub

Action 11: Zero Waste 
Tourism Convenant

A SUSTAINABLE, 
DIVERSE AND 

INCLUSIVE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

THAT FOSTERS 
RESILIENT 

COMMUNITIES

Gap-analysis
of guidelines for

revitalization

Explore location 
for transformation 

building

Transforming the existing building stock

Projection of
Urban mine 
2020-2030

Calculate business 
cases for secondary 

construction materials

Tender bio-based construction 
of public building e.g. school

Bio-based construction 
convenant signed by key 

players in KRK construction 
sector

Reducing the use of high-impact materials 

Needs-assessment 
building

construction hub

Gap-analysis current 
legislation on energy 

efficiency new construction

Identify space & infrastructure 
for physical implentation (i.e. 

at PSZOKs)

Identify funding
Opportunities

and ownerships structure

Implementing circular principles in new construction

Action 13: Tender
transformation of 
office buildingS to 

housing

Action 12: Retrofitting 
existing buildings to 

meet energy efficiency 
standards

Action 14: Building 
and construction hub

Action 15: 
Pilot bio-based 

construction of public 
building

Action 16: Adoption of 
energy-efficiencystandards 

for new construction 
of public buildings

Action 17: Material 
passports for

new development

Action 18: Require all 
new buildings to be 
built according to 
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A CITY WITH A 
HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM 

FOR ALL SPECIES

Set green space minimum in 
tendering guidelines for new 

developments

Identify opportunities for
urban green network

Scale up to program: 
Non-permanent "pop-up 
parks" in parking spaces

Creating accessible green space for all inhabitants

Screening of available 
brownfields for urban 

development

Protecting high-quality natural environment

Create financial incentives 
for homeowners to 
implement green 

infrastructure

Develop design 
guidebook/ inspirations 
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experimental zoning 

regulation

Awareness campaign
capturing water
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brownfield site

A green roofs 
program
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suitable funding
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 Scan to find eligible 
buildings for

green roofs in Nowa
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Promoting the use of nature-based solutions

 Action 19: Pilot 
transformation of car 
parks into green areas

Action 21: One pilot 
on a brownfield

development

Action 20: Create urban
green network

Action 23: Pilot a large 
scale green roof

Action 22: City wide 
program to increase 

 private use of 
nature-based-solutions

Action 24: Creating a 
culture of local food 

production
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where
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program for zero-waste
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Work out a
set of business-cases in

detail with driving 
groups

A series of
match-making events 

between entrepreneurs 
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Establish ongoing 
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between start-ups and 
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Find a space for
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From industrial waste to circular products
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CREATIVITY AND 
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https://recup.de/
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FROM INDUSTRIAL WASTE TO CIRCULAR PRODUCTS

Key Actions 

A4 Create a first line of products designed from industrial waste streams
Match Krakow's largest industries (generating organic waste) and their waste streams 
to entrepreneurs and circular startups. That can process these streams at high-value 
and in innovative ways (i.e. by upcycling fruit peels into fruit oils and fibers). One pilot 
can later be scaled up to other neighborhoods and can lead to awareness of circular 
product design.

 • Impacts: Reducing industrial waste.
 • Who is needed? Large industry, circular start-ups, municipal government.
 • Key building blocks: Collaborative events/ spaces between business and start-ups. 

A5 Implement a ‘pay as you throw’ structure in industry and enterprises
Systems "pay for as much as you throw" (i.e. Pay-as-you-throw) can effectively 
encourage waste reduction in the industry and enterprises. However, it will be 
necessary to closely monitor these systems to prevent illegal dumping of waste. It 
will also require training for the private sector on how to reduce waste and adopt 
sustainable resource management.

 • Impacts: Reducing industrial waste and consumption.
 • Who is needed? Municipal government; food-industry.
 • Key building blocks: Establishing high waste taxes; monitoring illegal dumping.

Where to look for inspiration?
PeelPioneers: The Dutch company PeelPioneers transforms orange peel 
waste from restaurants, hotels or supermarkets into valuable products for 
the food industry.

Pay-As-You-Throw (PAYT):
San Jose, a city in the US with currently around a million inhabitants, 
implemented a PAYT-system back in 1993. It resulted in extensive annual 
savings on municipal solid waste costs, and a large increase in recycling 
rates.
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players in KRK construction 
sector

Reducing the use of high-impact materials 

Needs-assessment 
building

construction hub

Gap-analysis current 
legislation on energy 

efficiency new construction

Identify space & infrastructure 
for physical implentation (i.e. 

at PSZOKs)

Identify funding
Opportunities

and ownerships structure

Implementing circular principles in new construction

Action 13: Tender
transformation of 
office buildingS to 

housing

Action 12: Retrofitting 
existing buildings to 

meet energy efficiency 
standards

Action 14: Building 
and construction hub

Action 15: 
Pilot bio-based 

construction of public 
building

Action 16: Adoption of 
energy-efficiencystandards 

for new construction 
of public buildings

Action 17: Material 
passports for

new development

Action 18: Require all 
new buildings to be 
built according to 
circular standards

A CITY WITH A 
HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM 

FOR ALL SPECIES

Set green space minimum in 
tendering guidelines for new 

developments

Identify opportunities for
urban green network

Scale up to program: 
Non-permanent "pop-up 
parks" in parking spaces

Creating accessible green space for all inhabitants

Screening of available 
brownfields for urban 

development

Protecting high-quality natural environment

Create financial incentives 
for homeowners to 
implement green 

infrastructure

Develop design 
guidebook/ inspirations 

for communities

Identify options for
experimental zoning 

regulation

Awareness campaign
capturing water

Publish a tender for a 
brownfield site

A green roofs 
program

Identify
suitable funding

constructions

 Scan to find eligible 
buildings for

green roofs in Nowa
Huta

Promoting the use of nature-based solutions

 Action 19: Pilot 
transformation of car 
parks into green areas

Action 21: One pilot 
on a brownfield

development

Action 20: Create urban
green network

Action 23: Pilot a large 
scale green roof

Action 22: City wide 
program to increase 

 private use of 
nature-based-solutions

Action 24: Creating a 
culture of local food 

production

2020 2025 2030

ACTION SHORT TERM MID TERM

Capacity building amongst 
institutions, based on results 

from pilots

Adopting and refining the circular strategy 

Establishing a monitoring strategy

Communication

Develop monitoring 
framework for 
revised Krakow 
2030 strategy

Yearly 
reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Publishing revised 
strategy: Circular 

Krakow 2050

Yearly reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Refining the 
Krakow 2030 

strategy with a 
cohort

Publish refined 
Krakow 2030 

strategy

Develop Circular 
Krakow strategy 

2050

Publish Circular
Krakow 2050 

strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Explore EU funding 
opportunity e.g. LIFE & 

INTEREGG

Identify 
eligible
Calls

identify potential
partners and 

consortia

Assign 
Communication team 

Circular Krakow

Campaign around 
Circular Actions in 

Krakow

Adjust city programs 
on the basis of 

findings from monitor

Publish 2025 
findings & trends on 
the basis of monitor

Funding

OVERARCHING 
ACTIONS

A CITY WITH 
A CIRCULAR URBAN 

METABOLISM

Identify existing 
citizen initiatives

Identify sources
for funding

Open call for projects - 
existing initiatives apply 
for funding to implement 

reuse hub

Identifying location
for neighborhood repair

hub
Strengthening Krakow's culture of circularity

Refining the circular
economy strategy

Identify pilot cafes/ 
hotels

More in-depth mapping 
for high-value streams

Explore cases 
where

PAYT was 
succesful

Setting the right example: Zero waste public institutions and schools

Compare existing models and 
calculate business cases

Developing a
program for zero-waste

 schools

Build out infrastructure for 
reuse deposit systems

Providing the infrastructure for the circular economy

Work out a
set of business-cases in

detail with driving 
groups

A series of
match-making events 

between entrepreneurs 
and industry around 

high-value opportunities

Establish ongoing 
innovation clusters 

between start-ups and 
industry

Find a space for
production

From industrial waste to circular products

A CONNECTED CITY 
WITH 

AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND 

INNOVATION

Information sessions about 
available EU funds on 

circularity

Deepening public knowledge on the circular economy

Identify
industrial cluster

Insights in high-value synergies between industries

Explore food 
streams for

food hub

Exhibitions and 
awareness campaigns 

on green buildings

Establish
R&D program

with university

Identify suitable location
for green building hub and 

food hub

 Workshop with industry to 
scope out interest and 

concerns
Pilot scan in one industry 

cluster

Building the spaces for cross-sectoral innovation and awareness

Identify partners
for zero waste conventant

Event
on Zero-

Waste tourism

Reducing the impact of the tourism sector

Selection of a group
of schools from different 
neighborhoods for a zero 

waste pilot

Publish "how-to" 
guidebook for schools 

and institutions

All schools in Krakow are
part of a zero-waste 

initiative

Krakow Municipal 
government

is zero waste

Action 4: Create a first line 
of products designed from 
industrial waste streams

Explore option
for PAYT

Offer trainings in lean/zero 
waste for high impact 

industrial waste

Announcement of policy 
change

Action 8: Insights in 
high-value synergies 
between industries

Action 5: 
Implementing a pay as 

you throw structutre

Action 2a: Pilot 
projects at selected 
schools/ institutions

Action 1: Pilot 
neighbourhood repair 

and reuse hub

Action 2b: Develop
Procurement Criteria for 
municipal government 

purchasing

Action 3: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 6: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 7: Build a network of 
circularity "champions" 

spearheading cooperations 
between sectors

Action10: Krakow 
Green building lab

Action 9: Krakow 
Circular Food Hub

Action 11: Zero Waste 
Tourism Convenant

A SUSTAINABLE, 
DIVERSE AND 

INCLUSIVE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

THAT FOSTERS 
RESILIENT 

COMMUNITIES

Gap-analysis
of guidelines for

revitalization

Explore location 
for transformation 

building

Transforming the existing building stock

Projection of
Urban mine 
2020-2030

Calculate business 
cases for secondary 

construction materials

Tender bio-based construction 
of public building e.g. school

Bio-based construction 
convenant signed by key 

players in KRK construction 
sector

Reducing the use of high-impact materials 

Needs-assessment 
building

construction hub

Gap-analysis current 
legislation on energy 

efficiency new construction

Identify space & infrastructure 
for physical implentation (i.e. 

at PSZOKs)

Identify funding
Opportunities

and ownerships structure

Implementing circular principles in new construction

Action 13: Tender
transformation of 
office buildingS to 

housing

Action 12: Retrofitting 
existing buildings to 

meet energy efficiency 
standards

Action 14: Building 
and construction hub

Action 15: 
Pilot bio-based 

construction of public 
building

Action 16: Adoption of 
energy-efficiencystandards 

for new construction 
of public buildings

Action 17: Material 
passports for

new development

Action 18: Require all 
new buildings to be 
built according to 
circular standards

A CITY WITH A 
HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM 

FOR ALL SPECIES

Set green space minimum in 
tendering guidelines for new 

developments

Identify opportunities for
urban green network

Scale up to program: 
Non-permanent "pop-up 
parks" in parking spaces

Creating accessible green space for all inhabitants

Screening of available 
brownfields for urban 

development

Protecting high-quality natural environment

Create financial incentives 
for homeowners to 
implement green 

infrastructure

Develop design 
guidebook/ inspirations 

for communities

Identify options for
experimental zoning 

regulation

Awareness campaign
capturing water

Publish a tender for a 
brownfield site

A green roofs 
program

Identify
suitable funding

constructions

 Scan to find eligible 
buildings for

green roofs in Nowa
Huta

Promoting the use of nature-based solutions

 Action 19: Pilot 
transformation of car 
parks into green areas

Action 21: One pilot 
on a brownfield

development

Action 20: Create urban
green network

Action 23: Pilot a large 
scale green roof

Action 22: City wide 
program to increase 

 private use of 
nature-based-solutions

Action 24: Creating a 
culture of local food 

production

https://peelpioneers.nl/
https://archive.epa.gov/wastes/conserve/tools/payt/web/pdf/paytss.pdf
https://archive.epa.gov/wastes/conserve/tools/payt/web/pdf/paytss.pdf
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OBJECTIVES - A CITY WITH A CIRCULAR METABOLISM KPIS - A CITY WITH A CIRCULAR METABOLISM

1. No more waste going to landfill in 2050. % of industrial & municipal waste of Krakow that goes to landfill.

2. Decrease the amount of waste being incinerated. % of industrial & municipal waste of Krakow that goes to incineration.

3. Waste is recycled at maximum value. Average revenue per Mg of recovered waste.

4. Krakow reduces its dependence on critical (scarce) materials. Mg of critical (scarce) materials consumed by
industry per $/zł GMP.

5. By 2030 Krakow has decreased its total municipal (solid) waste 
generation per capita by 20% compared to 2020.

kg total municipal waste / # of residents in Krakow.

6. Krakow reduces the amount of industrial waste. Mg/y industrial waste generated per year.

7. Krakow improves information flows on waste production and 
processing between stakeholders and the City.

Qualitative assessment of the quality of information flows.

8. Krakow minimizes GHG emissions. Mg/y of CO2 equivalent GHG emissions per person / GMP.

9. Krakow decreases total energy consumption by 2030 Total GJ of energy consumed by the city.

10. Krakow abolishes all coal burning for heating. Share of coal in gross final energy consumption for heating.

11. Krakow increases its share of renewable energy. Percentage of renewable energy / total energy consumption.

12. Krakow maximizes use of rest heat from industry and data centers. Total GJ of rest heat used to heat buildings, as a percentage of total 
heating demand.

13. Krakow enhances local food production and local resource cycling. Mg/y of food produce within Krakow's city boundaries.

14. Krakow increases the number of community farms in districts. Existing urban farms are maintained and supported.

15. Krakow captures rain water to repurpose in its district. Rainwater captured and repurposed in m³/m per district.

16. Krakow reduces the industry consumption of drinking water. Total m³/m of water consumed by industries.

KEY INDICATORS TO MEASURE PROGRESS
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Where Krakow was once a center for industrial 
production in the 20th century, the city has now 
shifted to a regional economy characterized by 
small- scale manufacturing, new service models, 
and delivering local products made out of regional 
excess materials. Young people are flourishing, 
with access to different fulfilling pathways and 
circular jobs fueled by collaboration between 
entrepreneurs, community organizations, the 
municipality and universities. Celebrating diverse 
urban networks proved a solid base for consortium-
based applications for EU funding. The city was able 
to set up a circular innovation fund utilizing these 
resources to accelerate impactful implementation 
throughout the entire region. Circular jobs became 
abundant in the city as several businesses matured 
throughout the ’30s and, 40s. Nowadays, ideas find 
their way to implementation through an accessible 
public dashboard that monitors regional resource 
flows and identifies high impact opportunities. 
Entrepreneurs can tap into these resources and 
develop new solutions, vet them on local impact 
and relevance, and find collaborations with other 
stakeholders including universities to take the first 
steps towards implementation.

ENVISIONING A CONNECTED CITY WITH AN 
ECONOMY OF CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION

In the 20s, Krakow welcomed millions of visitors into 
its city boundaries on a yearly basis, attracted by 
the city’s rich cultural heritage, beautiful old town, 
and natural surroundings. Today, the city has made 
a shift and turned its focus outward. Building strong 
knowledge and economic networks across different 
scales and improving the physical connections 
needed to facilitate this has been a fundamental part 
of becoming a known European hub. 

An efficient mobility network connects Krakow's 
inner city to the wider region and its clean and 
swift (inter)national high-speed rail. The city has 
abolished all forms of fossil fuel transportation. 
It is hard to imagine the 120 000 cars entering 
Krakow daily. Taking them out of the city proved 
easier than expected - by 2028 only zero-emission 
vehicles crossed Krakow's boundaries. Nowadays, a 
network of district mobility hubs connects the city, 
offering multiple modalities of clean and affordable 
transport. Life-expectancy amongst communities 
has increased, simply by adopting a more active 
lifestyle. Larger nodes at the periphery provide 
access to electric personal vehicles but these are 
not the most popular mode to get out of the city. 
The more affordable and faster Fast Agglomeration 
Rail (FAR) not only links the inner-city to surrounding 
natural areas but since its expansion in 2035, covers 
most of Poland as well.

In the 30s, the city as part of a network with other 
post-mass tourism cities such as Venice and 
Amsterdam, collaborated closely to share best 
practices in restoring diversity and local economic 
activity in their city centers. In Krakow, circular 
start-ups, art students, public institutions, or any 
individual with interesting ideas could apply for 
subsidized spaces in the city center. As part of the 
program, all participants share their practices on 
weekly nights in local auditoria. 

This cross-pollination proved successful in 
introducing new forms of creativity and innovation 
in the city not only indoors but also in the public 
space. After demonstrating success the program 
was expanded to other neighborhoods, repurposing 
spaces that once held international clothing 
brands to “made in Krakow”. and implementing 
designated circular innovation hubs in Nowa Huta 
and Podgorze. Today, Krakow embraces diversity, 
collaboration, equity, and aesthetics as values 
beyond monetary and economic growth, this 
manifests itself in the city's diverse public art scene 
and creative circular economy.
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TOOLKIT FOR A CONNECTED CITY WITH AN 
ECONOMY OF CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION

2020 2025 2030

ACTION SHORT TERM MID TERM

Capacity building amongst 
institutions, based on results 

from pilots

Adopting and refining the circular strategy 

Establishing a monitoring strategy

Communication

Develop monitoring 
framework for 
revised Krakow 
2030 strategy

Yearly 
reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Publishing revised 
strategy: Circular 

Krakow 2050

Yearly reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Refining the 
Krakow 2030 

strategy with a 
cohort

Publish refined 
Krakow 2030 

strategy

Develop Circular 
Krakow strategy 

2050

Publish Circular
Krakow 2050 

strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Explore EU funding 
opportunity e.g. LIFE & 

INTEREGG

Identify 
eligible
Calls

identify potential
partners and 

consortia

Assign 
Communication team 

Circular Krakow

Campaign around 
Circular Actions in 

Krakow

Adjust city programs 
on the basis of 

findings from monitor

Publish 2025 
findings & trends on 
the basis of monitor

Funding

OVERARCHING 
ACTIONS

A CITY WITH 
A CIRCULAR URBAN 

METABOLISM

Identify existing 
citizen initiatives

Identify sources
for funding

Open call for projects - 
existing initiatives apply 
for funding to implement 

reuse hub

Identifying location
for neighborhood repair

hub
Strengthening Krakow's culture of circularity

Refining the circular
economy strategy

Identify pilot cafes/ 
hotels

More in-depth mapping 
for high-value streams

Explore cases 
where

PAYT was 
succesful

Setting the right example: Zero waste public institutions and schools

Compare existing models and 
calculate business cases

Developing a
program for zero-waste

 schools

Build out infrastructure for 
reuse deposit systems

Providing the infrastructure for the circular economy

Work out a
set of business-cases in

detail with driving 
groups

A series of
match-making events 

between entrepreneurs 
and industry around 

high-value opportunities

Establish ongoing 
innovation clusters 

between start-ups and 
industry

Find a space for
production

From industrial waste to circular products

A CONNECTED CITY 
WITH 

AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND 

INNOVATION

Information sessions about 
available EU funds on 

circularity

Deepening public knowledge on the circular economy

Identify
industrial cluster

Insights in high-value synergies between industries

Explore food 
streams for

food hub

Exhibitions and 
awareness campaigns 

on green buildings

Establish
R&D program

with university

Identify suitable location
for green building hub and 

food hub

 Workshop with industry to 
scope out interest and 

concerns
Pilot scan in one industry 

cluster

Building the spaces for cross-sectoral innovation and awareness

Identify partners
for zero waste conventant

Event
on Zero-

Waste tourism

Reducing the impact of the tourism sector

Selection of a group
of schools from different 
neighborhoods for a zero 

waste pilot

Publish "how-to" 
guidebook for schools 

and institutions

All schools in Krakow are
part of a zero-waste 

initiative

Krakow Municipal 
government

is zero waste

Action 4: Create a first line 
of products designed from 
industrial waste streams

Explore option
for PAYT

Offer trainings in lean/zero 
waste for high impact 

industrial waste

Announcement of policy 
change

Action 8: Insights in 
high-value synergies 
between industries

Action 5: 
Implementing a pay as 

you throw structutre

Action 2a: Pilot 
projects at selected 
schools/ institutions

Action 1: Pilot 
neighbourhood repair 

and reuse hub

Action 2b: Develop
Procurement Criteria for 
municipal government 

purchasing

Action 3: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 6: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 7: Build a network of 
circularity "champions" 

spearheading cooperations 
between sectors

Action10: Krakow 
Green building lab

Action 9: Krakow 
Circular Food Hub

Action 11: Zero Waste 
Tourism Convenant

A SUSTAINABLE, 
DIVERSE AND 

INCLUSIVE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

THAT FOSTERS 
RESILIENT 

COMMUNITIES

Gap-analysis
of guidelines for

revitalization

Explore location 
for transformation 

building

Transforming the existing building stock

Projection of
Urban mine 
2020-2030

Calculate business 
cases for secondary 

construction materials

Tender bio-based construction 
of public building e.g. school

Bio-based construction 
convenant signed by key 

players in KRK construction 
sector

Reducing the use of high-impact materials 

Needs-assessment 
building

construction hub

Gap-analysis current 
legislation on energy 

efficiency new construction

Identify space & infrastructure 
for physical implentation (i.e. 

at PSZOKs)

Identify funding
Opportunities

and ownerships structure

Implementing circular principles in new construction

Action 13: Tender
transformation of 
office buildingS to 

housing

Action 12: Retrofitting 
existing buildings to 

meet energy efficiency 
standards

Action 14: Building 
and construction hub

Action 15: 
Pilot bio-based 

construction of public 
building

Action 16: Adoption of 
energy-efficiencystandards 

for new construction 
of public buildings

Action 17: Material 
passports for

new development

Action 18: Require all 
new buildings to be 
built according to 
circular standards

A CITY WITH A 
HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM 

FOR ALL SPECIES

Set green space minimum in 
tendering guidelines for new 

developments

Identify opportunities for
urban green network

Scale up to program: 
Non-permanent "pop-up 
parks" in parking spaces

Creating accessible green space for all inhabitants

Screening of available 
brownfields for urban 

development

Protecting high-quality natural environment

Create financial incentives 
for homeowners to 
implement green 

infrastructure

Develop design 
guidebook/ inspirations 

for communities

Identify options for
experimental zoning 

regulation

Awareness campaign
capturing water

Publish a tender for a 
brownfield site

A green roofs 
program

Identify
suitable funding

constructions

 Scan to find eligible 
buildings for

green roofs in Nowa
Huta

Promoting the use of nature-based solutions

 Action 19: Pilot 
transformation of car 
parks into green areas

Action 21: One pilot 
on a brownfield

development

Action 20: Create urban
green network

Action 23: Pilot a large 
scale green roof

Action 22: City wide 
program to increase 

 private use of 
nature-based-solutions

Action 24: Creating a 
culture of local food 

production

2020 2025 2030

ACTION SHORT TERM MID TERM

Capacity building amongst 
institutions, based on results 

from pilots

Adopting and refining the circular strategy 

Establishing a monitoring strategy

Communication

Develop monitoring 
framework for 
revised Krakow 
2030 strategy

Yearly 
reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Publishing revised 
strategy: Circular 

Krakow 2050

Yearly reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Refining the 
Krakow 2030 

strategy with a 
cohort

Publish refined 
Krakow 2030 

strategy

Develop Circular 
Krakow strategy 

2050

Publish Circular
Krakow 2050 

strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Explore EU funding 
opportunity e.g. LIFE & 

INTEREGG

Identify 
eligible
Calls

identify potential
partners and 

consortia

Assign 
Communication team 

Circular Krakow

Campaign around 
Circular Actions in 

Krakow

Adjust city programs 
on the basis of 

findings from monitor

Publish 2025 
findings & trends on 
the basis of monitor

Funding

OVERARCHING 
ACTIONS

A CITY WITH 
A CIRCULAR URBAN 

METABOLISM

Identify existing 
citizen initiatives

Identify sources
for funding

Open call for projects - 
existing initiatives apply 
for funding to implement 

reuse hub

Identifying location
for neighborhood repair

hub
Strengthening Krakow's culture of circularity

Refining the circular
economy strategy

Identify pilot cafes/ 
hotels

More in-depth mapping 
for high-value streams

Explore cases 
where

PAYT was 
succesful

Setting the right example: Zero waste public institutions and schools

Compare existing models and 
calculate business cases

Developing a
program for zero-waste

 schools

Build out infrastructure for 
reuse deposit systems

Providing the infrastructure for the circular economy

Work out a
set of business-cases in

detail with driving 
groups

A series of
match-making events 

between entrepreneurs 
and industry around 

high-value opportunities

Establish ongoing 
innovation clusters 

between start-ups and 
industry

Find a space for
production

From industrial waste to circular products

A CONNECTED CITY 
WITH 

AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND 

INNOVATION

Information sessions about 
available EU funds on 

circularity

Deepening public knowledge on the circular economy

Identify
industrial cluster

Insights in high-value synergies between industries

Explore food 
streams for

food hub

Exhibitions and 
awareness campaigns 

on green buildings

Establish
R&D program

with university

Identify suitable location
for green building hub and 

food hub

 Workshop with industry to 
scope out interest and 

concerns
Pilot scan in one industry 

cluster

Building the spaces for cross-sectoral innovation and awareness

Identify partners
for zero waste conventant

Event
on Zero-

Waste tourism

Reducing the impact of the tourism sector

Selection of a group
of schools from different 
neighborhoods for a zero 

waste pilot

Publish "how-to" 
guidebook for schools 

and institutions

All schools in Krakow are
part of a zero-waste 

initiative

Krakow Municipal 
government

is zero waste

Action 4: Create a first line 
of products designed from 
industrial waste streams

Explore option
for PAYT

Offer trainings in lean/zero 
waste for high impact 

industrial waste

Announcement of policy 
change

Action 8: Insights in 
high-value synergies 
between industries

Action 5: 
Implementing a pay as 

you throw structutre

Action 2a: Pilot 
projects at selected 
schools/ institutions

Action 1: Pilot 
neighbourhood repair 

and reuse hub

Action 2b: Develop
Procurement Criteria for 
municipal government 

purchasing

Action 3: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 6: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 7: Build a network of 
circularity "champions" 

spearheading cooperations 
between sectors

Action10: Krakow 
Green building lab

Action 9: Krakow 
Circular Food Hub

Action 11: Zero Waste 
Tourism Convenant

A SUSTAINABLE, 
DIVERSE AND 

INCLUSIVE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

THAT FOSTERS 
RESILIENT 

COMMUNITIES

Gap-analysis
of guidelines for

revitalization

Explore location 
for transformation 

building

Transforming the existing building stock

Projection of
Urban mine 
2020-2030

Calculate business 
cases for secondary 

construction materials

Tender bio-based construction 
of public building e.g. school

Bio-based construction 
convenant signed by key 

players in KRK construction 
sector

Reducing the use of high-impact materials 

Needs-assessment 
building

construction hub

Gap-analysis current 
legislation on energy 

efficiency new construction

Identify space & infrastructure 
for physical implentation (i.e. 

at PSZOKs)

Identify funding
Opportunities

and ownerships structure

Implementing circular principles in new construction

Action 13: Tender
transformation of 
office buildingS to 

housing

Action 12: Retrofitting 
existing buildings to 

meet energy efficiency 
standards

Action 14: Building 
and construction hub

Action 15: 
Pilot bio-based 

construction of public 
building

Action 16: Adoption of 
energy-efficiencystandards 

for new construction 
of public buildings

Action 17: Material 
passports for

new development

Action 18: Require all 
new buildings to be 
built according to 
circular standards

A CITY WITH A 
HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM 

FOR ALL SPECIES

Set green space minimum in 
tendering guidelines for new 

developments

Identify opportunities for
urban green network

Scale up to program: 
Non-permanent "pop-up 
parks" in parking spaces

Creating accessible green space for all inhabitants

Screening of available 
brownfields for urban 

development

Protecting high-quality natural environment

Create financial incentives 
for homeowners to 
implement green 

infrastructure

Develop design 
guidebook/ inspirations 

for communities

Identify options for
experimental zoning 

regulation

Awareness campaign
capturing water

Publish a tender for a 
brownfield site

A green roofs 
program

Identify
suitable funding

constructions

 Scan to find eligible 
buildings for

green roofs in Nowa
Huta

Promoting the use of nature-based solutions

 Action 19: Pilot 
transformation of car 
parks into green areas

Action 21: One pilot 
on a brownfield

development

Action 20: Create urban
green network

Action 23: Pilot a large 
scale green roof

Action 22: City wide 
program to increase 

 private use of 
nature-based-solutions

Action 24: Creating a 
culture of local food 

production
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A CONNECTED CITY WITH AN ECONOMY OF CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION 

The vision
Krakow uses its developed academic environment and untapped business 
potential to become a leading city for circular innovation, forming consortia to 
apply for EU funding to fund this endeavour. The city is becoming a key player 
in developing, testing and scaling new technologies related to the closed-loop 
economy and implements designated circular innovation hubs. The city promotes 
renewable mobility and gradually moves the car out of the city center.

Strategic direction 
1. Deepen public knowledge on the circular economy.

2. Leverage the innovative capacity of cross-sectoral collaborations.

3. Building the spaces for cross-sectoral innovation and awareness.

4. Reducing the impact of Krakow’s tourism sector.

Relevant strategies and policy documents
 • Strategia Rozwoju Krakowa "Tu chcę żyć. Kraków 2030"  

(Krakow Development Strategy 2030).

Action Toolkit

A6 Training of circular economy for city officials.

A7 Build a network of circularity ‘champions’ spearheading 
cooperations between sectors.

A8 Insights to high-value synergies between industries.

A9 Krakow circular food hub.

A10 Krakow green building lab.

A11 Zero waste tourism covenant.

Policy
Economy
Collaboration
Physical implementation

LEGEND
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DEEPEN PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE ON THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY

Key Actions 

A6 Circular economy training for city officials
Training of the circular economy for city officials in order to assimilate its main 
principles and the integration of knowledge between departments can be facilitated by 
one of Krakow’s universities or by an external consulting company. 

 • Impacts: Creating a circular minded public service and alignment across 
departments can help accelerate circular policy action. 

 • Who is needed? Municipal government, CE experts (academia).
 • Key building blocks: Funding for education, willingness to participate. 

A7 Build a network of circularity ‘champions’ spearheading cooperation between 
actors
Stimulating cooperation between academia, NGOs and the municipality, such as 
the proposal Climathon Aeris Futuro. This may result in cooperation with the local 
university graduates and creative industry to form the basis to apply for EU funds for 
the implementation of innovative projects.

 • Impacts: Raising awareness and collaboration between actors on actions relating to 
CE. 

 • Who is needed? Academia, NGOS, municipal government, private companies.
 • Key building blocks: The city can play an active role in organizing events and 

platforms where actors can meet, exchange and collaborate.

Where to look for inspiration?
CIRCO Circular Economy tracks
CIRCO is an organization that teaches classes about the circular economy 
to help kickstart circular initiatives, visions, and businesses. Two thirds of 
attendees have been shown to actively engage in circular economy projects 
after attending the tracks.

Amsterdam Smart City network
Amsterdam Smart City forms partnerships between 
companies, governments, knowledge institutions 
and the people of Amsterdam. It is focused on the 
development of Amsterdam as a Smart City.

2020 2025 2030

ACTION SHORT TERM MID TERM

Capacity building amongst 
institutions, based on results 

from pilots

Adopting and refining the circular strategy 

Establishing a monitoring strategy

Communication

Develop monitoring 
framework for 
revised Krakow 
2030 strategy

Yearly 
reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Publishing revised 
strategy: Circular 

Krakow 2050

Yearly reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Refining the 
Krakow 2030 

strategy with a 
cohort

Publish refined 
Krakow 2030 

strategy

Develop Circular 
Krakow strategy 

2050

Publish Circular
Krakow 2050 

strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Explore EU funding 
opportunity e.g. LIFE & 

INTEREGG

Identify 
eligible
Calls

identify potential
partners and 

consortia

Assign 
Communication team 

Circular Krakow

Campaign around 
Circular Actions in 

Krakow

Adjust city programs 
on the basis of 

findings from monitor

Publish 2025 
findings & trends on 
the basis of monitor

Funding

OVERARCHING 
ACTIONS

A CITY WITH 
A CIRCULAR URBAN 

METABOLISM

Identify existing 
citizen initiatives

Identify sources
for funding

Open call for projects - 
existing initiatives apply 
for funding to implement 

reuse hub

Identifying location
for neighborhood repair

hub
Strengthening Krakow's culture of circularity

Refining the circular
economy strategy

Identify pilot cafes/ 
hotels

More in-depth mapping 
for high-value streams

Explore cases 
where

PAYT was 
succesful

Setting the right example: Zero waste public institutions and schools

Compare existing models and 
calculate business cases

Developing a
program for zero-waste

 schools

Build out infrastructure for 
reuse deposit systems

Providing the infrastructure for the circular economy

Work out a
set of business-cases in

detail with driving 
groups

A series of
match-making events 

between entrepreneurs 
and industry around 

high-value opportunities

Establish ongoing 
innovation clusters 

between start-ups and 
industry

Find a space for
production

From industrial waste to circular products

A CONNECTED CITY 
WITH 

AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND 

INNOVATION

Information sessions about 
available EU funds on 

circularity

Deepening public knowledge on the circular economy

Identify
industrial cluster

Insights in high-value synergies between industries

Explore food 
streams for

food hub

Exhibitions and 
awareness campaigns 

on green buildings

Establish
R&D program

with university

Identify suitable location
for green building hub and 

food hub

 Workshop with industry to 
scope out interest and 

concerns
Pilot scan in one industry 

cluster

Building the spaces for cross-sectoral innovation and awareness

Identify partners
for zero waste conventant

Event
on Zero-

Waste tourism

Reducing the impact of the tourism sector

Selection of a group
of schools from different 
neighborhoods for a zero 

waste pilot

Publish "how-to" 
guidebook for schools 

and institutions

All schools in Krakow are
part of a zero-waste 

initiative

Krakow Municipal 
government

is zero waste

Action 4: Create a first line 
of products designed from 
industrial waste streams

Explore option
for PAYT

Offer trainings in lean/zero 
waste for high impact 

industrial waste

Announcement of policy 
change

Action 8: Insights in 
high-value synergies 
between industries

Action 5: 
Implementing a pay as 

you throw structutre

Action 2a: Pilot 
projects at selected 
schools/ institutions

Action 1: Pilot 
neighbourhood repair 

and reuse hub

Action 2b: Develop
Procurement Criteria for 
municipal government 

purchasing

Action 3: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 6: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 7: Build a network of 
circularity "champions" 

spearheading cooperations 
between sectors

Action10: Krakow 
Green building lab

Action 9: Krakow 
Circular Food Hub

Action 11: Zero Waste 
Tourism Convenant

A SUSTAINABLE, 
DIVERSE AND 

INCLUSIVE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

THAT FOSTERS 
RESILIENT 

COMMUNITIES

Gap-analysis
of guidelines for

revitalization

Explore location 
for transformation 

building

Transforming the existing building stock

Projection of
Urban mine 
2020-2030

Calculate business 
cases for secondary 

construction materials

Tender bio-based construction 
of public building e.g. school

Bio-based construction 
convenant signed by key 

players in KRK construction 
sector

Reducing the use of high-impact materials 

Needs-assessment 
building

construction hub

Gap-analysis current 
legislation on energy 

efficiency new construction

Identify space & infrastructure 
for physical implentation (i.e. 

at PSZOKs)

Identify funding
Opportunities

and ownerships structure

Implementing circular principles in new construction

Action 13: Tender
transformation of 
office buildingS to 

housing

Action 12: Retrofitting 
existing buildings to 

meet energy efficiency 
standards

Action 14: Building 
and construction hub

Action 15: 
Pilot bio-based 

construction of public 
building

Action 16: Adoption of 
energy-efficiencystandards 

for new construction 
of public buildings

Action 17: Material 
passports for

new development

Action 18: Require all 
new buildings to be 
built according to 
circular standards

A CITY WITH A 
HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM 

FOR ALL SPECIES

Set green space minimum in 
tendering guidelines for new 

developments

Identify opportunities for
urban green network

Scale up to program: 
Non-permanent "pop-up 
parks" in parking spaces

Creating accessible green space for all inhabitants

Screening of available 
brownfields for urban 

development

Protecting high-quality natural environment

Create financial incentives 
for homeowners to 
implement green 

infrastructure

Develop design 
guidebook/ inspirations 

for communities

Identify options for
experimental zoning 

regulation

Awareness campaign
capturing water

Publish a tender for a 
brownfield site

A green roofs 
program

Identify
suitable funding

constructions

 Scan to find eligible 
buildings for

green roofs in Nowa
Huta

Promoting the use of nature-based solutions

 Action 19: Pilot 
transformation of car 
parks into green areas

Action 21: One pilot 
on a brownfield

development

Action 20: Create urban
green network

Action 23: Pilot a large 
scale green roof

Action 22: City wide 
program to increase 

 private use of 
nature-based-solutions

Action 24: Creating a 
culture of local food 

production

2020 2025 2030

ACTION SHORT TERM MID TERM

Capacity building amongst 
institutions, based on results 

from pilots

Adopting and refining the circular strategy 

Establishing a monitoring strategy

Communication

Develop monitoring 
framework for 
revised Krakow 
2030 strategy

Yearly 
reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Publishing revised 
strategy: Circular 

Krakow 2050

Yearly reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Refining the 
Krakow 2030 

strategy with a 
cohort

Publish refined 
Krakow 2030 

strategy

Develop Circular 
Krakow strategy 

2050

Publish Circular
Krakow 2050 

strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Explore EU funding 
opportunity e.g. LIFE & 

INTEREGG

Identify 
eligible
Calls

identify potential
partners and 

consortia

Assign 
Communication team 

Circular Krakow

Campaign around 
Circular Actions in 

Krakow

Adjust city programs 
on the basis of 

findings from monitor

Publish 2025 
findings & trends on 
the basis of monitor

Funding

OVERARCHING 
ACTIONS

A CITY WITH 
A CIRCULAR URBAN 

METABOLISM

Identify existing 
citizen initiatives

Identify sources
for funding

Open call for projects - 
existing initiatives apply 
for funding to implement 

reuse hub

Identifying location
for neighborhood repair

hub
Strengthening Krakow's culture of circularity

Refining the circular
economy strategy

Identify pilot cafes/ 
hotels

More in-depth mapping 
for high-value streams

Explore cases 
where

PAYT was 
succesful

Setting the right example: Zero waste public institutions and schools

Compare existing models and 
calculate business cases

Developing a
program for zero-waste

 schools

Build out infrastructure for 
reuse deposit systems

Providing the infrastructure for the circular economy

Work out a
set of business-cases in

detail with driving 
groups

A series of
match-making events 

between entrepreneurs 
and industry around 

high-value opportunities

Establish ongoing 
innovation clusters 

between start-ups and 
industry

Find a space for
production

From industrial waste to circular products

A CONNECTED CITY 
WITH 

AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND 

INNOVATION

Information sessions about 
available EU funds on 

circularity

Deepening public knowledge on the circular economy

Identify
industrial cluster

Insights in high-value synergies between industries

Explore food 
streams for

food hub

Exhibitions and 
awareness campaigns 

on green buildings

Establish
R&D program

with university

Identify suitable location
for green building hub and 

food hub

 Workshop with industry to 
scope out interest and 

concerns
Pilot scan in one industry 

cluster

Building the spaces for cross-sectoral innovation and awareness

Identify partners
for zero waste conventant

Event
on Zero-

Waste tourism

Reducing the impact of the tourism sector

Selection of a group
of schools from different 
neighborhoods for a zero 

waste pilot

Publish "how-to" 
guidebook for schools 

and institutions

All schools in Krakow are
part of a zero-waste 

initiative

Krakow Municipal 
government

is zero waste

Action 4: Create a first line 
of products designed from 
industrial waste streams

Explore option
for PAYT

Offer trainings in lean/zero 
waste for high impact 

industrial waste

Announcement of policy 
change

Action 8: Insights in 
high-value synergies 
between industries

Action 5: 
Implementing a pay as 

you throw structutre

Action 2a: Pilot 
projects at selected 
schools/ institutions

Action 1: Pilot 
neighbourhood repair 

and reuse hub

Action 2b: Develop
Procurement Criteria for 
municipal government 

purchasing

Action 3: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 6: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 7: Build a network of 
circularity "champions" 

spearheading cooperations 
between sectors

Action10: Krakow 
Green building lab

Action 9: Krakow 
Circular Food Hub

Action 11: Zero Waste 
Tourism Convenant

A SUSTAINABLE, 
DIVERSE AND 

INCLUSIVE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

THAT FOSTERS 
RESILIENT 

COMMUNITIES

Gap-analysis
of guidelines for

revitalization

Explore location 
for transformation 

building

Transforming the existing building stock

Projection of
Urban mine 
2020-2030

Calculate business 
cases for secondary 

construction materials

Tender bio-based construction 
of public building e.g. school

Bio-based construction 
convenant signed by key 

players in KRK construction 
sector

Reducing the use of high-impact materials 

Needs-assessment 
building

construction hub

Gap-analysis current 
legislation on energy 

efficiency new construction

Identify space & infrastructure 
for physical implentation (i.e. 

at PSZOKs)

Identify funding
Opportunities

and ownerships structure

Implementing circular principles in new construction

Action 13: Tender
transformation of 
office buildingS to 

housing

Action 12: Retrofitting 
existing buildings to 

meet energy efficiency 
standards

Action 14: Building 
and construction hub

Action 15: 
Pilot bio-based 

construction of public 
building

Action 16: Adoption of 
energy-efficiencystandards 

for new construction 
of public buildings

Action 17: Material 
passports for

new development

Action 18: Require all 
new buildings to be 
built according to 
circular standards

A CITY WITH A 
HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM 

FOR ALL SPECIES

Set green space minimum in 
tendering guidelines for new 

developments

Identify opportunities for
urban green network

Scale up to program: 
Non-permanent "pop-up 
parks" in parking spaces

Creating accessible green space for all inhabitants

Screening of available 
brownfields for urban 

development

Protecting high-quality natural environment

Create financial incentives 
for homeowners to 
implement green 

infrastructure

Develop design 
guidebook/ inspirations 

for communities

Identify options for
experimental zoning 

regulation

Awareness campaign
capturing water

Publish a tender for a 
brownfield site

A green roofs 
program

Identify
suitable funding

constructions

 Scan to find eligible 
buildings for

green roofs in Nowa
Huta

Promoting the use of nature-based solutions

 Action 19: Pilot 
transformation of car 
parks into green areas

Action 21: One pilot 
on a brownfield

development

Action 20: Create urban
green network

Action 23: Pilot a large 
scale green roof

Action 22: City wide 
program to increase 

 private use of 
nature-based-solutions

Action 24: Creating a 
culture of local food 

production

https://www.circonl.nl/onderzoek-impact-circo/
https://amsterdamsmartcity.com/organisations
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LEVERAGE THE INNOVATIVE CAPACITY OF CROSS-
SECTORAL COLLABORATIONS
Key Actions 

A8 Insights into high-value synergies between industries
Conducting scans for industrial symbiosis in Krakow's industrial parks, starting in 
Nowa Huta, can help local businesses and industries to find opportunities for resource 
exchange and sharing infrastructure.

 • Impacts: Improving knowledge of waste streams in the city for targeted intervention.

 • Who is needed? Industrial cluster in Nowa Huta, academia.

 • Key building blocks: Collaboration and open data sharing, flexible waste regulation 
laws and funding for scans.

Where to look for inspiration?
Kalundborg - The world’s first eco-industrial park: Established in the 1970s, 
Kalundborg Symbiosis is the world’s first example of industrial symbiosis. 
Over 14 industrial partners mutually share energy, water and materials, saving 
over 635,000 Mg of CO2 and 24.2 million Euros in economic expenses per year.

INSIGHTS- Creating a training program for 
Industrial Symbiosis Facilitators: The currently 
running EU-funded INSIGHTS project works on 
developing a curriculum and training program for a 
new professional profile: The industrial symbiosis 
facilitator who identifies synergies between regional 
sectors and helps them establishing material or 
energy exchanges.

2020 2025 2030

ACTION SHORT TERM MID TERM

Capacity building amongst 
institutions, based on results 

from pilots

Adopting and refining the circular strategy 

Establishing a monitoring strategy

Communication

Develop monitoring 
framework for 
revised Krakow 
2030 strategy

Yearly 
reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Publishing revised 
strategy: Circular 

Krakow 2050

Yearly reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Refining the 
Krakow 2030 

strategy with a 
cohort

Publish refined 
Krakow 2030 

strategy

Develop Circular 
Krakow strategy 

2050

Publish Circular
Krakow 2050 

strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Explore EU funding 
opportunity e.g. LIFE & 

INTEREGG

Identify 
eligible
Calls

identify potential
partners and 

consortia

Assign 
Communication team 

Circular Krakow

Campaign around 
Circular Actions in 

Krakow

Adjust city programs 
on the basis of 

findings from monitor

Publish 2025 
findings & trends on 
the basis of monitor

Funding

OVERARCHING 
ACTIONS

A CITY WITH 
A CIRCULAR URBAN 

METABOLISM

Identify existing 
citizen initiatives

Identify sources
for funding

Open call for projects - 
existing initiatives apply 
for funding to implement 

reuse hub

Identifying location
for neighborhood repair

hub
Strengthening Krakow's culture of circularity

Refining the circular
economy strategy

Identify pilot cafes/ 
hotels

More in-depth mapping 
for high-value streams

Explore cases 
where

PAYT was 
succesful

Setting the right example: Zero waste public institutions and schools

Compare existing models and 
calculate business cases

Developing a
program for zero-waste

 schools

Build out infrastructure for 
reuse deposit systems

Providing the infrastructure for the circular economy

Work out a
set of business-cases in

detail with driving 
groups

A series of
match-making events 

between entrepreneurs 
and industry around 

high-value opportunities

Establish ongoing 
innovation clusters 

between start-ups and 
industry

Find a space for
production

From industrial waste to circular products

A CONNECTED CITY 
WITH 

AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND 

INNOVATION

Information sessions about 
available EU funds on 

circularity

Deepening public knowledge on the circular economy

Identify
industrial cluster

Insights in high-value synergies between industries

Explore food 
streams for

food hub

Exhibitions and 
awareness campaigns 

on green buildings

Establish
R&D program

with university

Identify suitable location
for green building hub and 

food hub

 Workshop with industry to 
scope out interest and 

concerns
Pilot scan in one industry 

cluster

Building the spaces for cross-sectoral innovation and awareness

Identify partners
for zero waste conventant

Event
on Zero-

Waste tourism

Reducing the impact of the tourism sector

Selection of a group
of schools from different 
neighborhoods for a zero 

waste pilot

Publish "how-to" 
guidebook for schools 

and institutions

All schools in Krakow are
part of a zero-waste 

initiative

Krakow Municipal 
government

is zero waste

Action 4: Create a first line 
of products designed from 
industrial waste streams

Explore option
for PAYT

Offer trainings in lean/zero 
waste for high impact 

industrial waste

Announcement of policy 
change

Action 8: Insights in 
high-value synergies 
between industries

Action 5: 
Implementing a pay as 

you throw structutre

Action 2a: Pilot 
projects at selected 
schools/ institutions

Action 1: Pilot 
neighbourhood repair 

and reuse hub

Action 2b: Develop
Procurement Criteria for 
municipal government 

purchasing

Action 3: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 6: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 7: Build a network of 
circularity "champions" 

spearheading cooperations 
between sectors

Action10: Krakow 
Green building lab

Action 9: Krakow 
Circular Food Hub

Action 11: Zero Waste 
Tourism Convenant

A SUSTAINABLE, 
DIVERSE AND 

INCLUSIVE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

THAT FOSTERS 
RESILIENT 

COMMUNITIES

Gap-analysis
of guidelines for

revitalization

Explore location 
for transformation 

building

Transforming the existing building stock

Projection of
Urban mine 
2020-2030

Calculate business 
cases for secondary 

construction materials

Tender bio-based construction 
of public building e.g. school

Bio-based construction 
convenant signed by key 

players in KRK construction 
sector

Reducing the use of high-impact materials 

Needs-assessment 
building

construction hub

Gap-analysis current 
legislation on energy 

efficiency new construction

Identify space & infrastructure 
for physical implentation (i.e. 

at PSZOKs)

Identify funding
Opportunities

and ownerships structure

Implementing circular principles in new construction

Action 13: Tender
transformation of 
office buildingS to 

housing

Action 12: Retrofitting 
existing buildings to 

meet energy efficiency 
standards

Action 14: Building 
and construction hub

Action 15: 
Pilot bio-based 

construction of public 
building

Action 16: Adoption of 
energy-efficiencystandards 

for new construction 
of public buildings

Action 17: Material 
passports for

new development

Action 18: Require all 
new buildings to be 
built according to 
circular standards

A CITY WITH A 
HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM 

FOR ALL SPECIES

Set green space minimum in 
tendering guidelines for new 

developments

Identify opportunities for
urban green network

Scale up to program: 
Non-permanent "pop-up 
parks" in parking spaces

Creating accessible green space for all inhabitants

Screening of available 
brownfields for urban 

development

Protecting high-quality natural environment

Create financial incentives 
for homeowners to 
implement green 

infrastructure

Develop design 
guidebook/ inspirations 

for communities

Identify options for
experimental zoning 

regulation

Awareness campaign
capturing water

Publish a tender for a 
brownfield site

A green roofs 
program

Identify
suitable funding

constructions

 Scan to find eligible 
buildings for

green roofs in Nowa
Huta

Promoting the use of nature-based solutions

 Action 19: Pilot 
transformation of car 
parks into green areas

Action 21: One pilot 
on a brownfield

development

Action 20: Create urban
green network

Action 23: Pilot a large 
scale green roof

Action 22: City wide 
program to increase 

 private use of 
nature-based-solutions

Action 24: Creating a 
culture of local food 

production

2020 2025 2030

ACTION SHORT TERM MID TERM
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Establish ongoing 
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WITH 
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INNOVATION
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Selection of a group
of schools from different 
neighborhoods for a zero 
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All schools in Krakow are
part of a zero-waste 

initiative

Krakow Municipal 
government

is zero waste

Action 4: Create a first line 
of products designed from 
industrial waste streams

Explore option
for PAYT

Offer trainings in lean/zero 
waste for high impact 

industrial waste

Announcement of policy 
change

Action 8: Insights in 
high-value synergies 
between industries

Action 5: 
Implementing a pay as 

you throw structutre

Action 2a: Pilot 
projects at selected 
schools/ institutions

Action 1: Pilot 
neighbourhood repair 

and reuse hub

Action 2b: Develop
Procurement Criteria for 
municipal government 

purchasing

Action 3: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 6: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 7: Build a network of 
circularity "champions" 

spearheading cooperations 
between sectors

Action10: Krakow 
Green building lab

Action 9: Krakow 
Circular Food Hub

Action 11: Zero Waste 
Tourism Convenant

A SUSTAINABLE, 
DIVERSE AND 

INCLUSIVE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

THAT FOSTERS 
RESILIENT 

COMMUNITIES

Gap-analysis
of guidelines for

revitalization

Explore location 
for transformation 

building

Transforming the existing building stock

Projection of
Urban mine 
2020-2030

Calculate business 
cases for secondary 

construction materials

Tender bio-based construction 
of public building e.g. school

Bio-based construction 
convenant signed by key 

players in KRK construction 
sector

Reducing the use of high-impact materials 

Needs-assessment 
building

construction hub

Gap-analysis current 
legislation on energy 

efficiency new construction

Identify space & infrastructure 
for physical implentation (i.e. 

at PSZOKs)

Identify funding
Opportunities

and ownerships structure

Implementing circular principles in new construction

Action 13: Tender
transformation of 
office buildingS to 

housing

Action 12: Retrofitting 
existing buildings to 

meet energy efficiency 
standards

Action 14: Building 
and construction hub

Action 15: 
Pilot bio-based 

construction of public 
building

Action 16: Adoption of 
energy-efficiencystandards 

for new construction 
of public buildings

Action 17: Material 
passports for

new development

Action 18: Require all 
new buildings to be 
built according to 
circular standards

A CITY WITH A 
HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM 

FOR ALL SPECIES

Set green space minimum in 
tendering guidelines for new 

developments

Identify opportunities for
urban green network

Scale up to program: 
Non-permanent "pop-up 
parks" in parking spaces

Creating accessible green space for all inhabitants

Screening of available 
brownfields for urban 

development

Protecting high-quality natural environment

Create financial incentives 
for homeowners to 
implement green 

infrastructure

Develop design 
guidebook/ inspirations 

for communities

Identify options for
experimental zoning 

regulation

Awareness campaign
capturing water

Publish a tender for a 
brownfield site

A green roofs 
program

Identify
suitable funding

constructions

 Scan to find eligible 
buildings for

green roofs in Nowa
Huta

Promoting the use of nature-based solutions

 Action 19: Pilot 
transformation of car 
parks into green areas

Action 21: One pilot 
on a brownfield

development

Action 20: Create urban
green network

Action 23: Pilot a large 
scale green roof

Action 22: City wide 
program to increase 

 private use of 
nature-based-solutions

Action 24: Creating a 
culture of local food 

production

http://www.symbiosis.dk/en/systems-make-it-possible-people-make-it-happen/
https://www.insight-erasmus.eu/the-project/about/
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BUILDING THE SPACES FOR CROSS 
SECTORAL INNOVATION AND AWARENESS
Key Actions 

A9 Krakow circular food hub
Creating a food hub in which local restaurants and entrepreneurs can turn food waste 
into value-added products, such as sauces, soups or pickled products. This can also 
contribute to Krakow’s ambition to move towards sustainable tourism. 

 • Impacts: Creating value from food-waste and spreading awareness.

 • Who is needed? Local restaurants, entrepreneurs, municipal government. 

 • Key building blocks: Location to establish the food hub, collaboration between actors 
in the food industry. 

A10 Krakow green building lab
Run by local universities in collaboration with stakeholders from the construction 
industry, the green building lab helps to showcase innovative and sustainable building 
methods and materials that can inspire the construction sector to implement.

 • Impacts: Space for innovation and potential to create greener building practices. 

 • Who is needed? Local universities, building industry.

 • Key building blocks: Space, funding means.

Where to look for inspiration?
InStock: The Dutch restaurant InStock uses food which would otherwise be 
thrown out as the base for all of their dishes, preventing food waste.

Circular Built Environment (CBE) Hub
Technical University of Delft is collaborating with the Amsterdam Institute 
for Advanced Metropolitan Solutions (AMS) and leading partners in the 
construction industry through the CBE hub. The hub manifests itself as a 
platform through which diverse parties conduct coordinated research and do 
innovative projects around circular buildings.

2020 2025 2030

ACTION SHORT TERM MID TERM

Capacity building amongst 
institutions, based on results 

from pilots

Adopting and refining the circular strategy 

Establishing a monitoring strategy

Communication

Develop monitoring 
framework for 
revised Krakow 
2030 strategy

Yearly 
reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Publishing revised 
strategy: Circular 

Krakow 2050

Yearly reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Refining the 
Krakow 2030 

strategy with a 
cohort

Publish refined 
Krakow 2030 

strategy

Develop Circular 
Krakow strategy 

2050

Publish Circular
Krakow 2050 

strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Explore EU funding 
opportunity e.g. LIFE & 

INTEREGG

Identify 
eligible
Calls

identify potential
partners and 

consortia

Assign 
Communication team 

Circular Krakow

Campaign around 
Circular Actions in 

Krakow

Adjust city programs 
on the basis of 

findings from monitor

Publish 2025 
findings & trends on 
the basis of monitor

Funding

OVERARCHING 
ACTIONS

A CITY WITH 
A CIRCULAR URBAN 

METABOLISM

Identify existing 
citizen initiatives

Identify sources
for funding

Open call for projects - 
existing initiatives apply 
for funding to implement 

reuse hub

Identifying location
for neighborhood repair

hub
Strengthening Krakow's culture of circularity

Refining the circular
economy strategy

Identify pilot cafes/ 
hotels

More in-depth mapping 
for high-value streams

Explore cases 
where

PAYT was 
succesful

Setting the right example: Zero waste public institutions and schools

Compare existing models and 
calculate business cases

Developing a
program for zero-waste

 schools

Build out infrastructure for 
reuse deposit systems

Providing the infrastructure for the circular economy

Work out a
set of business-cases in

detail with driving 
groups

A series of
match-making events 

between entrepreneurs 
and industry around 

high-value opportunities

Establish ongoing 
innovation clusters 

between start-ups and 
industry

Find a space for
production

From industrial waste to circular products

A CONNECTED CITY 
WITH 

AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND 

INNOVATION

Information sessions about 
available EU funds on 

circularity

Deepening public knowledge on the circular economy

Identify
industrial cluster

Insights in high-value synergies between industries

Explore food 
streams for

food hub

Exhibitions and 
awareness campaigns 

on green buildings

Establish
R&D program

with university

Identify suitable location
for green building hub and 

food hub

 Workshop with industry to 
scope out interest and 

concerns
Pilot scan in one industry 

cluster

Building the spaces for cross-sectoral innovation and awareness

Identify partners
for zero waste conventant

Event
on Zero-

Waste tourism

Reducing the impact of the tourism sector

Selection of a group
of schools from different 
neighborhoods for a zero 

waste pilot

Publish "how-to" 
guidebook for schools 

and institutions

All schools in Krakow are
part of a zero-waste 

initiative

Krakow Municipal 
government

is zero waste

Action 4: Create a first line 
of products designed from 
industrial waste streams

Explore option
for PAYT

Offer trainings in lean/zero 
waste for high impact 

industrial waste

Announcement of policy 
change

Action 8: Insights in 
high-value synergies 
between industries

Action 5: 
Implementing a pay as 

you throw structutre

Action 2a: Pilot 
projects at selected 
schools/ institutions

Action 1: Pilot 
neighbourhood repair 

and reuse hub

Action 2b: Develop
Procurement Criteria for 
municipal government 

purchasing

Action 3: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 6: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 7: Build a network of 
circularity "champions" 

spearheading cooperations 
between sectors

Action10: Krakow 
Green building lab

Action 9: Krakow 
Circular Food Hub

Action 11: Zero Waste 
Tourism Convenant

A SUSTAINABLE, 
DIVERSE AND 

INCLUSIVE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

THAT FOSTERS 
RESILIENT 

COMMUNITIES

Gap-analysis
of guidelines for

revitalization

Explore location 
for transformation 

building

Transforming the existing building stock

Projection of
Urban mine 
2020-2030

Calculate business 
cases for secondary 

construction materials

Tender bio-based construction 
of public building e.g. school

Bio-based construction 
convenant signed by key 

players in KRK construction 
sector

Reducing the use of high-impact materials 

Needs-assessment 
building

construction hub

Gap-analysis current 
legislation on energy 

efficiency new construction

Identify space & infrastructure 
for physical implentation (i.e. 

at PSZOKs)

Identify funding
Opportunities

and ownerships structure

Implementing circular principles in new construction

Action 13: Tender
transformation of 
office buildingS to 

housing

Action 12: Retrofitting 
existing buildings to 

meet energy efficiency 
standards

Action 14: Building 
and construction hub

Action 15: 
Pilot bio-based 

construction of public 
building

Action 16: Adoption of 
energy-efficiencystandards 

for new construction 
of public buildings

Action 17: Material 
passports for

new development

Action 18: Require all 
new buildings to be 
built according to 
circular standards

A CITY WITH A 
HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM 

FOR ALL SPECIES

Set green space minimum in 
tendering guidelines for new 

developments

Identify opportunities for
urban green network

Scale up to program: 
Non-permanent "pop-up 
parks" in parking spaces

Creating accessible green space for all inhabitants

Screening of available 
brownfields for urban 

development

Protecting high-quality natural environment

Create financial incentives 
for homeowners to 
implement green 

infrastructure

Develop design 
guidebook/ inspirations 

for communities

Identify options for
experimental zoning 

regulation

Awareness campaign
capturing water

Publish a tender for a 
brownfield site

A green roofs 
program

Identify
suitable funding

constructions

 Scan to find eligible 
buildings for

green roofs in Nowa
Huta

Promoting the use of nature-based solutions

 Action 19: Pilot 
transformation of car 
parks into green areas

Action 21: One pilot 
on a brownfield

development

Action 20: Create urban
green network

Action 23: Pilot a large 
scale green roof

Action 22: City wide 
program to increase 

 private use of 
nature-based-solutions

Action 24: Creating a 
culture of local food 

production
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Campaign around 
Circular Actions in 
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Adjust city programs 
on the basis of 

findings from monitor

Publish 2025 
findings & trends on 
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Funding
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A CITY WITH 
A CIRCULAR URBAN 

METABOLISM

Identify existing 
citizen initiatives

Identify sources
for funding

Open call for projects - 
existing initiatives apply 
for funding to implement 

reuse hub

Identifying location
for neighborhood repair

hub
Strengthening Krakow's culture of circularity

Refining the circular
economy strategy

Identify pilot cafes/ 
hotels

More in-depth mapping 
for high-value streams

Explore cases 
where

PAYT was 
succesful

Setting the right example: Zero waste public institutions and schools

Compare existing models and 
calculate business cases

Developing a
program for zero-waste

 schools

Build out infrastructure for 
reuse deposit systems

Providing the infrastructure for the circular economy

Work out a
set of business-cases in

detail with driving 
groups

A series of
match-making events 

between entrepreneurs 
and industry around 

high-value opportunities

Establish ongoing 
innovation clusters 

between start-ups and 
industry

Find a space for
production

From industrial waste to circular products

A CONNECTED CITY 
WITH 

AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND 

INNOVATION

Information sessions about 
available EU funds on 

circularity

Deepening public knowledge on the circular economy

Identify
industrial cluster

Insights in high-value synergies between industries

Explore food 
streams for

food hub

Exhibitions and 
awareness campaigns 

on green buildings

Establish
R&D program

with university

Identify suitable location
for green building hub and 

food hub

 Workshop with industry to 
scope out interest and 

concerns
Pilot scan in one industry 

cluster

Building the spaces for cross-sectoral innovation and awareness

Identify partners
for zero waste conventant

Event
on Zero-

Waste tourism

Reducing the impact of the tourism sector

Selection of a group
of schools from different 
neighborhoods for a zero 

waste pilot

Publish "how-to" 
guidebook for schools 

and institutions

All schools in Krakow are
part of a zero-waste 

initiative

Krakow Municipal 
government

is zero waste

Action 4: Create a first line 
of products designed from 
industrial waste streams

Explore option
for PAYT

Offer trainings in lean/zero 
waste for high impact 

industrial waste

Announcement of policy 
change

Action 8: Insights in 
high-value synergies 
between industries

Action 5: 
Implementing a pay as 

you throw structutre

Action 2a: Pilot 
projects at selected 
schools/ institutions

Action 1: Pilot 
neighbourhood repair 

and reuse hub

Action 2b: Develop
Procurement Criteria for 
municipal government 

purchasing

Action 3: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 6: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 7: Build a network of 
circularity "champions" 

spearheading cooperations 
between sectors

Action10: Krakow 
Green building lab

Action 9: Krakow 
Circular Food Hub

Action 11: Zero Waste 
Tourism Convenant

A SUSTAINABLE, 
DIVERSE AND 

INCLUSIVE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

THAT FOSTERS 
RESILIENT 

COMMUNITIES

Gap-analysis
of guidelines for

revitalization

Explore location 
for transformation 

building

Transforming the existing building stock

Projection of
Urban mine 
2020-2030

Calculate business 
cases for secondary 

construction materials

Tender bio-based construction 
of public building e.g. school

Bio-based construction 
convenant signed by key 

players in KRK construction 
sector

Reducing the use of high-impact materials 

Needs-assessment 
building

construction hub

Gap-analysis current 
legislation on energy 

efficiency new construction

Identify space & infrastructure 
for physical implentation (i.e. 

at PSZOKs)

Identify funding
Opportunities

and ownerships structure

Implementing circular principles in new construction

Action 13: Tender
transformation of 
office buildingS to 

housing

Action 12: Retrofitting 
existing buildings to 

meet energy efficiency 
standards

Action 14: Building 
and construction hub

Action 15: 
Pilot bio-based 

construction of public 
building

Action 16: Adoption of 
energy-efficiencystandards 

for new construction 
of public buildings

Action 17: Material 
passports for

new development

Action 18: Require all 
new buildings to be 
built according to 
circular standards

A CITY WITH A 
HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM 

FOR ALL SPECIES

Set green space minimum in 
tendering guidelines for new 

developments

Identify opportunities for
urban green network

Scale up to program: 
Non-permanent "pop-up 
parks" in parking spaces

Creating accessible green space for all inhabitants

Screening of available 
brownfields for urban 

development

Protecting high-quality natural environment

Create financial incentives 
for homeowners to 
implement green 

infrastructure

Develop design 
guidebook/ inspirations 

for communities

Identify options for
experimental zoning 

regulation

Awareness campaign
capturing water

Publish a tender for a 
brownfield site

A green roofs 
program

Identify
suitable funding

constructions

 Scan to find eligible 
buildings for

green roofs in Nowa
Huta

Promoting the use of nature-based solutions

 Action 19: Pilot 
transformation of car 
parks into green areas

Action 21: One pilot 
on a brownfield

development

Action 20: Create urban
green network

Action 23: Pilot a large 
scale green roof

Action 22: City wide 
program to increase 

 private use of 
nature-based-solutions

Action 24: Creating a 
culture of local food 

production

https://www.tudelft.nl/bk/onderzoek/onderzoeksthemas/circular-built-environment/
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REDUCING THE IMPACT OF KRAKOW’S TOURISM SECTOR

Key Actions 

A11 Zero waste tourism covenant
Almost all important players of the tourism sector (hospitality, touring agencies, 
museums) sign a covenant to phase out littering by tourists. Commitments include 
the ban of non-recyclable cutlery or food containers, and spreading awareness on zero 
waste during city tours.

 • Impacts: Reducing waste.

 • Who is needed? Hospitality sector, touring agents. 

 • Key building blocks:Cultural pressure to reduce waste. 

Where to look for inspiration?
The Global Plastics Tourism Initiative: Led by the UN Environment Programme 
and the World Tourism Organization, this initiative allows tourism destinations, 
organizations and businesses to become a signatory of a shared commitment 
towards circular plastic use. The initiative provides an initial assessment tool 
for desitnations to evaluate their readiness for the commitments.

Hotels going zero waste: The Conca Park Hotel in 
Italy was recognized as the country’s first zero waste 
hotel: All organic waste is locally composted in the 
hotel’s gardens, plastics are completely eliminated 
and 95% of the remaining waste streams are recycled. 
Similar strides in waste reduction have been made by 
hotels in Slovenia and in Amsterdam.

2020 2025 2030

ACTION SHORT TERM MID TERM

Capacity building amongst 
institutions, based on results 

from pilots

Adopting and refining the circular strategy 

Establishing a monitoring strategy

Communication

Develop monitoring 
framework for 
revised Krakow 
2030 strategy

Yearly 
reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Publishing revised 
strategy: Circular 

Krakow 2050

Yearly reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Refining the 
Krakow 2030 

strategy with a 
cohort

Publish refined 
Krakow 2030 

strategy

Develop Circular 
Krakow strategy 

2050

Publish Circular
Krakow 2050 

strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Explore EU funding 
opportunity e.g. LIFE & 

INTEREGG

Identify 
eligible
Calls

identify potential
partners and 

consortia

Assign 
Communication team 

Circular Krakow

Campaign around 
Circular Actions in 

Krakow

Adjust city programs 
on the basis of 

findings from monitor

Publish 2025 
findings & trends on 
the basis of monitor

Funding

OVERARCHING 
ACTIONS

A CITY WITH 
A CIRCULAR URBAN 

METABOLISM

Identify existing 
citizen initiatives

Identify sources
for funding

Open call for projects - 
existing initiatives apply 
for funding to implement 

reuse hub

Identifying location
for neighborhood repair

hub
Strengthening Krakow's culture of circularity

Refining the circular
economy strategy

Identify pilot cafes/ 
hotels

More in-depth mapping 
for high-value streams

Explore cases 
where

PAYT was 
succesful

Setting the right example: Zero waste public institutions and schools

Compare existing models and 
calculate business cases

Developing a
program for zero-waste

 schools

Build out infrastructure for 
reuse deposit systems

Providing the infrastructure for the circular economy

Work out a
set of business-cases in

detail with driving 
groups

A series of
match-making events 

between entrepreneurs 
and industry around 

high-value opportunities

Establish ongoing 
innovation clusters 

between start-ups and 
industry

Find a space for
production

From industrial waste to circular products

A CONNECTED CITY 
WITH 

AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND 

INNOVATION

Information sessions about 
available EU funds on 

circularity

Deepening public knowledge on the circular economy

Identify
industrial cluster

Insights in high-value synergies between industries

Explore food 
streams for

food hub

Exhibitions and 
awareness campaigns 

on green buildings

Establish
R&D program

with university

Identify suitable location
for green building hub and 

food hub

 Workshop with industry to 
scope out interest and 

concerns
Pilot scan in one industry 

cluster

Building the spaces for cross-sectoral innovation and awareness

Identify partners
for zero waste conventant

Event
on Zero-

Waste tourism

Reducing the impact of the tourism sector

Selection of a group
of schools from different 
neighborhoods for a zero 

waste pilot

Publish "how-to" 
guidebook for schools 

and institutions

All schools in Krakow are
part of a zero-waste 

initiative

Krakow Municipal 
government

is zero waste

Action 4: Create a first line 
of products designed from 
industrial waste streams

Explore option
for PAYT

Offer trainings in lean/zero 
waste for high impact 

industrial waste

Announcement of policy 
change

Action 8: Insights in 
high-value synergies 
between industries

Action 5: 
Implementing a pay as 

you throw structutre

Action 2a: Pilot 
projects at selected 
schools/ institutions

Action 1: Pilot 
neighbourhood repair 

and reuse hub

Action 2b: Develop
Procurement Criteria for 
municipal government 

purchasing

Action 3: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 6: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 7: Build a network of 
circularity "champions" 

spearheading cooperations 
between sectors

Action10: Krakow 
Green building lab

Action 9: Krakow 
Circular Food Hub

Action 11: Zero Waste 
Tourism Convenant

A SUSTAINABLE, 
DIVERSE AND 

INCLUSIVE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

THAT FOSTERS 
RESILIENT 

COMMUNITIES

Gap-analysis
of guidelines for

revitalization

Explore location 
for transformation 

building

Transforming the existing building stock

Projection of
Urban mine 
2020-2030

Calculate business 
cases for secondary 

construction materials

Tender bio-based construction 
of public building e.g. school

Bio-based construction 
convenant signed by key 

players in KRK construction 
sector

Reducing the use of high-impact materials 

Needs-assessment 
building

construction hub

Gap-analysis current 
legislation on energy 

efficiency new construction

Identify space & infrastructure 
for physical implentation (i.e. 

at PSZOKs)

Identify funding
Opportunities

and ownerships structure

Implementing circular principles in new construction

Action 13: Tender
transformation of 
office buildingS to 

housing

Action 12: Retrofitting 
existing buildings to 

meet energy efficiency 
standards

Action 14: Building 
and construction hub

Action 15: 
Pilot bio-based 

construction of public 
building

Action 16: Adoption of 
energy-efficiencystandards 

for new construction 
of public buildings

Action 17: Material 
passports for

new development

Action 18: Require all 
new buildings to be 
built according to 
circular standards

A CITY WITH A 
HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM 

FOR ALL SPECIES

Set green space minimum in 
tendering guidelines for new 

developments

Identify opportunities for
urban green network

Scale up to program: 
Non-permanent "pop-up 
parks" in parking spaces

Creating accessible green space for all inhabitants

Screening of available 
brownfields for urban 

development

Protecting high-quality natural environment

Create financial incentives 
for homeowners to 
implement green 

infrastructure

Develop design 
guidebook/ inspirations 

for communities

Identify options for
experimental zoning 

regulation

Awareness campaign
capturing water

Publish a tender for a 
brownfield site

A green roofs 
program

Identify
suitable funding

constructions

 Scan to find eligible 
buildings for

green roofs in Nowa
Huta

Promoting the use of nature-based solutions

 Action 19: Pilot 
transformation of car 
parks into green areas

Action 21: One pilot 
on a brownfield

development

Action 20: Create urban
green network

Action 23: Pilot a large 
scale green roof

Action 22: City wide 
program to increase 

 private use of 
nature-based-solutions

Action 24: Creating a 
culture of local food 

production
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Publish 2025 
findings & trends on 
the basis of monitor

Funding

OVERARCHING 
ACTIONS

A CITY WITH 
A CIRCULAR URBAN 

METABOLISM

Identify existing 
citizen initiatives

Identify sources
for funding

Open call for projects - 
existing initiatives apply 
for funding to implement 

reuse hub

Identifying location
for neighborhood repair

hub
Strengthening Krakow's culture of circularity

Refining the circular
economy strategy

Identify pilot cafes/ 
hotels

More in-depth mapping 
for high-value streams

Explore cases 
where

PAYT was 
succesful

Setting the right example: Zero waste public institutions and schools

Compare existing models and 
calculate business cases

Developing a
program for zero-waste

 schools

Build out infrastructure for 
reuse deposit systems

Providing the infrastructure for the circular economy

Work out a
set of business-cases in

detail with driving 
groups

A series of
match-making events 

between entrepreneurs 
and industry around 

high-value opportunities

Establish ongoing 
innovation clusters 

between start-ups and 
industry

Find a space for
production

From industrial waste to circular products

A CONNECTED CITY 
WITH 

AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND 

INNOVATION

Information sessions about 
available EU funds on 

circularity

Deepening public knowledge on the circular economy

Identify
industrial cluster

Insights in high-value synergies between industries

Explore food 
streams for

food hub

Exhibitions and 
awareness campaigns 

on green buildings

Establish
R&D program

with university

Identify suitable location
for green building hub and 

food hub

 Workshop with industry to 
scope out interest and 

concerns
Pilot scan in one industry 

cluster

Building the spaces for cross-sectoral innovation and awareness

Identify partners
for zero waste conventant

Event
on Zero-

Waste tourism

Reducing the impact of the tourism sector

Selection of a group
of schools from different 
neighborhoods for a zero 

waste pilot

Publish "how-to" 
guidebook for schools 

and institutions

All schools in Krakow are
part of a zero-waste 

initiative

Krakow Municipal 
government

is zero waste

Action 4: Create a first line 
of products designed from 
industrial waste streams

Explore option
for PAYT

Offer trainings in lean/zero 
waste for high impact 

industrial waste

Announcement of policy 
change

Action 8: Insights in 
high-value synergies 
between industries

Action 5: 
Implementing a pay as 

you throw structutre

Action 2a: Pilot 
projects at selected 
schools/ institutions

Action 1: Pilot 
neighbourhood repair 

and reuse hub

Action 2b: Develop
Procurement Criteria for 
municipal government 

purchasing

Action 3: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 6: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 7: Build a network of 
circularity "champions" 

spearheading cooperations 
between sectors

Action10: Krakow 
Green building lab

Action 9: Krakow 
Circular Food Hub

Action 11: Zero Waste 
Tourism Convenant

A SUSTAINABLE, 
DIVERSE AND 

INCLUSIVE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

THAT FOSTERS 
RESILIENT 

COMMUNITIES

Gap-analysis
of guidelines for

revitalization

Explore location 
for transformation 

building

Transforming the existing building stock

Projection of
Urban mine 
2020-2030

Calculate business 
cases for secondary 

construction materials

Tender bio-based construction 
of public building e.g. school

Bio-based construction 
convenant signed by key 

players in KRK construction 
sector

Reducing the use of high-impact materials 

Needs-assessment 
building

construction hub

Gap-analysis current 
legislation on energy 

efficiency new construction

Identify space & infrastructure 
for physical implentation (i.e. 

at PSZOKs)

Identify funding
Opportunities

and ownerships structure

Implementing circular principles in new construction

Action 13: Tender
transformation of 
office buildingS to 

housing

Action 12: Retrofitting 
existing buildings to 

meet energy efficiency 
standards

Action 14: Building 
and construction hub

Action 15: 
Pilot bio-based 

construction of public 
building

Action 16: Adoption of 
energy-efficiencystandards 

for new construction 
of public buildings

Action 17: Material 
passports for

new development

Action 18: Require all 
new buildings to be 
built according to 
circular standards

A CITY WITH A 
HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM 

FOR ALL SPECIES

Set green space minimum in 
tendering guidelines for new 

developments

Identify opportunities for
urban green network

Scale up to program: 
Non-permanent "pop-up 
parks" in parking spaces

Creating accessible green space for all inhabitants

Screening of available 
brownfields for urban 

development

Protecting high-quality natural environment

Create financial incentives 
for homeowners to 
implement green 

infrastructure

Develop design 
guidebook/ inspirations 

for communities

Identify options for
experimental zoning 

regulation

Awareness campaign
capturing water

Publish a tender for a 
brownfield site

A green roofs 
program

Identify
suitable funding

constructions

 Scan to find eligible 
buildings for

green roofs in Nowa
Huta

Promoting the use of nature-based solutions

 Action 19: Pilot 
transformation of car 
parks into green areas

Action 21: One pilot 
on a brownfield

development

Action 20: Create urban
green network

Action 23: Pilot a large 
scale green roof

Action 22: City wide 
program to increase 

 private use of 
nature-based-solutions

Action 24: Creating a 
culture of local food 

production

https://www.unwto.org/sustainable-development/global-tourism-plastics-initiative
https://www.oneplanetnetwork.org/sustainable-tourism/global-tourism-plastics-initiative-destinations-signatory-form-0
https://www.concapark.com/en/eco-friendly-hotel
http://www.hotel-ribno.si/hotel-ribno/zero-waste
https://www.qo-amsterdam.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/QO-Sustainability-Measures-1.pdf
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DEEP DIVE: CIRCULAR FOOD HUB KRAKOW

Using food waste
A circular food hub can help shift towards a food 
system in which non-consumed food is regarded as 
a high-value resource. Yearly, Krakow’s inhabitants, 
tourists, visitors, and commuters generate  
22 930 t of food waste. Krakowians are starting 
to realize the importance of reducing food waste 
generation—initiatives including Too Good to Go 
Krakow and Zero Waste Krakow help get attention.

Implementing Circular Food Hub Krakow will tackle 
this problem in a sophisticated way by revalorizing 
Krakow’s supermarket food waste while increasing 
awareness of the importance of food waste 
reduction among Krakowians, tourists, and visitors. 

 • An initiative that does not have to stand alone. 
Circular Food Hub Krakow can be a circular 
spin-off of from or collaboration with a major 
supermarket chain in Krakow, such as Auchan, 
Carrefour, or Kaufland. A group of local 
entrepreneurs could collect waste flows and 
compile them in a distribution center in Krakow's 
surroundings:

 • Unsold fruits, vegetables, and potatoes that do not 
reach the supermarket,

 • Bread, cheese, eggs close to the expiration date, 
and unsold meat and fish could be made available 
for immediate pick up at stores,

 • Additional products from local food markets such 
as Plac Imbramowski, Hala Targowa, and Targ 
Pietruszkowy. 

Using electric transportation, they supply a 
restaurant of the circular food hub, located in the 
busy and touristy area of Stare Miasto. Here, local 
chefs transform these products into delicious 
dishes, surprising visitors with tasty otherwise 
wasted food can be.

Building a business case
Building out a business case for this pioneering 
initiative requires a designated supermarket chain 
that is potentially willing to invest in the hub. 

Estimating supply
A first and crucial step is for the supermarket 
chain to map their daily waste flows within their 
supply chains and in the supermarket itself. This 
will help gain insight into the quantity of supply and 
determine the operation's (physical) size. 

Location location location
Secondly, the supermarket chain will need to select 
a distribution center near the city where unsold 
consumables can be selected and transported to the 
hub's storage facility. 

The initiators will need to identify a suitable space 
for Krakow's circular food hub. As awareness-raising 
is one of the hub's main intentions, this location 
ideally is a central one with lots of visibility for locals 
and visitors (e.g. Stare Miasto). 

Local chefs and flexibility
Lastly, the restaurant requires skilled, local chefs 
who are curious to experiment with varying daily 

supplies. Once the supply chain from the restaurant's 
distribution center is established, the circular 
food hub can look for extra partners (unsold food 
suppliers such as markets, bakeries, and grocers) to 
supply additional ingredients. 

Requirements for the Krakow 
circular food hub:
 • 1 pioneering supermarket chain.
 • 1 distribution centre in Krakow’s vicinity.
 • 1 selection centre within Krakow’s city 

boundaries (at least 150 m2).
 • 1 centrally located space in a densely 

populated/visited area of the city (at least 
100 m2).

 • 1 large electric transport vehicle, available 
six days a week.

 • 1 small electric transport vehicle, available 
six days a week.

Reference project: InStock
InSTock is an initiative in the city of Amsterdam, 
The Hague and Utrecht in the Netherlands. The 
business focuses on creating new meals and 
products out of local food scraps. In five years, 
the initiative has saved over 700.000 kg of 
food. In 2017, the next step was to open a Food 
Rescue Center. Here unsold foods (primarily 
vegetables and fruits) can be collected, sorted, 
and redistributed. 
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OBJECTIVES - A CONNECTED CITY WITH AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION 

KPIS - A CONNECTED CITY WITH AN ECONOMY OF CREATIVITY 
AND INNOVATION 

1. Circular economy is part of Krakow's educational program. # of programs (primary, secondary or higher education) that explicitly 
teach about the circular economy.

2. Krakow has a zero-emission local mobility system. Mg of CO2 emitted through transportation within Krakow.

3. Krakow bans fossil fuels cars within its city boundaries. # of registered fossil fuel cars

4. Krakow's residents use public transportation. % of trips made through public transportation within city boundaries. 

5. Krakow connects its rich academic scene with local and international 
businesses.

# of joint R&D programmes for universities and business.

6. Krakow ensures citizens have the right type of training/experience to 
have meaningful circular jobs.

Amount of training/experience and educational programmes related to 
circular/manufacturing employment.

7. Krakow attracts and facilitates circular businesses. Number of new businesses established in Krakow surrounding zero waste, 
recycling, remanufacturing, reusing and recovery of resources, as a share 
of all businesses.

8. Krakow leverages its history of manufacturing to enhance 
manufacturing employment.

% of Manufacturing employment as a proportion of total employment. 

9. Krakow boosts local circular innovation in material intensive sectors 
(manufacturing, textiles and waste treatment).

Share of Polish patents related to small scale manufacturing, textiles and 
recycling.

10. Krakow is a world leader in developing, testing and scaling new 
technologies relating to the circular economy.

Total revenue from the circular initiatives in Krakow as a share of GMP.

11. Local initiatives utilize information on excess materials for circular 
initiatives.

MG/y of excess materials utilized for circular initiatives.

12.  Krakow supports sustainable and circular R&D and innovation.  • Share of public funding for R&D going to sustainable and circular 
innovation.

 • Number of innovations hubs in Krakow.

13. Krakow stimulates innovation by developing car eer pathways for 
young people.

Unemployment % for inhabitants <30 years.

14. Krakow supports bottom-up community initiatives on sustainability 
and circularity.

Number of community initiatives related to sustainability or circularity 
supported by Krakow per 10 000 capita.

15. Krakow ensures that circular economy strategies are leveraged to 
alleviate social inequality.

Inequality index.

KEY INDICATORS TO MEASURE PROGRESS

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gini_coefficient
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ENVISIONING A SUSTAINABLE, DIVERSE AND INCLUSIVE BUILT 
ENVIRONMENT THAT FOSTERS RESILIENT COMMUNITIES
Today, the municipality of Krakow is home to a diverse 
urban landscape. It is globally acknowledged for a 
unique mix of the aesthetic and productive qualities of 
its cultural heritage while integrating high standards of 
sustainable and inclusive urban design.

Krakow has come a long way. Although it achieved high 
results on the quality of life index from its residents, 
the city for a long time experienced many pressures 
limiting the integration of sustainability and equity 
principles. Forces of mass tourism and commercial 
urban development had pushed traditional communities 
out of the districts of Podgorze, Stare Miasto, Kazimierz 
and Zabłocie leaving behind a homogeneous zone 
at the city's core. A tradition of urban sprawl and 
dependence on the personal car had led to a city 
designed for drivers instead of pedestrians.

Nowadays, new buildings and neighborhoods are 
designed in a fully circular way. Every new building 
has a material passport that records information 
on used materials and construction methodologies 
and is stored in a public database. Whereas in the 
20s, the construction sector lacked transparency, 
nowadays, all players, including private companies, 
participate in a monitoring platform that keeps track 
of all construction and demolition, facilitating local 
harvesting and storage of secondary materials. Use 
of primary materials with high environmental impacts 
such as concrete are hardly ever used anymore unless 
recycled locally. Krakow is home to some extravagant 
new landmarks, public buildings, in which traditional 
building practices are mixed with experimental new 
technologies and materials such as timber and 
bamboo. Heritage is celebrated by using recognisable 

elements of demolished older buildings. These pilot 
buildings became reality after the municipality put out 
a few highly ambitious public tenders stimulating the 
construction sector to reinvent themselves.

In the 30s the entire process of urban development 
was revised. Communities, developers, architects, the 
municipality, and experts of the natural environment 
amongst others come together in designing the 
neighborhoods they want to live in. The municipality 
provides the incentives to ensure all districts have a 
diverse offer of housing types and models as well as 
sufficient public services to allow households of all 
ages, incomes and compositions to thrive. Local stores 
and markets sell food from the community gardens, 
aquaponic farms and the larger producers on the 
outskirts of the city. In the 30s, demographic reshuffling 
continued, bringing back life to the core of the city. 
Suburbanization had been reversed. Spaces that were 
once taken by touristy stores in Stare Miasto are today 
given back as working spaces for local artists through 
programs with local museums, cultural institutions and 
art schools.

A community center is the beating heart of each 
neighborhood. Here, community members gain skills, 
make and repair broken goods and sign-up to become 
stewards of the local community garden amongst 
many other services. High schools and primary schools 
maintain strong connections to their neighborhoods 
through place-based education programs. Local kids are 
close to their local natural ecosystems and resources, 
and creativity is stimulated early on through classes 
like bio-art. University students bring new knowledge 
to their neighborhoods by giving lectures in one of the 

local auditoria as part of their curricula and applying 
it through projects such as increasing efficiency in 
the local aquaponics farm or collecting the data for a 
biodiversity assessment of one of the city’s ecozones to 
store on the neighborhood dashboard.

Many decisions are made on a community level through 
participatory budgeting programs,. Where in 2017 only 
5% of residents participated, by 2050 become the norm. 
Increased local responsibility lies with the community 
with the option to consult with an advisory board that 
consists of a variety of urban professionals. Innovative 
models of ownership give communities agency over 
their public spaces and local resource flows.

The role of the municipal government departments has 
shifted from top down planning to that of an advisor on 
the neighborhood scale. On a regional scale different 
municipal departments collaborate to implement 
city-wide utilities such as resource centers and 
mobility structures making intelligent use of impacts 
assessments and monitoring of resource flows. 
Different neighborhoods are seen as complementary 
components in the broader Krakow system, each 
playing a role based on their unique characteristics. 
They are seamlessly integrated through new public 
spaces, long green boulevards and linear forests - roads 
repurposed for walking and cycling.

Krakow today celebrates its diverse urban environment 
characterized by a rich history, a circular built 
environment and accessible public spaces. Various 
models of governance and ownership organized in 
neighborhoods are open to all people, especially those 
with jobs fundamental to the functioning of a city.

47
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TOOLKIT FOR A SUSTAINABLE, DIVERSE AND INCLUSIVE BUILT 
ENVIRONMENT THAT FOSTERS RESILIENT COMMUNITIES

2020 2025 2030

ACTION SHORT TERM MID TERM

Capacity building amongst 
institutions, based on results 

from pilots

Adopting and refining the circular strategy 

Establishing a monitoring strategy

Communication

Develop monitoring 
framework for 
revised Krakow 
2030 strategy

Yearly 
reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Publishing revised 
strategy: Circular 

Krakow 2050

Yearly reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Refining the 
Krakow 2030 

strategy with a 
cohort

Publish refined 
Krakow 2030 

strategy

Develop Circular 
Krakow strategy 

2050

Publish Circular
Krakow 2050 

strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Explore EU funding 
opportunity e.g. LIFE & 

INTEREGG

Identify 
eligible
Calls

identify potential
partners and 

consortia

Assign 
Communication team 

Circular Krakow

Campaign around 
Circular Actions in 

Krakow

Adjust city programs 
on the basis of 

findings from monitor

Publish 2025 
findings & trends on 
the basis of monitor

Funding

OVERARCHING 
ACTIONS

A CITY WITH 
A CIRCULAR URBAN 

METABOLISM

Identify existing 
citizen initiatives

Identify sources
for funding

Open call for projects - 
existing initiatives apply 
for funding to implement 

reuse hub

Identifying location
for neighborhood repair

hub
Strengthening Krakow's culture of circularity

Refining the circular
economy strategy

Identify pilot cafes/ 
hotels

More in-depth mapping 
for high-value streams

Explore cases 
where

PAYT was 
succesful

Setting the right example: Zero waste public institutions and schools

Compare existing models and 
calculate business cases

Developing a
program for zero-waste

 schools

Build out infrastructure for 
reuse deposit systems

Providing the infrastructure for the circular economy

Work out a
set of business-cases in

detail with driving 
groups

A series of
match-making events 

between entrepreneurs 
and industry around 

high-value opportunities

Establish ongoing 
innovation clusters 

between start-ups and 
industry

Find a space for
production

From industrial waste to circular products

A CONNECTED CITY 
WITH 

AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND 

INNOVATION

Information sessions about 
available EU funds on 

circularity

Deepening public knowledge on the circular economy

Identify
industrial cluster

Insights in high-value synergies between industries

Explore food 
streams for

food hub

Exhibitions and 
awareness campaigns 

on green buildings

Establish
R&D program

with university

Identify suitable location
for green building hub and 

food hub

 Workshop with industry to 
scope out interest and 

concerns
Pilot scan in one industry 

cluster

Building the spaces for cross-sectoral innovation and awareness

Identify partners
for zero waste conventant

Event
on Zero-

Waste tourism

Reducing the impact of the tourism sector

Selection of a group
of schools from different 
neighborhoods for a zero 

waste pilot

Publish "how-to" 
guidebook for schools 

and institutions

All schools in Krakow are
part of a zero-waste 

initiative

Krakow Municipal 
government

is zero waste

Action 4: Create a first line 
of products designed from 
industrial waste streams

Explore option
for PAYT

Offer trainings in lean/zero 
waste for high impact 

industrial waste

Announcement of policy 
change

Action 8: Insights in 
high-value synergies 
between industries

Action 5: 
Implementing a pay as 

you throw structutre

Action 2a: Pilot 
projects at selected 
schools/ institutions

Action 1: Pilot 
neighbourhood repair 

and reuse hub

Action 2b: Develop
Procurement Criteria for 
municipal government 

purchasing

Action 3: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 6: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 7: Build a network of 
circularity "champions" 

spearheading cooperations 
between sectors

Action10: Krakow 
Green building lab

Action 9: Krakow 
Circular Food Hub

Action 11: Zero Waste 
Tourism Convenant

A SUSTAINABLE, 
DIVERSE AND 

INCLUSIVE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

THAT FOSTERS 
RESILIENT 

COMMUNITIES

Gap-analysis
of guidelines for

revitalization

Explore location 
for transformation 

building

Transforming the existing building stock

Projection of
Urban mine 
2020-2030

Calculate business 
cases for secondary 

construction materials

Tender bio-based construction 
of public building e.g. school

Bio-based construction 
convenant signed by key 

players in KRK construction 
sector

Reducing the use of high-impact materials 

Needs-assessment 
building

construction hub

Gap-analysis current 
legislation on energy 

efficiency new construction

Identify space & infrastructure 
for physical implentation (i.e. 

at PSZOKs)

Identify funding
Opportunities

and ownerships structure

Implementing circular principles in new construction

Action 13: Tender
transformation of 
office buildingS to 

housing

Action 12: Retrofitting 
existing buildings to 

meet energy efficiency 
standards

Action 14: Building 
and construction hub

Action 15: 
Pilot bio-based 

construction of public 
building

Action 16: Adoption of 
energy-efficiencystandards 

for new construction 
of public buildings

Action 17: Material 
passports for

new development

Action 18: Require all 
new buildings to be 
built according to 
circular standards

A CITY WITH A 
HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM 

FOR ALL SPECIES

Set green space minimum in 
tendering guidelines for new 

developments

Identify opportunities for
urban green network

Scale up to program: 
Non-permanent "pop-up 
parks" in parking spaces

Creating accessible green space for all inhabitants

Screening of available 
brownfields for urban 

development

Protecting high-quality natural environment

Create financial incentives 
for homeowners to 
implement green 

infrastructure

Develop design 
guidebook/ inspirations 

for communities

Identify options for
experimental zoning 

regulation

Awareness campaign
capturing water

Publish a tender for a 
brownfield site

A green roofs 
program

Identify
suitable funding

constructions

 Scan to find eligible 
buildings for

green roofs in Nowa
Huta

Promoting the use of nature-based solutions

 Action 19: Pilot 
transformation of car 
parks into green areas

Action 21: One pilot 
on a brownfield

development

Action 20: Create urban
green network

Action 23: Pilot a large 
scale green roof

Action 22: City wide 
program to increase 

 private use of 
nature-based-solutions

Action 24: Creating a 
culture of local food 

production

2020 2025 2030

ACTION SHORT TERM MID TERM

Capacity building amongst 
institutions, based on results 

from pilots

Adopting and refining the circular strategy 

Establishing a monitoring strategy

Communication

Develop monitoring 
framework for 
revised Krakow 
2030 strategy

Yearly 
reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Publishing revised 
strategy: Circular 

Krakow 2050

Yearly reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Refining the 
Krakow 2030 

strategy with a 
cohort

Publish refined 
Krakow 2030 

strategy

Develop Circular 
Krakow strategy 

2050

Publish Circular
Krakow 2050 

strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Explore EU funding 
opportunity e.g. LIFE & 

INTEREGG

Identify 
eligible
Calls

identify potential
partners and 

consortia

Assign 
Communication team 

Circular Krakow

Campaign around 
Circular Actions in 

Krakow

Adjust city programs 
on the basis of 

findings from monitor

Publish 2025 
findings & trends on 
the basis of monitor

Funding

OVERARCHING 
ACTIONS

A CITY WITH 
A CIRCULAR URBAN 

METABOLISM

Identify existing 
citizen initiatives

Identify sources
for funding

Open call for projects - 
existing initiatives apply 
for funding to implement 

reuse hub

Identifying location
for neighborhood repair

hub
Strengthening Krakow's culture of circularity

Refining the circular
economy strategy

Identify pilot cafes/ 
hotels

More in-depth mapping 
for high-value streams

Explore cases 
where

PAYT was 
succesful

Setting the right example: Zero waste public institutions and schools

Compare existing models and 
calculate business cases

Developing a
program for zero-waste

 schools

Build out infrastructure for 
reuse deposit systems

Providing the infrastructure for the circular economy

Work out a
set of business-cases in

detail with driving 
groups

A series of
match-making events 

between entrepreneurs 
and industry around 

high-value opportunities

Establish ongoing 
innovation clusters 

between start-ups and 
industry

Find a space for
production

From industrial waste to circular products

A CONNECTED CITY 
WITH 

AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND 

INNOVATION

Information sessions about 
available EU funds on 

circularity

Deepening public knowledge on the circular economy

Identify
industrial cluster

Insights in high-value synergies between industries

Explore food 
streams for

food hub

Exhibitions and 
awareness campaigns 

on green buildings

Establish
R&D program

with university

Identify suitable location
for green building hub and 

food hub

 Workshop with industry to 
scope out interest and 

concerns
Pilot scan in one industry 

cluster

Building the spaces for cross-sectoral innovation and awareness

Identify partners
for zero waste conventant

Event
on Zero-

Waste tourism

Reducing the impact of the tourism sector

Selection of a group
of schools from different 
neighborhoods for a zero 

waste pilot

Publish "how-to" 
guidebook for schools 

and institutions

All schools in Krakow are
part of a zero-waste 

initiative

Krakow Municipal 
government

is zero waste

Action 4: Create a first line 
of products designed from 
industrial waste streams

Explore option
for PAYT

Offer trainings in lean/zero 
waste for high impact 

industrial waste

Announcement of policy 
change

Action 8: Insights in 
high-value synergies 
between industries

Action 5: 
Implementing a pay as 

you throw structutre

Action 2a: Pilot 
projects at selected 
schools/ institutions

Action 1: Pilot 
neighbourhood repair 

and reuse hub

Action 2b: Develop
Procurement Criteria for 
municipal government 

purchasing

Action 3: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 6: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 7: Build a network of 
circularity "champions" 

spearheading cooperations 
between sectors

Action10: Krakow 
Green building lab

Action 9: Krakow 
Circular Food Hub

Action 11: Zero Waste 
Tourism Convenant

A SUSTAINABLE, 
DIVERSE AND 

INCLUSIVE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

THAT FOSTERS 
RESILIENT 

COMMUNITIES

Gap-analysis
of guidelines for

revitalization

Explore location 
for transformation 

building

Transforming the existing building stock

Projection of
Urban mine 
2020-2030

Calculate business 
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A SUSTAINABLE, DIVERSE AND INCLUSIVE BUILT 
ENVIRONMENT THAT FOSTERS RESILIENT COMMUNITIES
The vision
Krakow is moving towards sustainable and circular development, which increases 
the prosperity of its inhabitants and ensures healthy urban ecosystems. The city 
aims to integrate circular principles into new construction as well as renovation. 
Transformation of the existing building stock is sometimes less impactful than 
demolishing. Public tendering plays a role, as well as flexible zoning regulation. 
Reducing construction and demolition (C&D) waste and recycling construction 
materials to their highest value both reduce impact of the construction sector. 
Stakeholders also have the desire to move towards biobased materials. The city 
aims to facilitate diverse affordable neighborhoods that have accessible facilities 
and public space for everyone. 

Strategic direction 
1. Transforming the existing building stock.

2. Reducing high-impact construction materials.

3. Including circular principles in new construction. 

Relevant strategies and policy documents
 • Miejski Program Rewitalizacji Krakowa (Krakow Municipal Revitalization 

Program).

 • Plan Adaptacji Miasta Krakowa Do Zmian Klimatu Do Roku 2030 (Krakow City 
Climate Adaptation Plan 2030).

 • Planu Gospodarki Odpadami Województwa Małopolskiego na lata 2016-2022 
(Waste Management Plan of the Lesser Poland Voivodeship 2016-2022).

Action Toolkit

A12 Retrofit existing buildings to meet energy efficiency 
standards.

A13 Tender transformation of vacant office buildings to 
housing.

A14 A building hub to store and exchange salvaged 
construction materials.

A15 Pilot a bio-based construction project of a public 
building.

A16 Adoption of energy efficiency regulations in new 
construction of public buildings.

A17 Material passports.

A18 Require all new buildings to be built according to 
circular standards.

Policy
Economy
Collaboration
Physical implementation

LEGEND
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TRANSFORMING THE EXISTING BUILDING STOCK

Key Actions 

A12 Retrofitting existing buildings to meet energy efficiency standards
Renovating all buildings in Krakow that do not fit a baseline standard of energy 
efficiency. 

 • Impacts: Lowering energy consumption and reliance on fossil fuels.

 • Who is needed? Municipal government, citizens.

 • Key building blocks: regulations for energy efficiency standards, subsidies for 
retrofits, insight into options for heating. 

A13 Tender transformation of vacant office buildings into housing
Increasing housing stock through implementing alternative uses for existing buildings 
(such as redundant offices) that are considered for demolition helps to reduce the 
impacts of new construction. In light of the trend of increased working from home 
there might be a larger availability of offices.

 • Impacts: Reduce construction waste, reduce urban sprawl. 

 • Who is needed? developers, municipal governments.

 • Key building blocks: Flexible zoning, building codes, financial incentives for adaptive 
reuse.

Where to look for inspiration?
De Groene Grachten: De groene grachten is an organization in Amsterdam 
that was brought to life specifically to stimulate the sustainable renovation of 
historic buildings and monuments, such as the buildings along Amsterdam’s 
historic canals.

Imperial Plaza, Toronto: After sitting empty for years, 
the mid-century headquarters of Imperial Oil Ltd was 
transformed into condominiums for the residents of 
Toronto.

2020 2025 2030

ACTION SHORT TERM MID TERM

Capacity building amongst 
institutions, based on results 

from pilots

Adopting and refining the circular strategy 

Establishing a monitoring strategy

Communication

Develop monitoring 
framework for 
revised Krakow 
2030 strategy

Yearly 
reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Publishing revised 
strategy: Circular 

Krakow 2050

Yearly reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Refining the 
Krakow 2030 

strategy with a 
cohort

Publish refined 
Krakow 2030 

strategy

Develop Circular 
Krakow strategy 

2050

Publish Circular
Krakow 2050 

strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Explore EU funding 
opportunity e.g. LIFE & 

INTEREGG

Identify 
eligible
Calls

identify potential
partners and 

consortia

Assign 
Communication team 

Circular Krakow

Campaign around 
Circular Actions in 

Krakow

Adjust city programs 
on the basis of 

findings from monitor

Publish 2025 
findings & trends on 
the basis of monitor

Funding

OVERARCHING 
ACTIONS

A CITY WITH 
A CIRCULAR URBAN 

METABOLISM

Identify existing 
citizen initiatives

Identify sources
for funding

Open call for projects - 
existing initiatives apply 
for funding to implement 

reuse hub

Identifying location
for neighborhood repair

hub
Strengthening Krakow's culture of circularity

Refining the circular
economy strategy

Identify pilot cafes/ 
hotels

More in-depth mapping 
for high-value streams

Explore cases 
where

PAYT was 
succesful

Setting the right example: Zero waste public institutions and schools

Compare existing models and 
calculate business cases

Developing a
program for zero-waste

 schools

Build out infrastructure for 
reuse deposit systems

Providing the infrastructure for the circular economy

Work out a
set of business-cases in

detail with driving 
groups

A series of
match-making events 

between entrepreneurs 
and industry around 

high-value opportunities

Establish ongoing 
innovation clusters 

between start-ups and 
industry

Find a space for
production

From industrial waste to circular products

A CONNECTED CITY 
WITH 

AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND 

INNOVATION

Information sessions about 
available EU funds on 

circularity

Deepening public knowledge on the circular economy

Identify
industrial cluster

Insights in high-value synergies between industries

Explore food 
streams for

food hub

Exhibitions and 
awareness campaigns 

on green buildings

Establish
R&D program

with university

Identify suitable location
for green building hub and 

food hub

 Workshop with industry to 
scope out interest and 

concerns
Pilot scan in one industry 

cluster

Building the spaces for cross-sectoral innovation and awareness

Identify partners
for zero waste conventant

Event
on Zero-

Waste tourism

Reducing the impact of the tourism sector

Selection of a group
of schools from different 
neighborhoods for a zero 

waste pilot

Publish "how-to" 
guidebook for schools 

and institutions

All schools in Krakow are
part of a zero-waste 

initiative

Krakow Municipal 
government

is zero waste
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Promoting the use of nature-based solutions

 Action 19: Pilot 
transformation of car 
parks into green areas

Action 21: One pilot 
on a brownfield

development

Action 20: Create urban
green network

Action 23: Pilot a large 
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program to increase 
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culture of local food 
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REDUCING HIGH-IMPACT CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL

Key Actions 

A14 A building hub to store and exchange salvaged construction material
By storing construction materials salvaged from demolition sites, hubs allow actors to 
reuse these products in new construction projects across the city. Pszoks could play a 
role in this. It will also reduce the emissions related to construction sector logistics.

 • Impacts: Improving collaboration between parties, reducing use of virgin materials in 
construction.

 • Who is needed? Developers, construction-related enterprises, municipal government.
 • Key building blocks: Space and logistics to develop building hub, collaboration. 

A15 Pilot a bio-based construction project of a public building
Use of organic material as a base for construction; for example, the use of wood 
instead of concrete and the use of organic waste to create substitutes for plastics 
based on mycelium. New material knowledge and awareness can come out of the 
Green Building hub (Action 10). The municipality can facilitate public stimulating the 
construction sector and becoming a landmark for circular construction.

 • Impacts: Decreasing reliance on environmentally harmful materials.
 • Who is needed? Academia & research, developers, municipal government. 
 • Key building blocks: Awareness and acceptance among citizens and developers.

Where to look for inspiration?
ReBuilding Center, Seattle: Located in Seattle, the Rebuilding Center is North 
America’s largest hub for salvaged building materials. Apart from diverting 
building materials from the landfill, the center focuses on community training 
in carpentry, plumbing and repair.

Slovenia’s largest wooden building: Born out 
of an EU-funded project, the research institute 
InnoRenew has started to build their new 
research building, using innovative timber 
construction methods. The building will function 
as a living lab to foster knowledge on renewable 
materials in construction.

2020 2025 2030
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Krakow 2030 

strategy

Develop Circular 
Krakow strategy 

2050

Publish Circular
Krakow 2050 

strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Explore EU funding 
opportunity e.g. LIFE & 

INTEREGG

Identify 
eligible
Calls

identify potential
partners and 

consortia

Assign 
Communication team 

Circular Krakow

Campaign around 
Circular Actions in 

Krakow

Adjust city programs 
on the basis of 

findings from monitor

Publish 2025 
findings & trends on 
the basis of monitor

Funding

OVERARCHING 
ACTIONS

A CITY WITH 
A CIRCULAR URBAN 

METABOLISM

Identify existing 
citizen initiatives

Identify sources
for funding

Open call for projects - 
existing initiatives apply 
for funding to implement 

reuse hub

Identifying location
for neighborhood repair

hub
Strengthening Krakow's culture of circularity

Refining the circular
economy strategy

Identify pilot cafes/ 
hotels

More in-depth mapping 
for high-value streams

Explore cases 
where

PAYT was 
succesful

Setting the right example: Zero waste public institutions and schools

Compare existing models and 
calculate business cases

Developing a
program for zero-waste

 schools

Build out infrastructure for 
reuse deposit systems

Providing the infrastructure for the circular economy

Work out a
set of business-cases in

detail with driving 
groups

A series of
match-making events 

between entrepreneurs 
and industry around 

high-value opportunities

Establish ongoing 
innovation clusters 

between start-ups and 
industry

Find a space for
production

From industrial waste to circular products

A CONNECTED CITY 
WITH 

AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND 

INNOVATION

Information sessions about 
available EU funds on 

circularity

Deepening public knowledge on the circular economy

Identify
industrial cluster

Insights in high-value synergies between industries

Explore food 
streams for

food hub

Exhibitions and 
awareness campaigns 

on green buildings

Establish
R&D program

with university

Identify suitable location
for green building hub and 

food hub

 Workshop with industry to 
scope out interest and 

concerns
Pilot scan in one industry 

cluster

Building the spaces for cross-sectoral innovation and awareness

Identify partners
for zero waste conventant

Event
on Zero-

Waste tourism

Reducing the impact of the tourism sector

Selection of a group
of schools from different 
neighborhoods for a zero 

waste pilot

Publish "how-to" 
guidebook for schools 

and institutions

All schools in Krakow are
part of a zero-waste 

initiative

Krakow Municipal 
government

is zero waste

Action 4: Create a first line 
of products designed from 
industrial waste streams

Explore option
for PAYT

Offer trainings in lean/zero 
waste for high impact 

industrial waste

Announcement of policy 
change

Action 8: Insights in 
high-value synergies 
between industries

Action 5: 
Implementing a pay as 

you throw structutre

Action 2a: Pilot 
projects at selected 
schools/ institutions

Action 1: Pilot 
neighbourhood repair 

and reuse hub

Action 2b: Develop
Procurement Criteria for 
municipal government 

purchasing

Action 3: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 6: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 7: Build a network of 
circularity "champions" 

spearheading cooperations 
between sectors

Action10: Krakow 
Green building lab

Action 9: Krakow 
Circular Food Hub

Action 11: Zero Waste 
Tourism Convenant

A SUSTAINABLE, 
DIVERSE AND 

INCLUSIVE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

THAT FOSTERS 
RESILIENT 

COMMUNITIES

Gap-analysis
of guidelines for

revitalization

Explore location 
for transformation 

building

Transforming the existing building stock

Projection of
Urban mine 
2020-2030

Calculate business 
cases for secondary 

construction materials

Tender bio-based construction 
of public building e.g. school

Bio-based construction 
convenant signed by key 

players in KRK construction 
sector

Reducing the use of high-impact materials 

Needs-assessment 
building

construction hub

Gap-analysis current 
legislation on energy 

efficiency new construction

Identify space & infrastructure 
for physical implentation (i.e. 

at PSZOKs)

Identify funding
Opportunities

and ownerships structure

Implementing circular principles in new construction

Action 13: Tender
transformation of 
office buildingS to 

housing

Action 12: Retrofitting 
existing buildings to 

meet energy efficiency 
standards

Action 14: Building 
and construction hub

Action 15: 
Pilot bio-based 

construction of public 
building

Action 16: Adoption of 
energy-efficiencystandards 

for new construction 
of public buildings

Action 17: Material 
passports for

new development

Action 18: Require all 
new buildings to be 
built according to 
circular standards

A CITY WITH A 
HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM 

FOR ALL SPECIES

Set green space minimum in 
tendering guidelines for new 

developments

Identify opportunities for
urban green network

Scale up to program: 
Non-permanent "pop-up 
parks" in parking spaces

Creating accessible green space for all inhabitants

Screening of available 
brownfields for urban 

development

Protecting high-quality natural environment

Create financial incentives 
for homeowners to 
implement green 

infrastructure

Develop design 
guidebook/ inspirations 

for communities

Identify options for
experimental zoning 

regulation

Awareness campaign
capturing water

Publish a tender for a 
brownfield site

A green roofs 
program

Identify
suitable funding

constructions

 Scan to find eligible 
buildings for

green roofs in Nowa
Huta

Promoting the use of nature-based solutions

 Action 19: Pilot 
transformation of car 
parks into green areas

Action 21: One pilot 
on a brownfield

development

Action 20: Create urban
green network

Action 23: Pilot a large 
scale green roof

Action 22: City wide 
program to increase 

 private use of 
nature-based-solutions

Action 24: Creating a 
culture of local food 

production

https://www.rebuildingcenter.org/what-we-do
https://innorenew.eu/about/institute/
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Key Actions 

A16 Adoption of energy efficiency regulations in new construction of public buildings
Including energy standards in tendering guidelines for public building projects helps to 
reduce emissions of the public sector, while strengthening the capacity within the local 
building industry for green building.

 • Impacts: Lower emissions from building heating.

 • Who is needed? Municipal government.

 • Key building blocks: Change in regulations. 

A17 Material passports
Requiring passports for new construction will help to monitor the flow of construction 
materials over time. It will enable future builders to have reliable information about 
potential materials that can be recovered during demolition and will stimulate design 
for disassembly.

 • Impacts: Ensuring high-value recycling in the future.

 • Who is needed? Central government and developers.

 • Key building blocks: Technological infrastructure and open data protocols.

Where to look for inspiration?
Circular standards
The city of Amsterdam has applied the principles of circular tendering (i.e. the 
circular performance of a building project) to six circular housing projects.

2020 2025 2030

ACTION SHORT TERM MID TERM

Capacity building amongst 
institutions, based on results 

from pilots

Adopting and refining the circular strategy 

Establishing a monitoring strategy

Communication

Develop monitoring 
framework for 
revised Krakow 
2030 strategy

Yearly 
reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Publishing revised 
strategy: Circular 

Krakow 2050

Yearly reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Refining the 
Krakow 2030 

strategy with a 
cohort

Publish refined 
Krakow 2030 

strategy

Develop Circular 
Krakow strategy 

2050

Publish Circular
Krakow 2050 

strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Explore EU funding 
opportunity e.g. LIFE & 

INTEREGG

Identify 
eligible
Calls

identify potential
partners and 

consortia

Assign 
Communication team 

Circular Krakow

Campaign around 
Circular Actions in 

Krakow

Adjust city programs 
on the basis of 

findings from monitor

Publish 2025 
findings & trends on 
the basis of monitor

Funding

OVERARCHING 
ACTIONS

A CITY WITH 
A CIRCULAR URBAN 

METABOLISM

Identify existing 
citizen initiatives

Identify sources
for funding

Open call for projects - 
existing initiatives apply 
for funding to implement 

reuse hub

Identifying location
for neighborhood repair

hub
Strengthening Krakow's culture of circularity

Refining the circular
economy strategy

Identify pilot cafes/ 
hotels

More in-depth mapping 
for high-value streams

Explore cases 
where

PAYT was 
succesful

Setting the right example: Zero waste public institutions and schools

Compare existing models and 
calculate business cases

Developing a
program for zero-waste

 schools

Build out infrastructure for 
reuse deposit systems

Providing the infrastructure for the circular economy

Work out a
set of business-cases in

detail with driving 
groups

A series of
match-making events 

between entrepreneurs 
and industry around 

high-value opportunities

Establish ongoing 
innovation clusters 

between start-ups and 
industry

Find a space for
production

From industrial waste to circular products

A CONNECTED CITY 
WITH 

AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND 

INNOVATION

Information sessions about 
available EU funds on 

circularity

Deepening public knowledge on the circular economy

Identify
industrial cluster

Insights in high-value synergies between industries

Explore food 
streams for

food hub

Exhibitions and 
awareness campaigns 

on green buildings

Establish
R&D program

with university

Identify suitable location
for green building hub and 

food hub

 Workshop with industry to 
scope out interest and 

concerns
Pilot scan in one industry 

cluster

Building the spaces for cross-sectoral innovation and awareness

Identify partners
for zero waste conventant

Event
on Zero-

Waste tourism

Reducing the impact of the tourism sector

Selection of a group
of schools from different 
neighborhoods for a zero 

waste pilot

Publish "how-to" 
guidebook for schools 

and institutions

All schools in Krakow are
part of a zero-waste 

initiative

Krakow Municipal 
government

is zero waste

Action 4: Create a first line 
of products designed from 
industrial waste streams

Explore option
for PAYT

Offer trainings in lean/zero 
waste for high impact 

industrial waste

Announcement of policy 
change

Action 8: Insights in 
high-value synergies 
between industries

Action 5: 
Implementing a pay as 

you throw structutre

Action 2a: Pilot 
projects at selected 
schools/ institutions

Action 1: Pilot 
neighbourhood repair 

and reuse hub

Action 2b: Develop
Procurement Criteria for 
municipal government 

purchasing

Action 3: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 6: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 7: Build a network of 
circularity "champions" 

spearheading cooperations 
between sectors

Action10: Krakow 
Green building lab

Action 9: Krakow 
Circular Food Hub

Action 11: Zero Waste 
Tourism Convenant

A SUSTAINABLE, 
DIVERSE AND 

INCLUSIVE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

THAT FOSTERS 
RESILIENT 

COMMUNITIES

Gap-analysis
of guidelines for

revitalization

Explore location 
for transformation 

building

Transforming the existing building stock

Projection of
Urban mine 
2020-2030

Calculate business 
cases for secondary 

construction materials

Tender bio-based construction 
of public building e.g. school

Bio-based construction 
convenant signed by key 

players in KRK construction 
sector

Reducing the use of high-impact materials 

Needs-assessment 
building

construction hub

Gap-analysis current 
legislation on energy 

efficiency new construction

Identify space & infrastructure 
for physical implentation (i.e. 

at PSZOKs)

Identify funding
Opportunities

and ownerships structure

Implementing circular principles in new construction

Action 13: Tender
transformation of 
office buildingS to 

housing

Action 12: Retrofitting 
existing buildings to 

meet energy efficiency 
standards

Action 14: Building 
and construction hub

Action 15: 
Pilot bio-based 

construction of public 
building

Action 16: Adoption of 
energy-efficiencystandards 

for new construction 
of public buildings

Action 17: Material 
passports for

new development

Action 18: Require all 
new buildings to be 
built according to 
circular standards

A CITY WITH A 
HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM 

FOR ALL SPECIES

Set green space minimum in 
tendering guidelines for new 

developments

Identify opportunities for
urban green network

Scale up to program: 
Non-permanent "pop-up 
parks" in parking spaces

Creating accessible green space for all inhabitants

Screening of available 
brownfields for urban 

development

Protecting high-quality natural environment

Create financial incentives 
for homeowners to 
implement green 

infrastructure

Develop design 
guidebook/ inspirations 

for communities

Identify options for
experimental zoning 

regulation

Awareness campaign
capturing water

Publish a tender for a 
brownfield site

A green roofs 
program

Identify
suitable funding

constructions

 Scan to find eligible 
buildings for

green roofs in Nowa
Huta

Promoting the use of nature-based solutions

 Action 19: Pilot 
transformation of car 
parks into green areas

Action 21: One pilot 
on a brownfield

development

Action 20: Create urban
green network

Action 23: Pilot a large 
scale green roof

Action 22: City wide 
program to increase 

 private use of 
nature-based-solutions

Action 24: Creating a 
culture of local food 

production

2020 2025 2030

ACTION SHORT TERM MID TERM

Capacity building amongst 
institutions, based on results 

from pilots

Adopting and refining the circular strategy 

Establishing a monitoring strategy

Communication

Develop monitoring 
framework for 
revised Krakow 
2030 strategy

Yearly 
reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Publishing revised 
strategy: Circular 

Krakow 2050

Yearly reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Refining the 
Krakow 2030 

strategy with a 
cohort

Publish refined 
Krakow 2030 

strategy

Develop Circular 
Krakow strategy 

2050

Publish Circular
Krakow 2050 

strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Explore EU funding 
opportunity e.g. LIFE & 

INTEREGG

Identify 
eligible
Calls

identify potential
partners and 

consortia

Assign 
Communication team 

Circular Krakow

Campaign around 
Circular Actions in 

Krakow

Adjust city programs 
on the basis of 

findings from monitor

Publish 2025 
findings & trends on 
the basis of monitor

Funding

OVERARCHING 
ACTIONS

A CITY WITH 
A CIRCULAR URBAN 

METABOLISM

Identify existing 
citizen initiatives

Identify sources
for funding

Open call for projects - 
existing initiatives apply 
for funding to implement 

reuse hub

Identifying location
for neighborhood repair

hub
Strengthening Krakow's culture of circularity

Refining the circular
economy strategy

Identify pilot cafes/ 
hotels

More in-depth mapping 
for high-value streams

Explore cases 
where

PAYT was 
succesful

Setting the right example: Zero waste public institutions and schools

Compare existing models and 
calculate business cases

Developing a
program for zero-waste

 schools

Build out infrastructure for 
reuse deposit systems

Providing the infrastructure for the circular economy

Work out a
set of business-cases in

detail with driving 
groups

A series of
match-making events 

between entrepreneurs 
and industry around 

high-value opportunities

Establish ongoing 
innovation clusters 

between start-ups and 
industry

Find a space for
production

From industrial waste to circular products

A CONNECTED CITY 
WITH 

AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND 

INNOVATION

Information sessions about 
available EU funds on 

circularity

Deepening public knowledge on the circular economy

Identify
industrial cluster

Insights in high-value synergies between industries

Explore food 
streams for

food hub

Exhibitions and 
awareness campaigns 

on green buildings

Establish
R&D program

with university

Identify suitable location
for green building hub and 

food hub

 Workshop with industry to 
scope out interest and 

concerns
Pilot scan in one industry 

cluster

Building the spaces for cross-sectoral innovation and awareness

Identify partners
for zero waste conventant

Event
on Zero-

Waste tourism

Reducing the impact of the tourism sector

Selection of a group
of schools from different 
neighborhoods for a zero 

waste pilot

Publish "how-to" 
guidebook for schools 

and institutions

All schools in Krakow are
part of a zero-waste 

initiative

Krakow Municipal 
government

is zero waste

Action 4: Create a first line 
of products designed from 
industrial waste streams

Explore option
for PAYT

Offer trainings in lean/zero 
waste for high impact 

industrial waste

Announcement of policy 
change

Action 8: Insights in 
high-value synergies 
between industries

Action 5: 
Implementing a pay as 

you throw structutre

Action 2a: Pilot 
projects at selected 
schools/ institutions

Action 1: Pilot 
neighbourhood repair 

and reuse hub

Action 2b: Develop
Procurement Criteria for 
municipal government 

purchasing

Action 3: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 6: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 7: Build a network of 
circularity "champions" 

spearheading cooperations 
between sectors

Action10: Krakow 
Green building lab

Action 9: Krakow 
Circular Food Hub

Action 11: Zero Waste 
Tourism Convenant

A SUSTAINABLE, 
DIVERSE AND 

INCLUSIVE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

THAT FOSTERS 
RESILIENT 

COMMUNITIES

Gap-analysis
of guidelines for

revitalization

Explore location 
for transformation 

building

Transforming the existing building stock

Projection of
Urban mine 
2020-2030

Calculate business 
cases for secondary 

construction materials

Tender bio-based construction 
of public building e.g. school

Bio-based construction 
convenant signed by key 

players in KRK construction 
sector

Reducing the use of high-impact materials 

Needs-assessment 
building

construction hub

Gap-analysis current 
legislation on energy 

efficiency new construction

Identify space & infrastructure 
for physical implentation (i.e. 

at PSZOKs)

Identify funding
Opportunities

and ownerships structure

Implementing circular principles in new construction

Action 13: Tender
transformation of 
office buildingS to 

housing

Action 12: Retrofitting 
existing buildings to 

meet energy efficiency 
standards

Action 14: Building 
and construction hub

Action 15: 
Pilot bio-based 

construction of public 
building

Action 16: Adoption of 
energy-efficiencystandards 

for new construction 
of public buildings

Action 17: Material 
passports for

new development

Action 18: Require all 
new buildings to be 
built according to 
circular standards

A CITY WITH A 
HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM 

FOR ALL SPECIES

Set green space minimum in 
tendering guidelines for new 

developments

Identify opportunities for
urban green network

Scale up to program: 
Non-permanent "pop-up 
parks" in parking spaces

Creating accessible green space for all inhabitants

Screening of available 
brownfields for urban 

development

Protecting high-quality natural environment

Create financial incentives 
for homeowners to 
implement green 

infrastructure

Develop design 
guidebook/ inspirations 

for communities

Identify options for
experimental zoning 

regulation

Awareness campaign
capturing water

Publish a tender for a 
brownfield site

A green roofs 
program

Identify
suitable funding

constructions

 Scan to find eligible 
buildings for

green roofs in Nowa
Huta

Promoting the use of nature-based solutions

 Action 19: Pilot 
transformation of car 
parks into green areas

Action 21: One pilot 
on a brownfield

development

Action 20: Create urban
green network

Action 23: Pilot a large 
scale green roof

Action 22: City wide 
program to increase 

 private use of 
nature-based-solutions

Action 24: Creating a 
culture of local food 

production
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Key Actions 

A18 Require all new buildings to be built according to circular standards
Creating circular standards for all new construction (including material passports, 
energy efficiency standards and targets for secondary material use).

 • Impacts: Reduce emissions and waste from building activities.

 • Who is needed? Municipal government, central government and all actors from the 
construction sector.

 • Key building blocks: Infrastructure, markets of circular products. 

Material Passports
Madaster is an online platform that allows property data to be stored. The 
platform provides an identity to the materials present in buildings, allowing for 
potential high-value reuse. Under the EU’s BAMB project a similar platform has 
been created, with the aim of providing a one-stop-shop for a circular building 
sector.

2020 2025 2030

ACTION SHORT TERM MID TERM

Capacity building amongst 
institutions, based on results 

from pilots

Adopting and refining the circular strategy 

Establishing a monitoring strategy

Communication

Develop monitoring 
framework for 
revised Krakow 
2030 strategy

Yearly 
reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Publishing revised 
strategy: Circular 

Krakow 2050

Yearly reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Refining the 
Krakow 2030 

strategy with a 
cohort

Publish refined 
Krakow 2030 

strategy

Develop Circular 
Krakow strategy 

2050

Publish Circular
Krakow 2050 

strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Explore EU funding 
opportunity e.g. LIFE & 

INTEREGG

Identify 
eligible
Calls

identify potential
partners and 

consortia

Assign 
Communication team 

Circular Krakow

Campaign around 
Circular Actions in 

Krakow

Adjust city programs 
on the basis of 

findings from monitor

Publish 2025 
findings & trends on 
the basis of monitor

Funding

OVERARCHING 
ACTIONS

A CITY WITH 
A CIRCULAR URBAN 

METABOLISM

Identify existing 
citizen initiatives

Identify sources
for funding

Open call for projects - 
existing initiatives apply 
for funding to implement 

reuse hub

Identifying location
for neighborhood repair

hub
Strengthening Krakow's culture of circularity

Refining the circular
economy strategy

Identify pilot cafes/ 
hotels

More in-depth mapping 
for high-value streams

Explore cases 
where

PAYT was 
succesful

Setting the right example: Zero waste public institutions and schools

Compare existing models and 
calculate business cases

Developing a
program for zero-waste

 schools

Build out infrastructure for 
reuse deposit systems

Providing the infrastructure for the circular economy

Work out a
set of business-cases in

detail with driving 
groups

A series of
match-making events 

between entrepreneurs 
and industry around 

high-value opportunities

Establish ongoing 
innovation clusters 

between start-ups and 
industry

Find a space for
production

From industrial waste to circular products

A CONNECTED CITY 
WITH 

AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND 

INNOVATION

Information sessions about 
available EU funds on 

circularity

Deepening public knowledge on the circular economy

Identify
industrial cluster

Insights in high-value synergies between industries

Explore food 
streams for

food hub

Exhibitions and 
awareness campaigns 

on green buildings

Establish
R&D program

with university

Identify suitable location
for green building hub and 

food hub

 Workshop with industry to 
scope out interest and 

concerns
Pilot scan in one industry 

cluster

Building the spaces for cross-sectoral innovation and awareness

Identify partners
for zero waste conventant

Event
on Zero-

Waste tourism

Reducing the impact of the tourism sector

Selection of a group
of schools from different 
neighborhoods for a zero 

waste pilot

Publish "how-to" 
guidebook for schools 

and institutions

All schools in Krakow are
part of a zero-waste 

initiative

Krakow Municipal 
government

is zero waste

Action 4: Create a first line 
of products designed from 
industrial waste streams

Explore option
for PAYT

Offer trainings in lean/zero 
waste for high impact 

industrial waste

Announcement of policy 
change

Action 8: Insights in 
high-value synergies 
between industries

Action 5: 
Implementing a pay as 

you throw structutre

Action 2a: Pilot 
projects at selected 
schools/ institutions

Action 1: Pilot 
neighbourhood repair 

and reuse hub

Action 2b: Develop
Procurement Criteria for 
municipal government 

purchasing

Action 3: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 6: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 7: Build a network of 
circularity "champions" 

spearheading cooperations 
between sectors

Action10: Krakow 
Green building lab

Action 9: Krakow 
Circular Food Hub

Action 11: Zero Waste 
Tourism Convenant

A SUSTAINABLE, 
DIVERSE AND 

INCLUSIVE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

THAT FOSTERS 
RESILIENT 

COMMUNITIES

Gap-analysis
of guidelines for

revitalization

Explore location 
for transformation 

building

Transforming the existing building stock

Projection of
Urban mine 
2020-2030

Calculate business 
cases for secondary 

construction materials

Tender bio-based construction 
of public building e.g. school

Bio-based construction 
convenant signed by key 

players in KRK construction 
sector

Reducing the use of high-impact materials 

Needs-assessment 
building

construction hub

Gap-analysis current 
legislation on energy 

efficiency new construction

Identify space & infrastructure 
for physical implentation (i.e. 

at PSZOKs)

Identify funding
Opportunities

and ownerships structure

Implementing circular principles in new construction

Action 13: Tender
transformation of 
office buildingS to 

housing

Action 12: Retrofitting 
existing buildings to 

meet energy efficiency 
standards

Action 14: Building 
and construction hub

Action 15: 
Pilot bio-based 

construction of public 
building

Action 16: Adoption of 
energy-efficiencystandards 

for new construction 
of public buildings

Action 17: Material 
passports for

new development

Action 18: Require all 
new buildings to be 
built according to 
circular standards

A CITY WITH A 
HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM 

FOR ALL SPECIES

Set green space minimum in 
tendering guidelines for new 

developments

Identify opportunities for
urban green network

Scale up to program: 
Non-permanent "pop-up 
parks" in parking spaces

Creating accessible green space for all inhabitants

Screening of available 
brownfields for urban 

development

Protecting high-quality natural environment

Create financial incentives 
for homeowners to 
implement green 

infrastructure

Develop design 
guidebook/ inspirations 

for communities

Identify options for
experimental zoning 

regulation

Awareness campaign
capturing water

Publish a tender for a 
brownfield site

A green roofs 
program

Identify
suitable funding

constructions

 Scan to find eligible 
buildings for

green roofs in Nowa
Huta

Promoting the use of nature-based solutions

 Action 19: Pilot 
transformation of car 
parks into green areas

Action 21: One pilot 
on a brownfield

development

Action 20: Create urban
green network

Action 23: Pilot a large 
scale green roof

Action 22: City wide 
program to increase 

 private use of 
nature-based-solutions

Action 24: Creating a 
culture of local food 

production

2020 2025 2030

ACTION SHORT TERM MID TERM

Capacity building amongst 
institutions, based on results 

from pilots

Adopting and refining the circular strategy 

Establishing a monitoring strategy

Communication

Develop monitoring 
framework for 
revised Krakow 
2030 strategy

Yearly 
reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Publishing revised 
strategy: Circular 

Krakow 2050

Yearly reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Refining the 
Krakow 2030 

strategy with a 
cohort

Publish refined 
Krakow 2030 

strategy

Develop Circular 
Krakow strategy 

2050

Publish Circular
Krakow 2050 

strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Explore EU funding 
opportunity e.g. LIFE & 

INTEREGG

Identify 
eligible
Calls

identify potential
partners and 

consortia

Assign 
Communication team 

Circular Krakow

Campaign around 
Circular Actions in 

Krakow

Adjust city programs 
on the basis of 

findings from monitor

Publish 2025 
findings & trends on 
the basis of monitor

Funding

OVERARCHING 
ACTIONS

A CITY WITH 
A CIRCULAR URBAN 

METABOLISM

Identify existing 
citizen initiatives

Identify sources
for funding

Open call for projects - 
existing initiatives apply 
for funding to implement 

reuse hub

Identifying location
for neighborhood repair

hub
Strengthening Krakow's culture of circularity

Refining the circular
economy strategy

Identify pilot cafes/ 
hotels

More in-depth mapping 
for high-value streams

Explore cases 
where

PAYT was 
succesful

Setting the right example: Zero waste public institutions and schools

Compare existing models and 
calculate business cases

Developing a
program for zero-waste

 schools

Build out infrastructure for 
reuse deposit systems

Providing the infrastructure for the circular economy

Work out a
set of business-cases in

detail with driving 
groups

A series of
match-making events 

between entrepreneurs 
and industry around 

high-value opportunities

Establish ongoing 
innovation clusters 

between start-ups and 
industry

Find a space for
production

From industrial waste to circular products

A CONNECTED CITY 
WITH 

AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND 

INNOVATION

Information sessions about 
available EU funds on 

circularity

Deepening public knowledge on the circular economy

Identify
industrial cluster

Insights in high-value synergies between industries

Explore food 
streams for

food hub

Exhibitions and 
awareness campaigns 

on green buildings

Establish
R&D program

with university

Identify suitable location
for green building hub and 

food hub

 Workshop with industry to 
scope out interest and 

concerns
Pilot scan in one industry 

cluster

Building the spaces for cross-sectoral innovation and awareness

Identify partners
for zero waste conventant

Event
on Zero-

Waste tourism

Reducing the impact of the tourism sector

Selection of a group
of schools from different 
neighborhoods for a zero 

waste pilot

Publish "how-to" 
guidebook for schools 

and institutions

All schools in Krakow are
part of a zero-waste 

initiative

Krakow Municipal 
government

is zero waste

Action 4: Create a first line 
of products designed from 
industrial waste streams

Explore option
for PAYT

Offer trainings in lean/zero 
waste for high impact 

industrial waste

Announcement of policy 
change

Action 8: Insights in 
high-value synergies 
between industries

Action 5: 
Implementing a pay as 

you throw structutre

Action 2a: Pilot 
projects at selected 
schools/ institutions

Action 1: Pilot 
neighbourhood repair 

and reuse hub

Action 2b: Develop
Procurement Criteria for 
municipal government 

purchasing

Action 3: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 6: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 7: Build a network of 
circularity "champions" 

spearheading cooperations 
between sectors

Action10: Krakow 
Green building lab

Action 9: Krakow 
Circular Food Hub

Action 11: Zero Waste 
Tourism Convenant

A SUSTAINABLE, 
DIVERSE AND 

INCLUSIVE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

THAT FOSTERS 
RESILIENT 

COMMUNITIES

Gap-analysis
of guidelines for

revitalization

Explore location 
for transformation 

building

Transforming the existing building stock

Projection of
Urban mine 
2020-2030

Calculate business 
cases for secondary 

construction materials

Tender bio-based construction 
of public building e.g. school

Bio-based construction 
convenant signed by key 

players in KRK construction 
sector

Reducing the use of high-impact materials 

Needs-assessment 
building

construction hub

Gap-analysis current 
legislation on energy 

efficiency new construction

Identify space & infrastructure 
for physical implentation (i.e. 

at PSZOKs)

Identify funding
Opportunities

and ownerships structure

Implementing circular principles in new construction

Action 13: Tender
transformation of 
office buildingS to 

housing

Action 12: Retrofitting 
existing buildings to 

meet energy efficiency 
standards

Action 14: Building 
and construction hub

Action 15: 
Pilot bio-based 

construction of public 
building

Action 16: Adoption of 
energy-efficiencystandards 

for new construction 
of public buildings

Action 17: Material 
passports for

new development

Action 18: Require all 
new buildings to be 
built according to 
circular standards

A CITY WITH A 
HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM 

FOR ALL SPECIES

Set green space minimum in 
tendering guidelines for new 

developments

Identify opportunities for
urban green network

Scale up to program: 
Non-permanent "pop-up 
parks" in parking spaces

Creating accessible green space for all inhabitants

Screening of available 
brownfields for urban 

development

Protecting high-quality natural environment

Create financial incentives 
for homeowners to 
implement green 

infrastructure

Develop design 
guidebook/ inspirations 

for communities

Identify options for
experimental zoning 

regulation

Awareness campaign
capturing water

Publish a tender for a 
brownfield site

A green roofs 
program

Identify
suitable funding

constructions

 Scan to find eligible 
buildings for

green roofs in Nowa
Huta

Promoting the use of nature-based solutions

 Action 19: Pilot 
transformation of car 
parks into green areas

Action 21: One pilot 
on a brownfield

development

Action 20: Create urban
green network

Action 23: Pilot a large 
scale green roof

Action 22: City wide 
program to increase 

 private use of 
nature-based-solutions

Action 24: Creating a 
culture of local food 

production

https://www.madaster.com/en
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DEEP DIVE: CONCRETE SMART CRUSHER

Concrete: A material flow with potential
Concrete represents the largest share of materials 
used for construction in Krakow (approximately 
1 050 000 Mg per year) and is responsible for a 
large part of CO2 emissions. Although, concrete 
usually also creates the largest outgoing stream 
of demolition waste, in Krakow, this comes to 2 
200 000 Mg/year a small fraction compared to 
other cities and their construction sectors. This 
could indicate that the stream is currently largely 
unreported. Or that concrete from demolitions is 
being recycled and used as a foundational material 
for infrastructural projects, such as roads - which 
causes it to lose value and complexity. 

Krakow can employ new technologies such as 
SmartCrushing to allow for higher quality processing 
of concrete waste from construction and demolition 
projects. This technology uses sieving and crushing 
to separate the cement fraction from concrete 
granulate. This can result in potential to harvest up 
to 50% of “new cement” out of the concrete waste. 
This circular concrete and cement can enormously 
reduce the embodied CO2-emissions of construction 
in Krakow.

Implementing this technology help achieve the goal 
of recycling 70% of all CDW waste and organizing 
actors in the construction sector. At the same time, it 
could create new jobs.

Building a business case for a Smart 
Crusher
Implementing a solution like the Smart Crusher 
includes overcoming several barriers and 
requirements to achieve a successful operation. At 
the moment, the flow of concrete waste seems too 
small to achieve the critical mass for the machine to 
operate at optimal efficiency. However, we assume 
that the quantity of concrete waste is significantly 
underreported. To ensure a robust business case, 
more insight into the available flows is key.

Investment
The technology itself requires a significant initial 
investment of about 1M Euro. We estimate a return 
on investment after five years while running at 
minimum capacity—a larger quantity results in higher 
efficiency, which could reduce the payback period to 
two years.

Where and with whom?
Finding a suitable location (e.g., combined with an 
existing PSZOK) and involving relevant partners is 
key. Contractors and other construction companies 
responsible for large amounts of concrete waste 
should be involved in the early exploration phase. 

Infrastructure
Finally, a requirement for successful implementation 
is adequate infrastructure. The Smart Crusher 

should be easily accessible for all contractors 
producing a significant amount of concrete waste. 
Incentivizing contractors to deliver their concrete 
can be achieved through various instruments e.g., 
financial compensation for the delivery or shared 
ownership of the Smart Crusher company. 

Reference project - Smart Crusher 
Amsterdam's metropolitan area collaborated 
with the national planning department 
and an initiative around building the Urban 
Mine to act as a “launching customer” for a 
Concrete Smart Crusher design. Test runs 
show promising results that meet expected 
capacity and material separation goals. 
The entire Smart Crusher can, with the right 
preparations, be installed within a day. 

https://slimbreker.nl/
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OBJECTIVES - A CITY WITH A HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM FOR ALL 
SPECIES KPIS - A CITY WITH A HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM FOR ALL SPECIES

1. Krakow protects its natural assets. Ha of natural assets protected by municipal legislation.

2. Krakow creates space for natural ecosystems to thrive . Ha of designated ecozones.

3. Krakow has clean water and air and a low exposure to pollutants. Pollution levels (NOx,PM10,PM2.5, BOD, QALY)

4. Krakow provides equal access to green areas for all citizens. % of residents living within 15 min walking distance to green space.

5. Krakow ensures healthy and local food sourcing.  • #  urban farms and maintained and supported.

 • # ha under moratorium of development on agricultural land 
within the city.

 • Community urban farming and agriculture programs 
implemented (Focus on local and indigenous food-plant 
species).

6. Krakow minimizes the use of toxic substances in industry. Use of toxic substance used in industry in ton per zł

7. Minimizes flood risk by improving drainage capacity of city surfaces.  • "% of green space and permeable pavement across the city;

 • Water retention capacity through initiatives like blue/ green 
roofs, underground water storage and water squares"

KEY INDICATORS TO MEASURE PROGRESS
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ENVISIONING A CITY WITH A HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM FOR ALL SPECIES

It is 2050 and Krakow has become a true example of 
how cities can integrate with the natural environment. 
A symbiotic relationship between human habitat and 
nature leaves space for flora and fauna to thrive within 
the boundaries of the city as well as limiting negative 
impact on the planetary ecosystem as a whole. The 
global population began waking up to the idea that 
separation of nature and city was no longer viable in the 
early 20s. Extreme weather, induced by global climate 
change, manifested faster than predicted, prompting 
calls for a shift towards a more resilient system 
founded on the enabling conditions for biodiversity to 
thrive. 

The municipality of Krakow recognized early on that 
for natural ecosystems to thrive you need the right 
conditions, starting by actively implementing measures 
to limit pollution. The city, however, nonetheless, 
suffered the consequence of polluting industries and 
practices from the surrounding regions.

Today, every citizen in Krakow breathes clean air and 
the city is home not only to a healthy community of 
people but to a plurality of species including insects, 
funghi and a broad variety of plants. During the 20s, 
programs already in place to remediate soil, such as 
funding from the Voivodeship Fund for Environmental 
Protection and Water Management, were further 

expanded to create the broader environmental 
conditions needed for local ecosystems to thrive. 
The municipal government collaborated with private 
funders, academia and NGOs to set up an impact fund 
focused on implementation of high-value green spaces. 
Every local community and city-wide initiative can 
apply for funding to create space(s) for water retention, 
biodiversity, recreation, or sustainable practices of 
urban agriculture.

The municipality plays an active role in driving 
implementation through flexible zoning regulations, 
and facilitates local communities in stewarding public 
space in their neighborhoods. A sense of ownership 
over public space has led to a consciousness shift for 
the residents of Krakow. Living closer to nature and 
experiencing ecosystem benefits, including being able 
to grow food in community gardens, has instigated 
a sense of agency and responsibility. This is also 
reflected in the decrease in littering and overall resource 
consumption on the household level.

The city has expanded the already existing inner-city 
green space of an average of 240 m2 per city dweller 
by adding a constellation of smaller spaces of which 
–some designated ecozones connected by green 
corridors that integrate buildings and public space. By 
the 2030s the personal car was pushed to the outskirts 

of the city, a revolution in urban design, leaving plentiful 
space. Once dominated by parking lots and multi-lane 
roads, these corridors now make space for inhabitants 
to move between neighborhoods. Increased pervious 
surface combined with adaptive urban design creates 
resilience to extreme weather events - the riversides 
of the Vistula, Drwinka, and Wilga are accessible for 
inhabitants while allowing water to occupy that space in 
the case of heavy weather.

The district of Nowa Huta is a great example. Once 
vulnerable to flooding, the neighborhood demonstrates 
a unique combination of cultural heritage with high-
value natural ecosystems and use of green rooftops on 
post-industrial buildings to capture rain water.

For Poland, today, the Białowieża Forest, the only 
primeval forest in Europe, is a celebrated national 
beacon of biodiversity. Krakow committed to doubling 
the area of urban forest coverage by 2030.This has by 
now tripled. The city has become an urban ecological 
steward. It sets an example for the entire region by 
adopting an urban development strategy that limits 
sprawl and promotes a compact city, while at the same 
time providing space for the natural ecosystem to 
thrive without any disturbance. It is a sacred place that 
many Krakowians visit often.

56
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TOOLKIT FOR A CITY WITH A HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM FOR ALL SPECIES

2020 2025 2030

ACTION SHORT TERM MID TERM

Capacity building amongst 
institutions, based on results 

from pilots

Adopting and refining the circular strategy 

Establishing a monitoring strategy

Communication

Develop monitoring 
framework for 
revised Krakow 
2030 strategy

Yearly 
reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Publishing revised 
strategy: Circular 

Krakow 2050

Yearly reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Refining the 
Krakow 2030 

strategy with a 
cohort

Publish refined 
Krakow 2030 

strategy

Develop Circular 
Krakow strategy 

2050

Publish Circular
Krakow 2050 

strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Explore EU funding 
opportunity e.g. LIFE & 

INTEREGG

Identify 
eligible
Calls

identify potential
partners and 

consortia

Assign 
Communication team 

Circular Krakow

Campaign around 
Circular Actions in 

Krakow

Adjust city programs 
on the basis of 

findings from monitor

Publish 2025 
findings & trends on 
the basis of monitor

Funding

OVERARCHING 
ACTIONS

A CITY WITH 
A CIRCULAR URBAN 

METABOLISM

Identify existing 
citizen initiatives

Identify sources
for funding

Open call for projects - 
existing initiatives apply 
for funding to implement 

reuse hub

Identifying location
for neighborhood repair

hub
Strengthening Krakow's culture of circularity

Refining the circular
economy strategy

Identify pilot cafes/ 
hotels

More in-depth mapping 
for high-value streams

Explore cases 
where

PAYT was 
succesful

Setting the right example: Zero waste public institutions and schools

Compare existing models and 
calculate business cases

Developing a
program for zero-waste

 schools

Build out infrastructure for 
reuse deposit systems

Providing the infrastructure for the circular economy

Work out a
set of business-cases in

detail with driving 
groups

A series of
match-making events 

between entrepreneurs 
and industry around 

high-value opportunities

Establish ongoing 
innovation clusters 

between start-ups and 
industry

Find a space for
production

From industrial waste to circular products

A CONNECTED CITY 
WITH 

AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND 

INNOVATION

Information sessions about 
available EU funds on 

circularity

Deepening public knowledge on the circular economy

Identify
industrial cluster

Insights in high-value synergies between industries

Explore food 
streams for

food hub

Exhibitions and 
awareness campaigns 

on green buildings

Establish
R&D program

with university

Identify suitable location
for green building hub and 

food hub

 Workshop with industry to 
scope out interest and 

concerns
Pilot scan in one industry 

cluster

Building the spaces for cross-sectoral innovation and awareness

Identify partners
for zero waste conventant

Event
on Zero-

Waste tourism

Reducing the impact of the tourism sector

Selection of a group
of schools from different 
neighborhoods for a zero 

waste pilot

Publish "how-to" 
guidebook for schools 

and institutions

All schools in Krakow are
part of a zero-waste 

initiative

Krakow Municipal 
government

is zero waste

Action 4: Create a first line 
of products designed from 
industrial waste streams

Explore option
for PAYT

Offer trainings in lean/zero 
waste for high impact 

industrial waste

Announcement of policy 
change

Action 8: Insights in 
high-value synergies 
between industries

Action 5: 
Implementing a pay as 

you throw structutre

Action 2a: Pilot 
projects at selected 
schools/ institutions

Action 1: Pilot 
neighbourhood repair 

and reuse hub

Action 2b: Develop
Procurement Criteria for 
municipal government 

purchasing

Action 3: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 6: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 7: Build a network of 
circularity "champions" 

spearheading cooperations 
between sectors

Action10: Krakow 
Green building lab

Action 9: Krakow 
Circular Food Hub

Action 11: Zero Waste 
Tourism Convenant

A SUSTAINABLE, 
DIVERSE AND 

INCLUSIVE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

THAT FOSTERS 
RESILIENT 

COMMUNITIES

Gap-analysis
of guidelines for

revitalization

Explore location 
for transformation 

building

Transforming the existing building stock

Projection of
Urban mine 
2020-2030

Calculate business 
cases for secondary 

construction materials

Tender bio-based construction 
of public building e.g. school

Bio-based construction 
convenant signed by key 

players in KRK construction 
sector

Reducing the use of high-impact materials 

Needs-assessment 
building

construction hub

Gap-analysis current 
legislation on energy 

efficiency new construction

Identify space & infrastructure 
for physical implentation (i.e. 

at PSZOKs)

Identify funding
Opportunities

and ownerships structure

Implementing circular principles in new construction

Action 13: Tender
transformation of 
office buildingS to 

housing

Action 12: Retrofitting 
existing buildings to 

meet energy efficiency 
standards

Action 14: Building 
and construction hub

Action 15: 
Pilot bio-based 

construction of public 
building

Action 16: Adoption of 
energy-efficiencystandards 

for new construction 
of public buildings

Action 17: Material 
passports for

new development

Action 18: Require all 
new buildings to be 
built according to 
circular standards

A CITY WITH A 
HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM 

FOR ALL SPECIES

Set green space minimum in 
tendering guidelines for new 

developments

Identify opportunities for
urban green network

Scale up to program: 
Non-permanent "pop-up 
parks" in parking spaces

Creating accessible green space for all inhabitants

Screening of available 
brownfields for urban 

development

Protecting high-quality natural environment

Create financial incentives 
for homeowners to 
implement green 

infrastructure

Develop design 
guidebook/ inspirations 

for communities

Identify options for
experimental zoning 

regulation

Awareness campaign
capturing water

Publish a tender for a 
brownfield site

A green roofs 
program

Identify
suitable funding

constructions

 Scan to find eligible 
buildings for

green roofs in Nowa
Huta

Promoting the use of nature-based solutions

 Action 19: Pilot 
transformation of car 
parks into green areas

Action 21: One pilot 
on a brownfield

development

Action 20: Create urban
green network

Action 23: Pilot a large 
scale green roof

Action 22: City wide 
program to increase 

 private use of 
nature-based-solutions

Action 24: Creating a 
culture of local food 

production

2020 2025 2030

ACTION SHORT TERM MID TERM

Capacity building amongst 
institutions, based on results 

from pilots

Adopting and refining the circular strategy 

Establishing a monitoring strategy

Communication

Develop monitoring 
framework for 
revised Krakow 
2030 strategy

Yearly 
reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Publishing revised 
strategy: Circular 

Krakow 2050

Yearly reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Refining the 
Krakow 2030 

strategy with a 
cohort

Publish refined 
Krakow 2030 

strategy

Develop Circular 
Krakow strategy 

2050

Publish Circular
Krakow 2050 

strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Explore EU funding 
opportunity e.g. LIFE & 

INTEREGG

Identify 
eligible
Calls

identify potential
partners and 

consortia

Assign 
Communication team 

Circular Krakow

Campaign around 
Circular Actions in 

Krakow

Adjust city programs 
on the basis of 

findings from monitor

Publish 2025 
findings & trends on 
the basis of monitor

Funding

OVERARCHING 
ACTIONS

A CITY WITH 
A CIRCULAR URBAN 

METABOLISM

Identify existing 
citizen initiatives

Identify sources
for funding

Open call for projects - 
existing initiatives apply 
for funding to implement 

reuse hub

Identifying location
for neighborhood repair

hub
Strengthening Krakow's culture of circularity

Refining the circular
economy strategy

Identify pilot cafes/ 
hotels

More in-depth mapping 
for high-value streams

Explore cases 
where

PAYT was 
succesful

Setting the right example: Zero waste public institutions and schools

Compare existing models and 
calculate business cases

Developing a
program for zero-waste

 schools

Build out infrastructure for 
reuse deposit systems

Providing the infrastructure for the circular economy

Work out a
set of business-cases in

detail with driving 
groups

A series of
match-making events 

between entrepreneurs 
and industry around 

high-value opportunities

Establish ongoing 
innovation clusters 

between start-ups and 
industry

Find a space for
production

From industrial waste to circular products

A CONNECTED CITY 
WITH 

AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND 

INNOVATION

Information sessions about 
available EU funds on 

circularity

Deepening public knowledge on the circular economy

Identify
industrial cluster

Insights in high-value synergies between industries

Explore food 
streams for

food hub

Exhibitions and 
awareness campaigns 

on green buildings

Establish
R&D program

with university

Identify suitable location
for green building hub and 

food hub

 Workshop with industry to 
scope out interest and 

concerns
Pilot scan in one industry 

cluster

Building the spaces for cross-sectoral innovation and awareness

Identify partners
for zero waste conventant

Event
on Zero-

Waste tourism

Reducing the impact of the tourism sector

Selection of a group
of schools from different 
neighborhoods for a zero 

waste pilot

Publish "how-to" 
guidebook for schools 

and institutions

All schools in Krakow are
part of a zero-waste 

initiative

Krakow Municipal 
government

is zero waste

Action 4: Create a first line 
of products designed from 
industrial waste streams

Explore option
for PAYT

Offer trainings in lean/zero 
waste for high impact 

industrial waste

Announcement of policy 
change

Action 8: Insights in 
high-value synergies 
between industries

Action 5: 
Implementing a pay as 

you throw structutre

Action 2a: Pilot 
projects at selected 
schools/ institutions

Action 1: Pilot 
neighbourhood repair 

and reuse hub

Action 2b: Develop
Procurement Criteria for 
municipal government 

purchasing

Action 3: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 6: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 7: Build a network of 
circularity "champions" 

spearheading cooperations 
between sectors

Action10: Krakow 
Green building lab

Action 9: Krakow 
Circular Food Hub

Action 11: Zero Waste 
Tourism Convenant

A SUSTAINABLE, 
DIVERSE AND 

INCLUSIVE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

THAT FOSTERS 
RESILIENT 

COMMUNITIES

Gap-analysis
of guidelines for

revitalization

Explore location 
for transformation 

building

Transforming the existing building stock

Projection of
Urban mine 
2020-2030

Calculate business 
cases for secondary 

construction materials

Tender bio-based construction 
of public building e.g. school

Bio-based construction 
convenant signed by key 

players in KRK construction 
sector

Reducing the use of high-impact materials 

Needs-assessment 
building

construction hub

Gap-analysis current 
legislation on energy 

efficiency new construction

Identify space & infrastructure 
for physical implentation (i.e. 

at PSZOKs)

Identify funding
Opportunities

and ownerships structure

Implementing circular principles in new construction

Action 13: Tender
transformation of 
office buildingS to 

housing

Action 12: Retrofitting 
existing buildings to 

meet energy efficiency 
standards

Action 14: Building 
and construction hub

Action 15: 
Pilot bio-based 

construction of public 
building

Action 16: Adoption of 
energy-efficiencystandards 

for new construction 
of public buildings

Action 17: Material 
passports for

new development

Action 18: Require all 
new buildings to be 
built according to 
circular standards

A CITY WITH A 
HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM 

FOR ALL SPECIES

Set green space minimum in 
tendering guidelines for new 

developments

Identify opportunities for
urban green network

Scale up to program: 
Non-permanent "pop-up 
parks" in parking spaces

Creating accessible green space for all inhabitants

Screening of available 
brownfields for urban 

development

Protecting high-quality natural environment

Create financial incentives 
for homeowners to 
implement green 

infrastructure

Develop design 
guidebook/ inspirations 

for communities

Identify options for
experimental zoning 

regulation

Awareness campaign
capturing water

Publish a tender for a 
brownfield site

A green roofs 
program

Identify
suitable funding

constructions

 Scan to find eligible 
buildings for

green roofs in Nowa
Huta

Promoting the use of nature-based solutions

 Action 19: Pilot 
transformation of car 
parks into green areas

Action 21: One pilot 
on a brownfield

development

Action 20: Create urban
green network

Action 23: Pilot a large 
scale green roof

Action 22: City wide 
program to increase 

 private use of 
nature-based-solutions

Action 24: Creating a 
culture of local food 

production
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A CITY WITH A HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM FOR ALL SPECIES

The vision
Krakow becomes a vibrant city with clean air and water, extensive green areas and 
affordable housing. Its clean public transport system connects residents within 
the city as well as with suburban natural areas. Social cohesion is stimulated by 
social events and common facilities. 

Strategic direction 
1. Create accessible green spaces for all inhabitants.

2. Protect high-quality natural environment.

3. Promote the use of nature-based solutions.

Existing strategies and policy documents
 • Plan Gospodarki Odpadami Województwa Małopolskiego na lata 2016-2022 

(Waste Management Plan of the Lesser Poland Voivodeship 2016-2022).

 • Krajowy program zapobiegania powstawaniu odpadów (Polish National Waste 
Prevention Programme).

 • Miejski Program Rewitalizacji Krakowa (Krakow Municipal Revitalization 
Program).

Action Toolkit

A19 Piloting the transformation of car parks into green 
areas.

A20 Integrated network of green spaces across public 
land.

A21 Pilot a brownfield redevelopment project.

A22 City-wide program to increase nature-based solutions.

A23 Creating a green roof on post-industrial buildings of 
Nowa Huta.

A24 Creating a culture of local food production.

Policy
Economy
Collaboration
Physical implementation

LEGEND
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CREATE ACCESSIBLE GREEN SPACES FOR ALL INHABITANTS

Key Actions 

A19 Piloting the transformation of car parks into green areas 
The transformation of car parks into green areas can provide healthy and accessible 
spaces for Krakow’s residents in high-density neighbourhoods.

 • Impacts: Improving collaboration between parties, reducing use of virgin materials in 
construction.

 • Who is needed? Municipal government, citizens, design schools.

 • Key building blocks: Citizen acceptance, alternative mobility infrastructure.

A20 Create urban green network
Linking and expanding Krakow’s parks into a network of connected green spaces can 
have various benefits for the city’s flora, fauna and human health. Apart from potential 
benefits for biodiversity in the city, adequately designed green corridors can reduce the 
summer heat, provide ventilation and lower air pollution.

 • Impacts: Preserving local biodiversity.

 • Who is needed? Municipal government; central government.

 • Key building blocks: Flexible zoning; subsidies from central government (Ministry of 
the Environment).

Where to look for inspiration?
From parking to urban parks: Dallas has converted a 3-acre parking lot 
into a public park and gathering place in the center of the city. Similar 
transformations have also been made in other cities, such as Santa Monica, 
Chicago or Washington.

The ParkletProject: Parking lot transformations 
do not always have to be expensive and large 
projects. Temporary pop-up parks and parklets 
along sidewalks have been implemented by 
citizen groups in San Francisco and are now 
spreading in cities around the world.

2020 2025 2030

ACTION SHORT TERM MID TERM

Capacity building amongst 
institutions, based on results 

from pilots

Adopting and refining the circular strategy 

Establishing a monitoring strategy

Communication

Develop monitoring 
framework for 
revised Krakow 
2030 strategy

Yearly 
reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Publishing revised 
strategy: Circular 

Krakow 2050

Yearly reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Refining the 
Krakow 2030 

strategy with a 
cohort

Publish refined 
Krakow 2030 

strategy

Develop Circular 
Krakow strategy 

2050

Publish Circular
Krakow 2050 

strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Explore EU funding 
opportunity e.g. LIFE & 

INTEREGG

Identify 
eligible
Calls

identify potential
partners and 

consortia

Assign 
Communication team 

Circular Krakow

Campaign around 
Circular Actions in 

Krakow

Adjust city programs 
on the basis of 

findings from monitor

Publish 2025 
findings & trends on 
the basis of monitor

Funding

OVERARCHING 
ACTIONS

A CITY WITH 
A CIRCULAR URBAN 

METABOLISM

Identify existing 
citizen initiatives

Identify sources
for funding

Open call for projects - 
existing initiatives apply 
for funding to implement 

reuse hub

Identifying location
for neighborhood repair

hub
Strengthening Krakow's culture of circularity

Refining the circular
economy strategy

Identify pilot cafes/ 
hotels

More in-depth mapping 
for high-value streams

Explore cases 
where

PAYT was 
succesful

Setting the right example: Zero waste public institutions and schools

Compare existing models and 
calculate business cases

Developing a
program for zero-waste

 schools

Build out infrastructure for 
reuse deposit systems

Providing the infrastructure for the circular economy

Work out a
set of business-cases in

detail with driving 
groups

A series of
match-making events 

between entrepreneurs 
and industry around 

high-value opportunities

Establish ongoing 
innovation clusters 

between start-ups and 
industry

Find a space for
production

From industrial waste to circular products

A CONNECTED CITY 
WITH 

AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND 

INNOVATION

Information sessions about 
available EU funds on 

circularity

Deepening public knowledge on the circular economy

Identify
industrial cluster

Insights in high-value synergies between industries

Explore food 
streams for

food hub

Exhibitions and 
awareness campaigns 

on green buildings

Establish
R&D program

with university

Identify suitable location
for green building hub and 

food hub

 Workshop with industry to 
scope out interest and 

concerns
Pilot scan in one industry 

cluster

Building the spaces for cross-sectoral innovation and awareness

Identify partners
for zero waste conventant

Event
on Zero-

Waste tourism

Reducing the impact of the tourism sector

Selection of a group
of schools from different 
neighborhoods for a zero 

waste pilot

Publish "how-to" 
guidebook for schools 

and institutions

All schools in Krakow are
part of a zero-waste 

initiative

Krakow Municipal 
government

is zero waste

Action 4: Create a first line 
of products designed from 
industrial waste streams

Explore option
for PAYT

Offer trainings in lean/zero 
waste for high impact 

industrial waste

Announcement of policy 
change

Action 8: Insights in 
high-value synergies 
between industries

Action 5: 
Implementing a pay as 

you throw structutre

Action 2a: Pilot 
projects at selected 
schools/ institutions

Action 1: Pilot 
neighbourhood repair 

and reuse hub

Action 2b: Develop
Procurement Criteria for 
municipal government 

purchasing

Action 3: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 6: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 7: Build a network of 
circularity "champions" 

spearheading cooperations 
between sectors

Action10: Krakow 
Green building lab

Action 9: Krakow 
Circular Food Hub

Action 11: Zero Waste 
Tourism Convenant

A SUSTAINABLE, 
DIVERSE AND 

INCLUSIVE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

THAT FOSTERS 
RESILIENT 

COMMUNITIES

Gap-analysis
of guidelines for

revitalization

Explore location 
for transformation 

building

Transforming the existing building stock

Projection of
Urban mine 
2020-2030

Calculate business 
cases for secondary 

construction materials

Tender bio-based construction 
of public building e.g. school

Bio-based construction 
convenant signed by key 

players in KRK construction 
sector

Reducing the use of high-impact materials 

Needs-assessment 
building

construction hub

Gap-analysis current 
legislation on energy 

efficiency new construction

Identify space & infrastructure 
for physical implentation (i.e. 

at PSZOKs)

Identify funding
Opportunities

and ownerships structure

Implementing circular principles in new construction

Action 13: Tender
transformation of 
office buildingS to 

housing

Action 12: Retrofitting 
existing buildings to 

meet energy efficiency 
standards

Action 14: Building 
and construction hub

Action 15: 
Pilot bio-based 

construction of public 
building

Action 16: Adoption of 
energy-efficiencystandards 

for new construction 
of public buildings

Action 17: Material 
passports for

new development

Action 18: Require all 
new buildings to be 
built according to 
circular standards

A CITY WITH A 
HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM 

FOR ALL SPECIES

Set green space minimum in 
tendering guidelines for new 

developments

Identify opportunities for
urban green network

Scale up to program: 
Non-permanent "pop-up 
parks" in parking spaces

Creating accessible green space for all inhabitants

Screening of available 
brownfields for urban 

development

Protecting high-quality natural environment

Create financial incentives 
for homeowners to 
implement green 

infrastructure

Develop design 
guidebook/ inspirations 

for communities

Identify options for
experimental zoning 

regulation

Awareness campaign
capturing water

Publish a tender for a 
brownfield site

A green roofs 
program

Identify
suitable funding

constructions

 Scan to find eligible 
buildings for

green roofs in Nowa
Huta

Promoting the use of nature-based solutions

 Action 19: Pilot 
transformation of car 
parks into green areas

Action 21: One pilot 
on a brownfield

development

Action 20: Create urban
green network

Action 23: Pilot a large 
scale green roof

Action 22: City wide 
program to increase 

 private use of 
nature-based-solutions

Action 24: Creating a 
culture of local food 

production

2020 2025 2030
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Establishing a monitoring strategy
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framework for 
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2030 strategy

Yearly 
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findings from 
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Krakow 2030 
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Explore EU funding 
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INTEREGG
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eligible
Calls
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Assign 
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Circular Krakow

Campaign around 
Circular Actions in 

Krakow

Adjust city programs 
on the basis of 

findings from monitor

Publish 2025 
findings & trends on 
the basis of monitor

Funding

OVERARCHING 
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A CITY WITH 
A CIRCULAR URBAN 

METABOLISM

Identify existing 
citizen initiatives

Identify sources
for funding

Open call for projects - 
existing initiatives apply 
for funding to implement 

reuse hub

Identifying location
for neighborhood repair

hub
Strengthening Krakow's culture of circularity

Refining the circular
economy strategy

Identify pilot cafes/ 
hotels

More in-depth mapping 
for high-value streams

Explore cases 
where

PAYT was 
succesful

Setting the right example: Zero waste public institutions and schools

Compare existing models and 
calculate business cases

Developing a
program for zero-waste

 schools

Build out infrastructure for 
reuse deposit systems

Providing the infrastructure for the circular economy

Work out a
set of business-cases in

detail with driving 
groups

A series of
match-making events 

between entrepreneurs 
and industry around 

high-value opportunities

Establish ongoing 
innovation clusters 

between start-ups and 
industry

Find a space for
production

From industrial waste to circular products

A CONNECTED CITY 
WITH 

AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND 

INNOVATION

Information sessions about 
available EU funds on 

circularity

Deepening public knowledge on the circular economy

Identify
industrial cluster

Insights in high-value synergies between industries

Explore food 
streams for

food hub

Exhibitions and 
awareness campaigns 

on green buildings

Establish
R&D program

with university

Identify suitable location
for green building hub and 

food hub

 Workshop with industry to 
scope out interest and 

concerns
Pilot scan in one industry 

cluster

Building the spaces for cross-sectoral innovation and awareness

Identify partners
for zero waste conventant

Event
on Zero-

Waste tourism

Reducing the impact of the tourism sector

Selection of a group
of schools from different 
neighborhoods for a zero 

waste pilot

Publish "how-to" 
guidebook for schools 

and institutions

All schools in Krakow are
part of a zero-waste 

initiative

Krakow Municipal 
government

is zero waste

Action 4: Create a first line 
of products designed from 
industrial waste streams

Explore option
for PAYT

Offer trainings in lean/zero 
waste for high impact 

industrial waste

Announcement of policy 
change

Action 8: Insights in 
high-value synergies 
between industries

Action 5: 
Implementing a pay as 

you throw structutre

Action 2a: Pilot 
projects at selected 
schools/ institutions

Action 1: Pilot 
neighbourhood repair 

and reuse hub

Action 2b: Develop
Procurement Criteria for 
municipal government 

purchasing

Action 3: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 6: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 7: Build a network of 
circularity "champions" 

spearheading cooperations 
between sectors

Action10: Krakow 
Green building lab

Action 9: Krakow 
Circular Food Hub

Action 11: Zero Waste 
Tourism Convenant

A SUSTAINABLE, 
DIVERSE AND 

INCLUSIVE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

THAT FOSTERS 
RESILIENT 

COMMUNITIES

Gap-analysis
of guidelines for

revitalization

Explore location 
for transformation 

building

Transforming the existing building stock

Projection of
Urban mine 
2020-2030

Calculate business 
cases for secondary 

construction materials

Tender bio-based construction 
of public building e.g. school

Bio-based construction 
convenant signed by key 

players in KRK construction 
sector

Reducing the use of high-impact materials 

Needs-assessment 
building

construction hub

Gap-analysis current 
legislation on energy 

efficiency new construction

Identify space & infrastructure 
for physical implentation (i.e. 

at PSZOKs)

Identify funding
Opportunities

and ownerships structure

Implementing circular principles in new construction

Action 13: Tender
transformation of 
office buildingS to 

housing

Action 12: Retrofitting 
existing buildings to 

meet energy efficiency 
standards

Action 14: Building 
and construction hub

Action 15: 
Pilot bio-based 

construction of public 
building

Action 16: Adoption of 
energy-efficiencystandards 

for new construction 
of public buildings

Action 17: Material 
passports for

new development

Action 18: Require all 
new buildings to be 
built according to 
circular standards

A CITY WITH A 
HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM 

FOR ALL SPECIES

Set green space minimum in 
tendering guidelines for new 

developments

Identify opportunities for
urban green network

Scale up to program: 
Non-permanent "pop-up 
parks" in parking spaces

Creating accessible green space for all inhabitants

Screening of available 
brownfields for urban 

development

Protecting high-quality natural environment

Create financial incentives 
for homeowners to 
implement green 

infrastructure

Develop design 
guidebook/ inspirations 

for communities

Identify options for
experimental zoning 

regulation

Awareness campaign
capturing water

Publish a tender for a 
brownfield site

A green roofs 
program

Identify
suitable funding

constructions

 Scan to find eligible 
buildings for

green roofs in Nowa
Huta

Promoting the use of nature-based solutions

 Action 19: Pilot 
transformation of car 
parks into green areas

Action 21: One pilot 
on a brownfield

development

Action 20: Create urban
green network

Action 23: Pilot a large 
scale green roof

Action 22: City wide 
program to increase 

 private use of 
nature-based-solutions

Action 24: Creating a 
culture of local food 

production

https://parksfordowntowndallas.org/pacific-plaza/
https://architizer.com/blog/inspiration/industry/james-corner-field-operations-tongva-park/
https://theparkletproject.wixsite.com/home
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PROTECT HIGH-QUALITY NATURAL ENVIRONMENTS

Key Actions 

A21 Pilot a brownfield redevelopment project
Redeveloping brownfield sites and degraded areas can reverse the pressure on the 
occupying agricultural land and limit urban sprawl, safeguarding natural assets around 
the city. The city could prepare a public tender that challenges an interdisciplinary 
consortium to:

 • Impacts: Preserving existing green space.

 • Who is needed? Developers, municipal government, local communities.

 • Key building blocks: Flexible zoning regulations; community-based planning.

Where to look for inspiration?
De Ceuvel: De Ceuvel, is a sustainable office park built on the site of a former 
shipyard in Amsterdam North, is home to 17 workspaces and a popular 
community cafe. It provides an example of how to transform a post-industrial 
area (with contaminated land) into a mixed-use residential and commercial 
area.

A Green Network for the Glasgow City Region: The 
Glasgow City Region’s Green Network is a prime example 
of a strategic and multifunctional green infrastructure 
project, linking existing green spaces across eight 
regional territories. Amongst others, plans will lead to 
over 3,500 ha of new parkland on derelict land and over 
1,000 km new paths for public recreation

Link to the Blueprint

2020 2025 2030

ACTION SHORT TERM MID TERM

Capacity building amongst 
institutions, based on results 

from pilots

Adopting and refining the circular strategy 

Establishing a monitoring strategy

Communication

Develop monitoring 
framework for 
revised Krakow 
2030 strategy

Yearly 
reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Publishing revised 
strategy: Circular 

Krakow 2050

Yearly reporting on 
findings from 

monitor

Refining the 
Krakow 2030 

strategy with a 
cohort

Publish refined 
Krakow 2030 

strategy

Develop Circular 
Krakow strategy 

2050

Publish Circular
Krakow 2050 

strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Revisit and refine 
Circular Krakow 
2050 strategy

Explore EU funding 
opportunity e.g. LIFE & 

INTEREGG

Identify 
eligible
Calls

identify potential
partners and 

consortia

Assign 
Communication team 

Circular Krakow

Campaign around 
Circular Actions in 

Krakow

Adjust city programs 
on the basis of 

findings from monitor

Publish 2025 
findings & trends on 
the basis of monitor

Funding

OVERARCHING 
ACTIONS

A CITY WITH 
A CIRCULAR URBAN 

METABOLISM

Identify existing 
citizen initiatives

Identify sources
for funding

Open call for projects - 
existing initiatives apply 
for funding to implement 

reuse hub

Identifying location
for neighborhood repair

hub
Strengthening Krakow's culture of circularity

Refining the circular
economy strategy

Identify pilot cafes/ 
hotels

More in-depth mapping 
for high-value streams

Explore cases 
where

PAYT was 
succesful

Setting the right example: Zero waste public institutions and schools

Compare existing models and 
calculate business cases

Developing a
program for zero-waste

 schools

Build out infrastructure for 
reuse deposit systems

Providing the infrastructure for the circular economy

Work out a
set of business-cases in

detail with driving 
groups

A series of
match-making events 

between entrepreneurs 
and industry around 

high-value opportunities

Establish ongoing 
innovation clusters 

between start-ups and 
industry

Find a space for
production

From industrial waste to circular products

A CONNECTED CITY 
WITH 

AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND 

INNOVATION

Information sessions about 
available EU funds on 

circularity

Deepening public knowledge on the circular economy

Identify
industrial cluster

Insights in high-value synergies between industries

Explore food 
streams for

food hub

Exhibitions and 
awareness campaigns 

on green buildings

Establish
R&D program

with university

Identify suitable location
for green building hub and 

food hub

 Workshop with industry to 
scope out interest and 

concerns
Pilot scan in one industry 

cluster

Building the spaces for cross-sectoral innovation and awareness

Identify partners
for zero waste conventant

Event
on Zero-

Waste tourism

Reducing the impact of the tourism sector

Selection of a group
of schools from different 
neighborhoods for a zero 

waste pilot

Publish "how-to" 
guidebook for schools 

and institutions

All schools in Krakow are
part of a zero-waste 

initiative

Krakow Municipal 
government

is zero waste

Action 4: Create a first line 
of products designed from 
industrial waste streams

Explore option
for PAYT

Offer trainings in lean/zero 
waste for high impact 

industrial waste

Announcement of policy 
change

Action 8: Insights in 
high-value synergies 
between industries

Action 5: 
Implementing a pay as 

you throw structutre

Action 2a: Pilot 
projects at selected 
schools/ institutions

Action 1: Pilot 
neighbourhood repair 

and reuse hub

Action 2b: Develop
Procurement Criteria for 
municipal government 

purchasing

Action 3: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 6: City-wide 
reuse system for to-go 

ware

Action 7: Build a network of 
circularity "champions" 

spearheading cooperations 
between sectors

Action10: Krakow 
Green building lab

Action 9: Krakow 
Circular Food Hub

Action 11: Zero Waste 
Tourism Convenant

A SUSTAINABLE, 
DIVERSE AND 

INCLUSIVE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

THAT FOSTERS 
RESILIENT 

COMMUNITIES

Gap-analysis
of guidelines for

revitalization

Explore location 
for transformation 

building

Transforming the existing building stock

Projection of
Urban mine 
2020-2030

Calculate business 
cases for secondary 

construction materials

Tender bio-based construction 
of public building e.g. school

Bio-based construction 
convenant signed by key 

players in KRK construction 
sector

Reducing the use of high-impact materials 

Needs-assessment 
building

construction hub

Gap-analysis current 
legislation on energy 

efficiency new construction

Identify space & infrastructure 
for physical implentation (i.e. 

at PSZOKs)

Identify funding
Opportunities

and ownerships structure

Implementing circular principles in new construction

Action 13: Tender
transformation of 
office buildingS to 

housing

Action 12: Retrofitting 
existing buildings to 

meet energy efficiency 
standards

Action 14: Building 
and construction hub

Action 15: 
Pilot bio-based 

construction of public 
building

Action 16: Adoption of 
energy-efficiencystandards 

for new construction 
of public buildings

Action 17: Material 
passports for

new development

Action 18: Require all 
new buildings to be 
built according to 
circular standards

A CITY WITH A 
HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM 

FOR ALL SPECIES

Set green space minimum in 
tendering guidelines for new 

developments

Identify opportunities for
urban green network

Scale up to program: 
Non-permanent "pop-up 
parks" in parking spaces

Creating accessible green space for all inhabitants

Screening of available 
brownfields for urban 

development

Protecting high-quality natural environment

Create financial incentives 
for homeowners to 
implement green 

infrastructure

Develop design 
guidebook/ inspirations 

for communities

Identify options for
experimental zoning 

regulation

Awareness campaign
capturing water

Publish a tender for a 
brownfield site

A green roofs 
program

Identify
suitable funding

constructions

 Scan to find eligible 
buildings for

green roofs in Nowa
Huta

Promoting the use of nature-based solutions

 Action 19: Pilot 
transformation of car 
parks into green areas

Action 21: One pilot 
on a brownfield

development

Action 20: Create urban
green network

Action 23: Pilot a large 
scale green roof

Action 22: City wide 
program to increase 

 private use of 
nature-based-solutions

Action 24: Creating a 
culture of local food 

production

2020 2025 2030
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Funding
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Developing a
program for zero-waste
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Work out a
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detail with driving 
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A series of
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high-value opportunities

Establish ongoing 
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between start-ups and 
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Find a space for
production

From industrial waste to circular products

A CONNECTED CITY 
WITH 

AN ECONOMY OF 
CREATIVITY AND 

INNOVATION

Information sessions about 
available EU funds on 
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Identify
industrial cluster
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Explore food 
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https://www.gcvgreennetwork.gov.uk/what-we-do/delivering-green-infrastructure
https://www.gcvgreennetwork.gov.uk/publications/791-green-network-the-blueprint
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PROMOTE THE USE OF NATURE-BASED SOLUTIONS

Key Actions 

A22 City-wide programs to increase nature-based solutions

Community rain gardens or bioswales scattered throughout the city improve urban drainage 
while simultaneously providing green space to residents.

 • Impacts: Creating flood resistance, increasing greenery in city.

 • Who is needed? Community initiatives, municipal governments, developers.

 • Key building blocks: Tax incentives, subsidies, communal support. 

A23 Creating a green roof on post-industrial buildings of Nowa Huta

Green roofs in the district Nowa Huta can capture rainwater and prevent flooding.

 • Impacts: Creating flood resistance, increasing greenery in city.

 • Who is needed? 

 • Key building blocks: Subsidies and funding opportunities. 

A24 Creating a culture of local food production

Creating awareness of the importance of local food production through public campaigns 
and increasing access to community food gardens. 

 • Impacts: Increasing local food consumption.

 • Who is needed? Community initiatives, agricultural sector, municipal government.

 • Key building blocks: Public campaigns for safety of urban food.

Where to look for inspiration?
“DrainGardens” in Austria: Like many other communities in Austria, Ober-
Grafendorf experiences an increase in heavy rainfalls and flooding incidents. 
As a nature-based alternative to an costly expansion of sewage capacity, the 
town constructed various small-scale “DrainGardens” along urban streets that 
capture and slowly release excess rain water.

Hamburg’s Green Roof Strategy: The city of 
Hamburg in Germany has implemented an 
incentive program that provides subsidies to 
homeowners who install green roofs on their 
building. The amount of subsidies are tied to the 
multifunctionality and quality of the green roof, 
giving advantage to designs with higher rainwater 
capture or solar energy generation.
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https://climate-adapt.eea.europa.eu/metadata/case-studies/environment-friendly-urban-street-design-for-decentralized-ecological-rainwater-management-in-ober-grafendorf-lower-austria
https://climate-adapt.eea.europa.eu/metadata/case-studies/four-pillars-to-hamburg2019s-green-roof-strategy-financial-incentive-dialogue-regulation-and-science
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OBJECTIVES - A SUSTAINABLE, DIVERSE AND INCLUSIVE BUILT 
ENVIRONMENT THAT FOSTERS RESILIENT COMMUNITIES

KPIS - A SUSTAINABLE, DIVERSE AND INCLUSIVE BUILT 
ENVIRONMENT THAT FOSTERS RESILIENT COMMUNITIES

1. Krakow protects its natural assets. Ha of natural assets protected by municipal legislation.

2. Krakow creates space for natural ecosystems to thrive. Ha of designated ecozones.

3. Krakow has clean water and air and a low exposure to pollutants. Pollution levels (NOx,PM10,PM2.5, BOD, QALY).

4. Krakow provides equal access to green areas for all citizens. % of residents living within 5 min walking distance to green space.

5. Krakow ensures healthy and local food sourcing. # urban farms and maintained and supported.

# ha under moratorium of development on agricultural land within the city.

Community urban farming and agriculture programs implemented (Focus 
on local and indigenous food-plant species).

6. Krakow minimizes the use of toxic substances in industry. Use of toxic substances in used in industry in Mg per $ GMP.

7. Krakow minimizes flood risk by improving drainage 
capacity of city surfaces.

% of green space and permeable pavement across the city;
Water retention capacity through initiatives like blue/ green roofs, 
underground water storage and water squares.

KEY INDICATORS TO MEASURE PROGRESS
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CIRCULAR CITIES PROGRAM - KRAKOW

BACKGROUND REPORT

ANALYSING KRAKOW’S CURRENT-STATE

The action agenda laid out in the first section of this report is the result of an in-depth current-state analysis of 
different fundamental layers of Krakow (history, built form and natural environment) as well as a deep dive into 
four key sectors which have been identified as essential starting points for a circular economy in Krakow. To 
understand circular opportunities in each focus sector, this deep dive consist of three essential steps.

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3

Stakeholders and policies
In this step, the aim is to understand the policy 
landscape and map existing and possible 
stakeholdersto drive the transition.

We identify existing policy goals relating to Krakow’s 
city development strategies, water-, energy-, waste 
policies, and relevant policies for Malopolskie 
Voivodeship. 

To drive the transition to a circular economy, 
engaging with the most important stakeholders 
of the city is crucial. We conduct interviews with 
core stakeholders in the waste and utility systems, 
commercial, and governmental spheres as well as 
community organizations.

Mapping material flows
Material flow analyses are a way to represent the 
urban metabolism of Krakow: They not only show 
how energy, materials and water are passing through 
the city, but also give insights into environmental 
impacts and opportunities for circularity.

Each of the lines represents a different resource 
category.

 •  The lines are scaled so that their thickness 
corresponds with the total material mass of that 
category, with material inputs entering on the left 
and waste streams exiting on the right.

 • All of the flows are based on actual data collected 
from the municipality and other stakeholders in 
Krakow. All data sources and the methodology are 
explained in a separate document.

Mapping Opportunities
In this step we map circular opportunities. Different 
districts have different functions within a city. For 
the four focus areas we identify which areas of the 
city hold the greatest circular economic opportunity. 
This analysis serves as a basis for the neighborhood 
typologies.

ANALYSIS STEPS
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REVISITING THE CITY: A HISTORY OF KRAKOW

A strategic location
Krakow’s first dwellings were established on the 
bend of the Vistula river around the 7th century. 
The city center has historically been located at 
the crossroads of trade routes from East Slavic 
countries to Germany and the Czech Republic and 
from Pomerania to Hungary, Turkey, and the Balkans. 
Krakow developed quickly but not without ups 
and downs. As any medieval metropoles, Krakow 
experienced religious strife, wars, natural disasters, 
and plagues. 

A prosperous city
Krakow became the capital of Poland in the 11th 
century, making the city inseparably connected to 
the country. Tatars, sweeping in from Central Asia, 
razed the city to the ground two centuries later. The 
city that was rebuilt remarkably resembles its current 

city structure, its plan follows past fortifications. 
Krakow reached its peak at the cusp of the 16th-
century having become a city of science and culture 
attracting great contemporary artists, similar to the 
city it is today. 

Losing the capital
A few events led to the city taking a backseat after 
its golden age. First, Polish capital rights being 
reassigned to Warsaw, and second, an economic 
collapse triggered by Swedish invasion. Krakow’s 
inhabitants, however, remember their glorious past. 
Perhaps this is at the basis of Krakow’s prominent 
role as the patriotic backyard of the nation. The place 
where Tadeusz Kościuszko initiated the fight for 
Polish independence and from where the First Cadre 
Company, headed by Józef Piłsudski, set out to claim 
it over a century later.

Krakow becomes the 
Polish kingdom’s 

capital.

1038

Krakow is occupied 
and ravaged by the 

Swedish.

1655

Poland’s largest steel mill at Nowa 
Huta is constructed in the east of the 

city as a communisticc attempt to 
industrialise the previously academic 

and cultural face of Krakow.

1949

Krakow’s Old Town becomes 
one of the first UNESCO World 

Heritage Sites

1978

The city is designated a European 
Capital of Culture. (27)

2000

Krakow International Airport 
in Balice opens.

19641939

Krakow becomes the capital of the German 
sector in Poland soon after the Second World 

War began.  Auschwitz-Birkenau reminds many 
visitors of the atrocities executed by the nazis 

during the period.
Poland vanishes from the map 
of Europe. Krakow falls in the 

hands of Austrians.

1795

At the end of the First World War, 
Josef Pilsudski takes the lead of 

Poland’s rebirth. Krakow becomes the 
first independent city in Poland.

1918

Kazimir the Great founds Krakow’s 
Jagiellonian University, one of the 

world’s oldest Universities.

1364

The town is destroyed 
by Mongols.

1241

A new path
At the end of WWII, rapidly advancing Soviet forces 
liberated Krakow. The city had suffered far less 
damage than other cities in the region, being spared 
from German bombs. The post-war decades were 
characterized by industrialization. The Soviet-
backed Polish government rebuilt Krakow’s industry, 
which includes textile milling, food processing, 
and chemical works, based on nearby salt and 
limestone deposits. The creation of the giant Nowa 
Huta steelworks was the most significant attempt 
to transform Krakow from a university city to an 
industrial center which, judging by the current 
developments, proved to be only temporary.

Figure 6: A history of Krakow.
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ENVIRONMENT 
IN KRAKOW
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BEACH PLAZA BAGRY
Lake Zalew bagry is an important artificial water reservoir in the 
city of Krakow. Plaza Bagry beach as an important area for 
recreation. 

FLOOD RISK
The Vistula river is an important feature in Krakow and divides 
the city into two parts. This map shows which areas are at risk 
of flooding (10, 100 and 500 year) in the city. The relatively 
densely populated districts Podgorze, Nowa Huta, Bieńczyce are 
most vulnerable flood events. The large industrial zone in Nowa 
Huta, is situated close to this high risk area. High risk areas in 
the west of the city are surrounded by natural features and 
therefore pose a lower risk to population.

BIELANSKO-TYNIECKI PARK 
KRAJOBRAZOWY 
With a total surface area of about 6 400 ha, the Bielansko - 
Tyniecki Landscape Park is an important park for the city and 
the surrounding area. The park is located in three municipalities; 
Krakow, Liszki and Czernichow, and contains four different 
natural reserves, as well as the city zoo.

KRAKOW’S SURROUNDINGS 
Krakow sits at the base of a high sided and still valley at the 
foot of the Caparthian Mountains, between the Jurrassic Rock 
Upland (Jura Krakowsko-Czestochowska) to the north and the 
Tatra Mountains located 100 km to the south - with these 
mountains forming the natural border with Slovakia and the 
Czech Republic. The broader metropolitan area is bordered by 
five nature reserves that are legally protected due to their 
ecological value. 

ACCESS TO GREEN SPACE 
Green space offers significant health benefits, including increased physical 
activity, improved psychological well-being, and moderation of adverse 
environmental effects (noise and urban heat island effect). It furthermore 
promotes biodiversity in cities. Optimally, every inhabitant would have 
access to 36 ha within 1km of their home (21). 

On average, green space is abundant in the different neighborhoods of 
Krakow. The city’s parks contribute to an attractive natural landscape within 
the city that is accessible to residents- as many as 75% of Krakow’s resi-
dents have access to a city park on foot within a 15-minute walk (8). The 
average amount of green space per person is about 240 m2. This is very high 
compared to the average global target of urban green space per urban 
dweller (40m2). Currently, more parks are being created, including Zakrzówek 
and Reduta. However, there are a few districts that do not meet this target, 
such as Prądnik Czerwony (13 m2 green space per person) and Krowodrza 
(25 m2 green space per person). 

(21) Bertram, C., & Rehdanz, K. 
(2015). The role of urban green 
space for human well-being. 
Ecological Economics, 120, 139-152.
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People of Krakow
Krakow boasts a large population of both students 
and professionals in the knowledge sector. It is 
a young city with approximately 76% of the city’s 
almost 800 000 inhabitants aged under 45. Krakow’s 
diverse mix of inhabitants, visitors, and students 
reflects the city’s rich culture. Festivals, theatres, 
and cultural institutions are prioritized within the 
city (22). People are moving to Krakow. According 
to official estimates, migration alone will cause 
Krakow’s population to increase by 0.9% in the next 
decade, despite a negative birth to death ratio (23). 
Quality of living has increased which is also visible in 
housing conditions –the average number of humans 
in a single apartment decreased from 3.1 to 2.2 and 
average floor space per person increased from 17 to 
23 m2 between 1995 and 2013 (24).

A mixed city
Organized urbanization of Krakow began as early 
as 1257; the first of its kind in Poland. The city’s 
Main Square and grid pattern of wide-open streets, 
forming the heart of the city, were modeled after the 
German city of Magdeburg (25).

(22) City of Krakow. (2011, March 15). We invest in culture - Magiczny Kraków. MAGICZNY KRAKÓW.Retrieved from: source
(23) Polish Statistical Office (2014): Prognoza ludności gmin na lata 2017-2030 (opracowanie eksperymentalne).
(24) KUREK, Sławomir. & WÓJTOWICZ, Mirosław., 2018. Reurbanisation in a post-socialist city: Spatial differentiation of the population in the Krakow area (Poland)
(25) Hepperle, E., Dixon-Gough, R., Mansberger, R., Paulsson, J., Reuter, F., & Yilmaz, M. (Eds.). (2015). Challenges for Governance Structures in Urban and Regional Development/Fragen zur Steuerung von 
Stadt-, Land-und Regionalentwicklung. vdf Hochschulverlag AG
(26) Hepperle, E., Dixon-Gough, R., Maliene, V., Mansberger, R., Paulsson, J., & Pödör, A. (Eds.). (2012). Land management: potential, problems and stumbling blocks. vdf Hochschulverlag AG.
(27) TomTom traffic index 2019; Retrieved from: source

The layout of the city’s center remained largely 
unchanged until the industrial revolution of the 
18th century reached Krakow, triggering industrial 
development south of the center. The interbellum 
saw the rise of social housing estates, urban 
infrastructure, roads and public transportation. Rural 
to urban migration after the '50s called for more 
development, introducing higher density housing 
districts to the city.

The city experienced many common urban trends 
associated with economic growth such as urban 
sprawl and uneven distribution of densities. Where 
areas north of the city have developed slowly due 
to relatively poor transportation infrastructure, high 
levels of public transportation allowed for rapid 
suburbanization of the east, south, and west of the 
center in the '60s and '70s. 

Green space vs the city
Urbanization is encroaching on greenfields both 
inside and outside of the city boundary. Michalowice, 
now a residential suburb, was an agricultural 
commune prior to 1989. The trend of the city 
sprawling into its peri-urban region has resulted in 
competition for rezoning amongst farmers, making 

their land eligible for urban development which can 
increase land value (26). 

Krakow’s inner city landscape includes 473 ha of 
forested land making up 4.4% of the city’s area 
(8). There is considerable investor pressure on 
the development of these inner-city areas as well. 
Construction on this land results in the loss of 
environmental value such as ecological corridors, 
biodiversity, and ventilation zones, further escalating 
already existing environmental issues and eventually 
compromising quality of life.

Connecting the neighborhoods
Every day, 120 000 people enter Krakow by car, 
adding to almost half a million cars registered in the 
city. Despite public transportation being positively 
assessed by its residents, Krakow is the ninth most 
congested city in Europe, visible on the direct route 
from the northern area to the city center (27). The 
city has maintained its intensive tram system, 
historically built for the mass movement of workers, 
which provides opportunities to mitigate personal 
car use. Krakow’s 2030 Development Strategy seeks 
to improve its public transport connections with an 
emphasis on smart mobility solutions to develop an 
effective network of high-speed connections.
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POLICY: THIS IS WHERE I WANT TO LIVE 

Krakow’s current development strategy (13) describes 
a multilevel approach for the future of the city. A host 
of measures are specifically directed to improve the 
state of the environment. This consists of optimizing 
the city’s energy consumption, climate change 
adaptation, and increasing resource management 
effectiveness.

Air
A large focus is tackling the problem of air 
pollution, deemed by Krakow’s inhabitants as 
the city's most urgent issue. The number of 
days exceeding the permissible level of daily 
concentrations of particulate matter PM10 will 
need to drop from 104 days in 2016 to less than 
35 in 2030. Strategic action includes eliminating 
all coal-fired furnaces and intensifying Krakow's 
cooperation with the surrounding municipalities 
and the regional local government to limit 
inflow of pollutants from other cities. The 
municipality aims to mitigate emissions 
from traffic by increasing the share of public 
transport traffic (by 5-9% until 2030) and other 
forms of ecologically sound mobility, especially 
bicycles (by 8-12%). The city furthermore 
has purchased an all-electric bus fleet, and is 
installing a high-speed tram line. A car-free 
city center could also have a large impact on 
achieving the city's ambitions.

Materials
The municipality aims to increase the effectiveness 
of the municipal waste system. By 2030 at least 
50% of waste should be prepared for recovery, 
which will enable its reuse, maintaining valuable 
materials and limiting pressure on the environment. 
The strategy revolves around modernization and 
expansion of municipal infrastructure but also 
through education programs.

Green space 
Maintaining and increasing quality of life and 
ecological health is a core objective. The 
municipality plans to double overall forest cover, 
while the number of small “pocket parks” is to grow 
almost 20-fold. These measures could increase the 
percentage of inhabitants living within 300 meters 
of recreational nature from 75% to 86% by 2030. 

Green procurement
The local government is taking immediate action 
by addressing its own purchasing power through 
green public procurement policies. Large impacts 
on the environment can be mitigated by creating 
guidelines for planned investments and purchases. 
This is a great opportunity to stimulate the local 
economy and accelerate the development and 
implementation of circular products and services.

(13) United Nations. (2017). UN Sustainable Development Goals.
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Key sectors
in focus
The sources of this chapter are indicated by letters (e.g. a, b, c), 
and listed in data tables at the end of the document.
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SELECTING SECTORS

Why?
Waste might be the first thing that comes 
to mind when you think of a circular 
economy. A key element of the transition 
from a linear to a circular economy is to 
change our perception of dealing with 
resources as "waste". Improving the use 
of resources requires us to understand 
how the waste system currently functions. 
Analysis of the existing waste system 
provides an entry-point to work across 
the entire material chain and identify up- 
and downstream opportunities towards a 
more circular system. 

Krakow is a large metropolitan area with 
complex and extensive waste flows. It is 
not only Krakowians producing the waste- 
millions of tourists are responsible for 
generating vast amounts of waste. Lack 
of knowledge of hazardous waste can 
threaten local communities' health and 
well-being. Increasingly strict recycling 
policies put pressure on the capacity 
of waste- handling systems. Achieving 
Krakow's 2030 targets calls for a new 
strategy- a strong starting point for a 
circular transition. 

Why?
The utility sector provides the 
fundamental resources (water, energy) 
for a wide range of processes in the city. 
Providing a steady and sustainable supply 
of these services is fundamental to a 
resilient and healthy urban ecosystem. 

Analysis of Krakow’s municipal reports 
shows that Krakow’s energy consumption 
of 11 400 GWh/year relies almost entirely 
on fossil fuels, with coal occupying the 
largest share. Only 3% of the electricity 
supply is renewable. At the EU-, national 
and city-specific level policy is being 
put into place. A worldwide scientific 
consensus stresses the danger of 
climate change and the urgent need to 
decrease CO2-emissions. Transitioning to 
a cleaner energy system is imperative for 
moving towards a flourishing, sustainable 
economy. 

Why?
Having a comfortable, safe and healthy 
living environment is a basic necessity 
for all. Yet, the creation of our built 
environment is currently associated with 
highly extractive material use and high 
associated embedded CO2-emissions on 
a global scale. 

In 2018, the construction sector worldwide 
was responsible for 39% of CO2 emissions 
and an estimated 60% of the total global 
use of materials (28). In Poland, the 
situation is no different: construction 
makes up one of the city’s largest material 
demands. With this in mind, we view 
the construction chain as an important 
leverage point to tackle when transitioning 
to a circular economy. Sustainable 
materials, logistics, technologies and 
building techniques can contribute to 
a healthy environment in Krakow, and 
contribute to the fight against climate 
change on a global level. The municipal 
revitalization project of post-industrial 
areas that Krakow is undertaking provides 
an additional entry-point to move towards 
a sustainable built environment. 

Why?
Globalized and intensified agricultural 
practices are changing the functioning of 
ecosystems worldwide, resulting in strong 
loss of biodiversity and affecting a wide 
range of ecosystem services.

As a large metropolitan area, Krakow is a 
consumption center of large amounts of 
food, with an impact that stretches across 
the world. Changing how and which food 
is consumed is therefore a crucial element 
of the transition to a new economy. In 
addition, focusing on sustainable, healthy 
food production can increase local 
resilience, decrease environmental impact, 
and contribute to healthy communities.
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page: 72
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page: 73 & 74
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page: 75
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Municipal Waste
Achieving Krakow’s 2030 targets calls for a new strategy- a strong starting 
point for a circular transition. In a circular economy, waste is considered a 
resource, and all resources are ideally cycled indefinitely instead of being 
sent to a landfill or incinerated to generate energy. Closing waste cycles will 
not only maintain material value and complexity, but it is also tightly linked 
to clean energy systems, green spaces, and the health and wellbeing of 
Krakow’s citizens and environmental systems. 

Highlighted opportunities:
 • Identifying higher-value opportunities for selected waste streams to 

divert from incineration and landfilling. 

 • Closer monitoring and mapping of waste streams treated at recycling 
facilities as a basis to achieve Krakow’s set target to achieve a 50% 
recycling rate by 2030. 

 • Increased separation of mixed municipal waste.

 • Educating and promoting pro-environmental attitudes among 
citizens. 

WASTE CONSTRUCTION AGRIFOODUTILITIES

Industrial Waste
Krakow’s industrial producers jointly generate a higher quantity of waste 
than households. A majority of 71% of waste generated by local industries 
is incinerated, landfilled or recovered in the form of low-value fuels. The 
steel industry, coal plants, and construction activities are Krakow's top 
3 industrial waste producers, providing crucial entry points to transition 
Krakow’s industrial ecosystem towards a more circular state. 

In circular industrial systems, firms and manufacturers closely collaborate 
to find opportunities for resource-sharing and waste reuse. Since industrial 
waste is often homogenous in character and available in larger quantities, 
the by-products of industrial processes can serve as a feedstock to create 
other high-value products. Yet, the lack of transparency and oversight into 
industrial waste treatment poses a challenge to successfully increasing 
materials recovery.

Highlighted opportunities:
 • Improving monitoring of industrial waste.

 • Identifying high-value opportunities for homogenous industrial waste 
that are currently landfilled or incinerated.

 • Developing local infrastructure of recycling and reuse of construction 
materials.
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We can divide the waste system in Krakow and other parts of Poland into a 
municipal- and industrial waste system. Many different entities participate, ranging 
from households and industry, entrepeneurs such as SUEZ collecting municipal 
waste as part of the consortium MPO Sp. z o.o. (owned by the Municipality of 
Krakow), and waste treatment facilities. 

A consortium of four companies collect and transport waste that is divided into 
five streams, and managed in the following installations: MBP, waste sorting plant, 
composting plant, Waste Thermal Transformation Plant or ending up in a landfill.The 
Marshall’s office is responsible for data collection and monitors whether companies 
are complying with regulations. Still, the city faces a major challenge in the lack of 
reporting on waste treatment. This hampers a comprehensive picture of the waste 
system.

STAKEHOLDERS

POLICY KEY OBJECTIVES
 • Strategii Rozwoju Krakowa.Tuchcezyc.Krakow2030 (Krakow Development 

Strategy 2030).

 • Planu Gospodarki Odpadami Województwa Małopolskiego na lata 2016-2022 
(Waste Management Plan of the Lesser Poland Voivodeship 2016-2022).

 • Krajowy program zapobiegania powstawaniu odpadów (Polish National Waste 
Prevention Programme).

 • Improve recycling rate of municipal waste so that up to 50% of waste (paper, metal, 
plastics, glass) is re-used.

 • Thermally treated municipal waste to be reduced to less than 30%.

 • Ban on storage of combustible waste with > 5 % Total Organic Carbon, >8% Loss 
on Ignition, and a Calorific value > 6MJ/kg.

COMMERCIAL
WASTE PRODUCER

HOUSEHOLDS RECYCLING
COMPANIES

MPO SP. Z O.O.

EKO
Municipal company

SUEZ
Composting plant

SUEZ
Composting plant

MARSHALL OFFICE -
MALOPOLSKA REGION

BARYCZ

WASTE THERMAL
TREATMENT PLANT

ZTPO

Data collection, policy making & monitoring of commercial waste

PRIVATE WASTE
COMPANIES

Consortium of four companies

WASTE SECTOR: KEY PLAYERS AND POLICY
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Waste Treatment Industry
(391 000 Mg)

INDUSTRY TYPE (543 470 Mg) MATERIAL (543 000 Mg)

DISPOSAL (247 050 Mg)

RECOVERY (295 900 Mg)

LEGEND
less than 2 500 Mg

96 400 Mg/y (18%) of industrial waste is used 
as refuse derived fuel. In terms of revaloriza-
tion, this is a low form of waste treatment 
(second lowest value after landfill). This is a 
large value loss.

This category is mostly incinerated or 
landfilled. This is a large value loss.

174 000 Mg/y (32%) of total industrial 
waste is incinerated. In terms of revalori-
zation, this is a low form of waste 
treatment (second lowest value after 
landfill). This is a large value loss.

70 800 Mg/y (13%) of industrial waste goes 
to landfill. This is one of the lowest forms of 
waste treatment with large value loss.

Thermal Processes (51 600 Mg)

Surface Treatment Processes
(14 600 Mg)

Mechanical Processes (5 670 Mg)

Separated Packaging (24 100 Mg)
Other (18 700 Mg)

Construction & Demolition (37 800 Mg)

Concrete (17 300 Mg)

Incineration Waste (44 900 Mg)

Mechanical treatment
waste (282 000 Mg)

Metals (36 100 Mg)

Other (84 700 Mg)

Wastewater Sludge (78 000 Mg)

Landfilling (70 800 Mg)

Incineration (174 000 Mg)

Blending or mixing prior to submission (2 250 Mg)

Refuse Derived Fuel (96 400 Mg)

Recycling of organic materials (60 900 Mg)

Recycling/reclamation of metals (61 400 Mg)

Recycling of inorganic materials (77 200 Mg)

KRAKOW
INDUSTRIAL WASTE

(543 000 Mg)

This is municipal waste that has 
undergone mechanical sorting. This 
fraction is ‘stabilized’ and goes to landfill, 
which leads to a large value loss.

37% of industrial waste is recycled. 
The municipality's recycling goal is 
50%. There is a room for improvement 
and value recovery here.

MATERIAL FLOW ANALYSIS (b): INDUSTRIAL WASTE

Industrial waste generation
This waste category represents all waste 
generated by the industrial activities of 
Krakow. Important waste generators are the 
steel industry, coal plants, and construction 
industry. 

Collection and sorting
Industrial waste streams are more 
homogenous than municipal waste, and 
therefore do not have to be sorted as much as 
municipal waste before treatment. Industrial 
waste streams, such as wood, metals, 
wastewater treatment sludge, and waste from 
industrial food processing, can be treated for 
use at very high value.

End of life
A large portion of Krakow’s industrial waste 
is currently incinerated or used as fuel 
(50%). A substantial portion is treated and 
sent to landfill (13%). These forms of waste 
treatment cause yearly losses of value. I.e. 
mixed municipal waste is being landfilled 
and incinerated, which could be separated 
more thoroughly and revalorized. Wastewater 
treatment sludge could also be treated at 
much higher value.

PGE Energie Ciepla 
Spolka Akcyjna
268 724 Mg/y

Przedsiebiorstwo 
Budownictwa Inzyniery 

Jnego “Energopol” 
Spolka Z O.O.
51 643 Mg/y

Przedsiebiorsto 
Budownictwa Inzyniery 

Jnego Trans-ziem 
Zbigniew Jasiewicz

26 768 Mg/y

Metalodlew S.A.
33 269 Mg/y

Pawel Wloch Budoteam, 
ul. Krowoderskich Zuchow 

4/25, 31-272
22 990 Mg/y

The most important 
industrial waste 

generators in Krakow are:

Industrial Waste
End of Life

32%
Incineration

18%
Refuse 
Derived Fuel

15%
Recycling of 
inorganic 
materials

13%
Landfilling

11%
Recycling/
reclamation of 
metals

11%
Recycling of organic 
materials

INDUSTRIAL WASTE

(b) Sources in table b.
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MATERIAL FLOW ANALYSIS (c): MUNICIPAL WASTEMUNICIPAL WASTE

Municipal Collection
(341 000 Mg)

Bulky (15 800 Mg)

WASTE COLLECTION
(364 700 Mg) MATERIAL (365 350 Mg) DISPOSAL (252 000 Mg)

RECOVERY (68 220 Mg)

OTHER (45 430 Mg)

KRAKOW
MUNICIPAL WASTE

(365 000 Mg)

LEGEND
less than 1 500 Mg

Incineration (239 000 Mg)

Landfilling (13 000 Mg)

Refuse Derived Fuel (6 520 Mg)

Stored (21 500 Mg)

Unknown (8 230 Mg)

Processing Losses (15 700 Mg)

Recycling of paper, plastic, metals, glass
and composting of biodegradable waste
(61 700 Mg)

Mixed municipal waste
(222 000 Mg)

Paper, plastic, metal
and glass (80 900 Mg)

Biodegradable (40 900 Mg)

Other (5 750 Mg)
Waste drop-off at
collection sites

(11 700 Mg)

Separated waste dropped
off at buy-back centers

(12 000 Mg)

13 000 Mg/y (4%) of municipal waste goes 
to landfill.

239 000 Mg/y (65%) of municipal waste is incinerated. 
This is a mixture of waste sent directly to incineration as 
well as residuals from the waste separation process. In 
terms of revalorization, incineration is a low form of 
waste treatment (second lowest value after landfill). 
This is a large value loss.

61 700 Mg/y (17%) of municipal waste 
is recycled. The municipality's recycling 
goal is 50%. There is a room for 
improvement and value recovery here.

Municipal waste generation
This category represents all waste generated 
by the households of Krakow. 

Collection & sorting
Except for collection of waste from the 
property owners, municipal waste is collected 
using selective municipal waste collection 
points, ambulatory collections programmes, 
selective waste collection bins and 
commercial collection centres. Additionally 
there are special groups that handle waste 
from municipal bins in the areas frequently 
visited by tourists.

End of life
The waste that is not separated is treated 
by other facilities than recyclers. 65% of 
municipal waste is being incinerated or used 
as fuel, and less than 4% is registered to be 
landfilled. These three categories of waste 
treatment pose large (potential) value loss.

Citizens of Krakow are 
obliged to separate their 

waste into 5 streams: 

GLASS

PAPER BIO

MIXED WASTE

PLASTIC & METAL

Municipal Waste
End of Life

65%
Incineration

2%
Refuse 
Derived Fuel

17%
Recycling of paper, 
plastic, metals, glass
and composting of 
biodegradable waste

6%
Stored

4%
Processing 
Losses

4%
Landfilling

2%
Unknown

Citizens of Krakow generate:  

of municipal waste per 
resident

479 kg/y

That is very close to the
European average of 

487kg/y (c) Sources in table c.
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0 km 2,5 km 5 km

WASTE IN
KRAKOW (a)

200 - 2 000 Mg

2 000 - 100 000 Mg

100 000 - 200 000 Mg

200 000 - 300 000  Mg

300 000 - 450 000 Mg

Waste generated by industries
by city district

0 - 50 000

50 000 - 100 000

100 000 - 150 000

150 000 - 250 000

250 000 - 350 000

Industrial waste recovery sites 
(Mg material recovered/year)

Waste disposal facilities

100 000 - 120 000 Mg

120 000 - 180 000 Mg

180 000 - 270 000 Mg

Top industrial waste 
generators

City boundary

Waste facility

Landfill

Organic waste facility

Selective Collection Point (PSZOK)

Recycling

Hazardous Waste Facility

0 km 2,5 km 5 km

Waste generated by industries
by city district
Waste generated by industries
by city district

 INDUSTRIAL WASTE IN KRAKOW
We see waste generated per district and the most important 
players in the waste system: waste recovery sites, waste 
disposal facilities, and industrial waste generators. Although 
most industrial waste is produced in low-density districts, some 
infrastructure is close to residential sites. 

2. NOWA HUTA (224 070 Mg/y)
Top 3 waste streams: 
1.Waste management facilities, off-site waste, water treatment 

plants (172 881 Mg/y)
2. Waste from thermal processes (29 611 Mg/y)
3. Construction and demolition waste (10 054 Mg/y)

1. CZYŻYNY (443 544 Mg/y)
Top 3 waste streams: 
1. Waste from thermal processes (264 554 Mg/y)
2. Waste management facilities, off-site waste, water treatment 

plants (138 525 Mg/y)
3. Waste packaging/ absorbents, wiping cloths (32 824 Mg/y)

3.PODGÓRZE (205 402 Mg/y)
Top 3 waste streams:
1. Waste management facilities/ off-site waste / water 

treatment plants (164 034 Mg/y)
2. Waste packaging/ absorbents/wiping cloths (19 025 Mg/y)
3. Construction and demolition waste (10 054 Mg/y)

4. ZWIERZYNIEC (159 749 Mg/y)
Top 3 waste streams: 
1. Waste management facilities/ off-site waste / water treatment 

plants (106 760 Mg/y)
2. Construction and demolition waste (52 759 Mg/y)
3. Waste from wood, paper, pulp and cardboard processing (78 Mg/y)

1. CZYŻYNY (443 544 Mg/y)
Top 3 waste streams: 
1. Waste from thermal processes (264 554 Mg/y)
2. Waste management facilities, off-site waste, water treatment 

plants (138 525 Mg/y)
3. Waste packaging/ absorbents, wiping cloths (32 824 Mg/y)

3.PODGÓRZE (205 402 Mg/y)
Top 3 waste streams:
1. Waste management facilities/ off-site waste / water 

treatment plants (164 034 Mg/y)
2. Waste packaging/ absorbents/wiping cloths (19 025 Mg/y)
3. Construction and demolition waste (10 054 Mg/y)

(a) Sources in table a.

MATERIAL FLOW ANALYSIS: MUNICIPAL WASTE
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CONSTRUCTIONWASTE AGRIFOODUTILITIES

Energy
Municipal reports indicate that Krakow is almost entirely reliant on 
fossil fuels for its energy supply. Heavy consumers are the densely 
populated city center and the districts Swoszowice and Lagiewniki-
Borek Felecki as well as heavy industry and data centers. The Waste 
Thermal Treatment Plant ZTPO produces electricity and heat but at 
the same time keeps the city dependent on waste generation. This 
lock-in makes it challenging to achieve a waste-free future. There are 
significant untapped opportunities for Krakow to transition to a system 
that completely relies on renewable energy, leveraging the city's wind 
and solar exposure. 

Highlighted opportunities:
 • Leveraging the potential for renewable energy.

 • Increasing energy efficiency through the renovation of the built 
environment.

 • Integrating different sources of waste heat such as data centers, 
industry, and heat present in surface waters, in order to provide 
heating for residential areas and surface water.

Water
Most of Krakow’s drinking water demand (almost 45 million m³/year) 
comes from local sources, including rivers, streams, and different 
depths of the groundwater table. Water extraction can be reduced 
by closing water cycles locally and monitoring usage. Currently, 
wastewater treatment facilities discharge effluent water in surface 
water after treating wastewater. Some of this water is already used to 
rinse sewer sytems and for maintenance of the city, including cleaning 
streets. But there is more untapped potential (re)using this water. 
Precious nutrients, including phosphorus and nitrogen are lost in the 
incineration of sewer sludge. These nutrients could be recovered and 
made into fertilizer. Capturing rainwater could be a valuable source of 
freshwater while at the same time mitigating flood events.

Highlighted opportunities:
 • Capturing and utilizing the rainwater that falls on the city for e.g. 

irrigation.

 • Closing water cycles locally to diminish groundwater uptake.

 • Recovering nutrients from wastewater to prevent value loss.
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Thermal energy for the district heating network, serving residential and commercial 
buildings, is supplied from three sources. Electricity in Krakow is produced in 
a combined heat and power plant (PGE Energia Ciepła S.A.), Zakład Termiczne 
transformania Odpadów and in two small hydropower plants. In addition, the biogas 
plant located in the Barycz Ecological Center and the Thermal Sludge Utilization 
Station generate electricity, which they use for their own needs. Car traffic and 
the transportation sector are responsible for most of the fuel use of the city. The 
Regional Inspectorate for Environmental Protection plays an important role in 
monitoring the environmental consequences of fossil fuel use in the city. 

STAKEHOLDERS

POLICY KEY OBJECTIVES
 • Plan gospodarki niskoemisyjnej dla Gminy Miejskiej Krakow (Low Carbon 

Economy Plan for Krakow).

 • Strategii Rozwoju Krakowa.Tuchcezyc.Krakow2030 (Krakow Development 
Strategy 2030).

 • Plan Adaptacji Miasta Krakowa do zmian klimatu do roku 2030 (Krakow City 
Climate Adaptation Plan 2030).

 • Change the heating system from fossil fuels to alternative sources.

 • Extend the heating network in the city centre, including bringing heat to the Old 
Town and Kazimierz.

 • Improve the energy efficiency of municipal public utility buildings (thermal 
modernisation, energy management, using renewable energy).

 • Ban solid fuel combustion in the city from September 2019 onwards.

CEZ SKAWINA S.A.

KRAKOW MUNICIPAL
HOLDING S.A.

ZTPO

CONSORTIUM

 PGE EC

PGE EC, CEZ Skawina, ZTPO,
Hydro power plants, Barycz landfill,

Wastewater treatment plants

HOUSEHOLDS

OTHER COMMERCIAL
USERS

INDUSTRYMPEC
Heating network

TAURON
Dystrybucja S.A

POLSKA SPÓŁKA
 GAZOWNICTWA SP. Z O. O.

STAKEHOLDERS AND POLICIES: ENERGY
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MATERIAL FLOW ANALYSIS (e,f): ENERGY

Other Renewables (295 GWh)
Biofuel (87 GWh)

Hydropower (56 GWh)

Coal (4 960 GWh)

Lignite (1 330 GWh)

Natural Gas (3 470 GWh)

Gasoline/Diesel (2 900 GWh)

Other (350 GWh)

Non-Residential (4,300)

HOUSEHOLD
(4 020 GWh)

KRAKOW
ENERGY USAGE
(11 400 GWh)

NON-RESIDENTIAL
 (4 400 GWh)

TRANSPORTATION
(3 000 GWh) (f)

RENEWABLE ENERGY
GENERATION (438 GWh)

NON-RENEWABLE ENERGY
SOURCES (13 000 GWh)

Electricity
(3 470 GWh)

Natural Gas 
(2 290 GWh)

Thermal Energy from
District Heating 

(2 660 GWh)

Vehicle Fuel
 (3 000 GWh)

FINAL ENERGY 
DEMAND

(11 400 GWh)

National Grid and 
Local Energy 
Generation 
(8 160 GWh)

Losses (2 030 GWh)

Around 25% of energy is assumed to be 
lost at the Combined Heat and Power 
(CHP) plants and at the power stations.

House use of thermal 
energy*:

*domestic hot water is also 
provided through other means

81% central heating
19% domestic hot water 

This figure does not represent the total 
energy use of all non-residential entities, 
in particular industrial sites. These 
energy users typically purchase or 
generate their own energy from different 
sources and therefore is not included in 
the data collected by grid operators.

Heat sources for the municipal central heating 
system:

70% from PGE Energia Ciepla SA
28%  from CEZ Skawina SA
2% from the waste incineration plant

LEGEND
less than 40 GWh

3% of Krakow’s energy use is 
provided by renewable energy

Primary energy use
The primary energy consumption of Krakow is 
mainly reliant on fossil fuels, and specifically on 
coal. Based on the calculations for the material 
flow analysis and data from the Report about the 
state of the City 2018 & 2019 (e), it shows that 
only around 3% of the city’s energy demand is 
supplied by renewables. A large share (22%) of 
Krakow’s primary energy consumption is based 
on transport fuels: diesel and gasoline. Krakow’s 
air quality suffers from this non-renewable 
energy use.

Conversion
Combined Heat and Power stations such as 
PGE Energia Ciepła SA and power stations 
like CEZ Skawina SA convert (mainly) fossil 
fuels into electricity and thermal energy (i.e. 
heat). These go to the electricity grid and to the 
district heating network respectively. The waste 
incineration plant also generates some heat and 
electricity. The city consumes more energy than 
what is produced locally and this deficit is met by 
the National electricity grid.

End use
The total energy usage of the city is divided over 
households, transportation and ‘other’, which 
mainly comprises industrial energy use. Although 
air quality statistics in 2017 greatly surpassed 
WHO norms, the municipality has since put 
multiple measures in place to mitigate this. 

*Based on Urban PM2.5 Atlas - Air quality in European 
cities (European Commission, 2017)

* Emissions were calculated by multiplying Krakow’s 
primary energy consumption by the sources’ 

respective emission factors.

CO2 emissions per end 
user (CO2-eq) (g):

Krakow PM2.5  and PM10  
levels both exceed the EU 

Limit Value as well as 
WHO guidelines for air 

quality*.

Energy demand

1 461 607 Mg/y
Non-Residential

804 743 Mg/y
Transportation

842 788 Mg/y
Residential 

PM10 42 µg/m3

3 %
Renewable 

97 %
Non Renewable 

PM2.5  33 µg/m3

47%

26%

27%

ENERGY

(e) Sources in table e.
(f) Sources in table f.
(g) Sources in table g.
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The Municipal Water and Sewage company of Krakow is responsible for the drinking 
water supply and the sewer system. Water quality of streams in the region is 
monitored on a national level by the Inspectorate of Environmental protection, and 
drinking water is monitored by a sanitary inspectorate. 97% of the city’s water supply 
comes from surface water, with the remaining 3% from groundwater sources. 

STAKEHOLDERS

POLICY KEY OBJECTIVES
 • Plan Adaptacji Miasta Krakowa Do Zmian Klimatu Do Roku 2030 (Krakow City 

Climate Adaptation Plan 2030).

 • Planu Gospodarki Odpadami Województwa Małopolskiego na lata 2016-2022 
(Waste Management Plan of the Lesser Poland Voivodeship 2016-2022).

 • Extend and modernize Krakow’s drainage system and manage rainwater collection.

 • Modernize flood control infrastructure, construct pumping stations and polders.

 • Increase the amount of municipal sewage sludge processed before entering the 
environment and sediments transformed by thermal methods.

 • Discontinue storage of sewage sludge.

RIVERS (97%) &
DEEP WATER
INTAKE (3%)

MPWIK
Clean water & two central
sewage treatment plants

HOUSEHOLDS

OTHER COMMERCIAL
USERS

INDUSTRY MPWIK
Two central sewage

treatment plants

VISTULA RIVER
AND DRWINA RIVER

LOCAL WASTE
TREATMENT PLANTS

Only 1,5% of citizens

STAKEHOLDERS AND POLICIES: WATER
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Mechanically treated
wastewater (2 160 000 m3)

Chemically treated
wastewater (148 000 m3)

Biologically treated
wastewater (109 000 m3)

Black water
(11 200 000 m3)

Grey water
(24 500 000 m3)

WASTEWATER INTO
SEWAGE SYSTEM

(47 700 000 m3) (j)

GROUNDWATER AND WATERWAYS
(51 200 000 m3)

WATER INPUT
(53 610 000 m3) (h)

INDUSTRIAL TREATMENT
(2 417 000 m3)

INDUSTRY
(7 110 000 m3)

OTHER COMMERCIAL
(10 800 000 m3)

HOUSEHOLDS
(35 700 000 m3)

KRAKOW WATER
CONSUMPTION
(53 610 000 m3)

LEGEND
less than 180 000 m3 

97% of water used in Krakow is 
extracted from rivers. 3% is 
extracted from groundwater. These 
are both finite sources. Part of this 
extracted groundwater could be 
substituted by cycled water to save 
resources.

Currently, all (treated) wastewater is 
discharged into surface waters, affecting 
the Vistula and smaller streams.

The sludge from wastewater treatment 
is currently incinerated. There is 
potential for energy recovery here.

The large amounts of industrial 
water used reflect Krakow’s large 
amount of heavy industry, which use 
water for cooling and production.

This grey water could
be reused.

MATERIAL FLOW ANALYSIS (h,i,j): WATER

Sourcing
97% of water used in Krakow is extracted 
from rivers. 3% is extracted from groundwater. 
Drinking water is purified in four drinking water 
purification plants in the western, southern 
and northeastern outskirts of the city. Part of 
the extracted river- and groundwater could be 
substituted by cycled water to save resources.

Wastewater treatment
The two largest wastewater treatment plants 
(WWTPs) are Kujawy and Plaszow, both 
situated in the west of the city. Krakow has 
six more WWTPs within the city boundaries. 
During the treatment of black and grey water, 
large amounts (78 000 Mg/y) of wastewater 
treatment sludge are generated. There is 
potential for nutrient- and energy recovery 
there.

Disposal
Treated wastewater (from both households 
and industries) is disposed of in groundwater 
and waterways (including the Vistula and 
smaller streams). Discharging water in 
this way potentially pollutes these waters, 
and valuable nutrients get lost. Recovering 
nutrients before discharging treated 
wastewater can solve both these problems.

WATER

90 000
OLYMPIC SIZED

SWIMMING POOLS

Yearly, 224,6 million m3 of 
rain falls on Krakow.

This is equal to:

 This water could be 
caught, stored and used 

for irrigation.

Krakow’s discharge water 
carries large amounts of 

nutrients, which are 
currently not recovered.

This is a loss of valuable resources, 
and has potential for eutrophication 

(pollution) of surface waters.

0 Mg/y

200 Mg/y

400 Mg/y

600 Mg/y

800 Mg/y

Total
nitrogen

Biochemical
oxygen
demand

Total
phosphorus

624

349

28

This fresh water use 
for cooling could be 
substituted by rain 
water instead.

Yearly, 1,1 million m³ of fresh water
 is used by industry for cooling  in 
Krakow and discharged into the 

surface waters directly after use.

(h) Sources in table h.
(i) Sources in table i.
(j) Sources in table j.
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UTILITIES IN
KRAKOW (d)

POPULATION DENSITY BY CITY 
DISTRICT (persons/km2)

115 - 1 000

1 000 - 2 500

2 500 - 5 000

5 000 - 8 000

8 000 - 11 300

UTILITIES
City energy facilities

Data centres

Drinking water purification plants

Wastewater treatment plans

Major industrial areas

Airport

City boundary
District heating network

0 km 2,5 km 5 km

LARGE ENERGY CONSUMERS: INDUSTRY AND 
DATA CENTERS
The city’s largest energy consumers are industrial areas and 
data centers. They also generate vast amounts heat which could 
provide an alternative heating source.

WATER AND ELECTRICITY USE  IN KRAKOW
We see an overview of water and energy systems in Krakow. High 
density residential neighborhoods such as city centre , Swoszowice 
and Lagiewniki-Borek Felecki in the south of the city are responsible 
for the highest household consumption though this use is lower than 
in neighborhoods with industrial areas.

DRINKING WATER SOURCES
The city sources drinking water from multiple places, both 
surface water and groundwater. 

COAL AND WATER
The majority of Krakow’s energy (electricity and heat) production 
comes from coal plants PGE energia Ciepla & CEZ Skawina, as 
well as from the hydropower Elektrownia Wodna Dabie, situated 
along the river. Being reliant on coal is compromising air quality.

WATER TREATMENT
The two largest wastewater treatment plants are Kujawy and 
Plaszow. After treatment water is discharged in the surface 
water. Opportunities lie in repurposing freshwater for other use 
as well as retrieving nutrients out of sewage sludge.

FROM WASTE TO ENERGY
The Waste Thermal Treatment Plant ZTPO provides electricity 
and heat to the city. Waste incineration cannot be qualified as a 
sustainable source of energy because it creates a dependency 
on waste generation- a lock-in effect that will hamper the transi-
tion to a zero-waste city.

(d) Sources in table d.

MAPPING CIRCULAR OPPORTUNITIES: UTILITIES
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WASTE AGRIFOODUTILITIES CONSTRUCTION

Krakow’s construction sector is booming. Yearly, 1360 000 Mg of 
construction materials are used for new development- as well as 
renovation projects. These materials hold enormous potential for a circular 
construction chain. Meeting the yearly demand with secondary material 
sources would reduce material extraction and reduce large amounts of 
emissions (embedded in material extraction and production, and material 
transport). 

If sorted and processed at a high value, the sector can use demolition 
materials directly as construction materials. Theoretically, at least 8% 
(104 kt/y) of the building material demand could be met with demolition 
materials. However, some reporting regarding demolition materials seems 
to be lacking. Hence, this percentage could be much higher in reality. 
Reporting on all construction and demolition waste is essential for a 
circular construction chain.

Highlighted opportunities:
 • Promote the use of secondary building materials in new construction 

and renovation projects.

 • Leveraging purchasing points and construction materials collected 
at PSZOK to facilitate the use of secondary building materials and 
limit truck traffic.

 • Monitoring waste streams of onsite developments, and reusing 
these materials at high value.
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Krakow’s construction sector is a large producer of materials. Most construction waste is 
processed onsite; downcycled materials are also used there. The rest of the construction 
sector waste is collected by local purchasing points; the construction industry buys their 
materials. 

STAKEHOLDERS

POLICY

STAKEHOLDERS AND POLICIES: CONSTRUCTION
KEY OBJECTIVES

 • Miejski Program Rewitalizacji Krakowa (Krakow Municipal Revitalization Program).

 • Plan Adaptacji Miasta Krakowa Do Zmian Klimatu Do Roku 2030 (Krakow City 
Climate Adaptation Plan 2030).

 • Planu Gospodarki Odpadami Województwa Małopolskiego na lata 2016-2022 
(Waste Management Plan of the Lesser Poland Voivodeship 2016-2022).

 • Revitalize eight degraded areas of the city.

 • Local Zoning Plans to address sustainable development principles and climate 
adaptation.

 • Maintain the level of preparation for re-use, recycling and other forms of recovery 
of building and demolition materials at a minimum level of 70% by weight.

OTHER CONSTRUCTION 
MATERIAL PRODUCING 

COMPANIES

PSZOK

MARSHALL OFFICE - 
MALOPOLSKA REGION

Data collection, policy making & monitoring

HOUSEHOLDS

DEMOLITION
COMPANIES

SUEZ

CONSTRUCTION
COMPANIES

CEMENT &
CONCRETE PLANTS

OTHER CONSTRUCTION
MATERIAL RECYCLERS
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35

MATERIAL FLOW ANALYSIS (l,m): CONSTRUCTION

Sand (12 000 Mg)
Insulation (11 000 Mg)

Plastics (1 000 Mg)

Concrete (1 050 000 Mg)

Steel & Iron (51 000 Mg)

Sand-lime brick (163 000 Mg)

Wood (9 000 Mg)

Cast (13 000 Mg)

Glue and paint (3 000 Mg)

Other metals (780 Mg)

Aluminium (3 000 Mg)

Glass (4 000 Mg)

Stone (2 000 Mg)

Paper (240 kt)

Brick (28 000 Mg)

Ceramic (3 000 Mg)

Bitumen (580 Mg)
Copper (250 Mg)

Electronics (40 Mg)
Others (40 Mg)

NON-RESIDENTIAL
(384 000 Mg)

RESIDENTIAL
(971 000 Mg)

Metals (78 000 Mg)

Soil, stones and
dredging spoil (1 000 Mg)

Concrete, bricks, tiles
and ceramics (25 000 Mg)

Other construction and
demolition wastes (4 000 Mg)

Recycling/reclamation of metals
and metal compounds (16 000 Mg)

Recycling/reclamation of
other inorganic materials (22 000 Mg)

Preparation of waste for recovery (66 000 Mg)

BUILDING MATERIAL
(1 355 000Mg)

CONSTRUCTION DEMOLITION
WASTE (104 000 Mg) (m) RECOVERY (104 000 Mg)

LEGEND
less than 4 000 Mg

KRAKOW BUILDING
MATERIAL

CONSUMPTION
(1 360 000 Mg) (l)

The construction sector of Krakow is booming, which 
leads to a very large material demand 
(1 360 000 Mg/y). A part of this material demand 
could be met by valorization of demolition materials.

If sorted and processed at high value, demolition 
materials can be directly used as construction 
materials. In theory, 8% (104 000 Mg/y) of building 
material demand could be met by using demolition 
materials. Not all demolition materials is reported on, 
so this percentage is possibly much higher in reality.

There is a portion of demolition waste that 
we are not seeing because it’s generated 
on site. We don’t know what happens to 
this waste. This is potential value loss.

This stream is surprisingly small. 
Usually, this is the largest stream of 
construction waste. It is likely that 
this stream is not fully reported on, 
and treated or used on site.

Primary material use
Construction and renovation 
projects are responsible for the 
largest primary material demand 
of the city (as compared to other 
sectors), divided over the material 
categories above. 

Material consumption
The total construction material 
consumption of Krakow is 
comprised of residential and 
non-residential construction and 
renovation.

Waste composition
During demolition, construction 
and renovation, a lot of 
construction materials become 
available. The largest fractions are 
concrete and metals. 

Recovery
Around 81% of construction waste 
is recovered, yet it is not registered 
if this is at high value. Direct reuse 
of building elements is preferable, 
and energy recovery from building 
materials is least preferable.

The PSZOK point in Krakow 
collects construction and 
demolition waste. Yearly, 

this amounts to:

The concrete used in
Krakow’s construction

sector is responsible for
a large amount of

emissions:

3 961
Mg/y of concrete, brick, 

tiles and ceramics

165 400
Mg/y CO2-eq

CONSTRUCTION

(l) Sources in table l.
(m) Sources in table n.
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0 km 2,5 km 5 km

CONSTRUCTION
IN KRAKOW (k)

20 000 - 40 000 m3

40 000 - 60 000 m3

60 000 - 80 000 m3

80 000 - 160 000 m3

CONSTRUCTION SITES

CONSTRUCTION PER DISTRICT (m³)

PSZOK

City boundary

0 - 600 m3

600 - 1 200 m3

1 200 - 1 800 m3

1 800 - 2 400 m3

2 400 - 2 900 m3

DEMOLITION SITES

CONSTRUCTION RECOVERY
FACILITIES

0 - 5 000 Mg

5 000 - 20 000 Mg

20 000 - 65 000 Mg

Renovation sites

0 - 150 000

150 000 - 300 000

300 000 - 500 000

500 000 - 600 000

600 000 - 800 000

MATCHING SUPPLY AND DEMAND THROUGH 
COLLECTION POINTS
Most large construction and demolition projects are situated in 
the centre and the western side of the city. Most purchase points, 
however, are located on the eastern outskirts of Krakow. For a 
circular construction chain, it is crucial to have sources of 
secondary construction materials (such as purchase points) as 
close by as possible. This will also limit logistics and emissions.

CRUCIAL TO A CIRCULAR CONSTRUCTION 
SECTOR: CONSTRUCTION WASTE 
SEPARATION & COLLECTION
Purchase points and waste facilities that collect construction 
waste represent important nodes in the construction chain. The 
can be used to store materials until they can be used for future 
construction.

THE CONSTRUCTION SECTOR IN KRAKOW
In Krakow, there is a relatively large amount of construction 
planned, compared to demolition projects. This indicates a large 
influx of materials, and a small potential for reuse of local 
secondary materials. This maps shows the most important 
projects, divided over: 

1. Important construction projects permitted from 2016-2018, 
which indicate projections of large construction material 
demands. 

2. Renovation projects, as these also represent a projection of 
material demand.

3. Important demolition projects, during which large supplies of 
construction materials become available. If sorted and stored 
properly these can be re-used for construction. 

(k) Sources in table k.

MAPPING CIRCULAR OPPORTUNITIES: CONSTRUCTION
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BACKGROUND REPORT

CIRCULAR CITIES PROGRAM - KRAKOW

CONSTRUCTIONWASTE UTILITIES AGRIFOOD

Krakow is quite an important food producer. Yearly, over 114 000 Mg of 
agricultural produce (including sugar beets, potatoes, maize and wheat) 
come from Krakow. Agricultural production is responsible for 28 500 Mg of 
organic waste yearly. Industrial food processing in the west of the city only 
plays a small role in Krakow’s food system. Large generators of industrial 
organic waste include the tobacco industry, industrial bakery, and fruit 
products industry. Agricultural and industrial organic waste streams are 
highly homogenous and therefore interesting for high-value recovery. 

Being one of the most important tourist destinations of Poland, Krakow 
has an enormous hospitality industry. Hotels, restaurants, and cafes not 
only make up an important economic sector of Krakow, but they are also 
important nodes in the food system. 

Tourists, visitors, commuters together waste 22 900 Mg of food every year. 
Food waste ‘clusters’, or areas characterized by high intensity of hospitality 
found, are interesting locations to bundle collection and achieve larger 

amounts of organic waste. This could be an interesting starting point for 
zero-waste and sustainable tourism campaigns or programs aimed at 
closing organic material cycles locally. There are opportunities to link with 
the many allotment gardens spread out over the city, repurposing organic 
waste to compost.

Highlighted opportunities:
 • Bundling collection of large food waste producers for high-value 

recovery of nutrients;

 • Hospitality clusters as starting points for zero-waste sustainable 
tourism;

 • Creating opportunities for composting at local green spaces and 
allotment gardens;

 • Expanding urban agriculture in peri-urban areas;

 • High-value valorization of agricultural and industrial waste.
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Krakow holds both agricultural production and processes. Large industrial food 
processors include Awiteks Bakery and Consorfruit Polska. Krakow also has small-
scale initiatives that deal with food which could play an essential role in closing 
local loops and preventing (food)waste. Examples of these are Zero Waste Krakow, 
a platform where people can learn how to implement zero waste solutions in their 
own lives. Also, allotments garden, where people grow their food, are part of Polish 
cultural history and are located throughout the city. Initiatives that help with the 
prevention of food waste (such as food banks (Jadłodzielnia) could also offer 
solutions to prevent food from being thrown away whilst helping people in need. 

POLICY KEY OBJECTIVES
 • Plan Gospodarki Odpadami Województwa Małopolskiego na lata 2016-2022 

(Waste Management Plan of the Lesser Poland Voivodeship 2016-2022).

 • Krajowy program zapobiegania powstawaniu odpadów (Polish National Waste 
Prevention Programme).

 • Reduce food waste, and reduce biodegradable waste sent to landfills to 35% of 
waste mass generated in 1995.

 • Increase awareness among users and sellers of fertilizer (chemical, mineral 
and calcium) used in agriculture, to encourage proper management as well as 
packaging and labelling.

 • Ban on combustible waste with > 5 % Total Organic Carbon, >8% Loss on Ignition, 
and a Calorific value > 6MJ/kg.

KRAKOW REGIONAL DEPARTMENT 
OF ENVIRONMENTAL

MONITORING

BOTTOM-UP
INITIATIVES

FOOD BANKS

Data collection, policy making & monitoringSteering towards a zero-waste city

AGRICULTURE

FOOD PRODUCING
INDUSTRIES

IMPORT 

HOUSEHOLDS

GROCERY STORES

COMMERCIAL

SHOP

RESTAURANTS
AND BARS

RESTAURANT

TOURISTS, VISITORS
& COMMUTERS

DISTRIBUTION

ALLOTMENT
GARDENS

ZERO WASTE 
KRAKOW

STAKEHOLDERS AND POLICIES: AGRIFOOD

STAKEHOLDERS
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MATERIAL FLOW ANALYSIS (o,p,q,r): AGRIFOODAGRIFOOD

Offals (166 Mg)
Spices (179 Mg)

Treenuts (331 Mg)
Oilcrops (482 Mg)

Pulses (627 Mg)
Stimulants (850 Mg)

Eggs (1 930 Mg)
Vegetable Oils (2 070 Mg)
Fish, Seafood (3 480 Mg)

Animal fats (5 010 Mg)

Sugar & Sweeteners (12 100 Mg)

Fruits - Excluding Wine (14 700 Mg)

Meat (23 400 Mg)

Starchy Roots (27 300 Mg)

Cereals - Excluding Beer (35 800 Mg)

Vegetables (36 100 Mg)

Alcoholic Beverages (38 000 Mg)

Milk - Excluding Butter (44 100 Mg)

Residents
(221 000 Mg)

Tourists & Visitors
(25 700 Mg)

Commuters (117 Mg)
Offals (24 Mg)
Oilcrops (24 Mg)

Pulses (31 Mg)

Eggs (230 Mg)
Vegetable Oils (103 Mg)

Fish, SeaFood (505 Mg)
Animal fats (251 Mg)

Fruits - Excluding Wine (3 740 Mg)
Meat (3 390 Mg)

Starchy Roots (6 960 Mg)
Cereals - Excluding Beer (6 130 Mg)

Vegetables (9 440 Mg)

Milk - Excluding Butter (3 080 Mg)

Agricultural Waste (28 500 Mg)

Food Production Waste (3 Mg)

Nitrogenous (N) (629 Mg)

Phosphatic (P2O5) (242 Mg)
Potassic (K2O) (376 Mg)

Wheat (6 200 Mg)

Maize (18 300 Mg)

Rapeseed (1 010 Mg)

Vegetable (46 600 Mg)

Sugarbeet (22 900 Mg)

Potatoes (19 200 Mg)

FOOD PRODUCTS (246 625 Mg) CONSUMER GROUP
(246 817 Mg) (o)

FOOD WASTE (62 411 Mg) (p)

FERTILIZER INPUT (1 247 Mg)

AGRICULTURE OUTPUT (114 210 Mg) (r)

LEGEND
less than 1 200 Mg

HOME
(205 000 Mg)

RESTAURANT, HOTEL,
ETC. (41 200 Mg)

AGRICULTURE
(143 000 Mg)

INDUSTRIAL FOOD
PRODUCTION (3 Mg)

KRAKOW AGRIFOOD
AND FERTILIZER

(389 203 Mg)

Tourists and visitors are responsible for 
10% of food consumption in Krakow. This 
is an opportunity for sustainable tourism 
and food systems for Krakow.

Opportunity: Current fertilizer input could 
be (partially) substituted by biofertilizers 
made from the organic fraction of waste.

Lesser Poland

FERTILIZER USE PER HECTARE (KG/HA) (q):

82,4 Nitrogenous (N)
49,2 Potassic (K2O)
31,7 Phospahtic (P2O5)

Poland
80,4 Nitrogenous (N)
38,1 Potassic (K2O)
23,1 Phospahtic (P2O5)

Food input
On the input side of the city, we consider 
fertilizer used for agriculture in Krakow, and 
food consumed by citizens, tourists, and 
visitors of the city. The latter is based on the 
average diet of a Polish citizen (29).

Agrifood throughput
The total of agrifood throughput consists of 
input for agricultural produce, food consumed 
by households and by the hospitality industry.

Agrifood output
The organic material ‘output’ of the city is 
divided between agricultural produce, and food 
waste. The latter includes agricultural waste, 
industrial organic waste, and consumption-
related food waste. Large amounts of organic 
waste currently end up in the mixed municipal 
waste, not utilizing its full potential. The 
organic waste cycle is easy to close at a local 
scale through using compost at allotment 
gardens or at peri-urban farms.

Yearly, Krakow’s 
inhabitants, tourists, 

visitors and commuters 
generate 22 930 Mg of 

food waste.

The weight of Krakow's 
food waste is equal to:

60,3 mln
PIZZAS

This could feed
25 028 inhabitants 
of Krakow*.

*based on the average Polish food consumption 
of 2,51 kg/day (FAO, 2016)

(29) FAO 2016.
(o) Sources in table o.
(p) Sources in table p.
(q) Sources in table q.
(r) Sources in table r.
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Nature reserve
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Allotments gardens

Heavy producers of organic waste

Railway stations

Railway

City boundary

AGRIFOOD IN
KRAKOW (n)

FOOD PRODUCTION IN KRAKOW 
The districts Nowa Huta and Wzgórza Krzesławickie have large 
amounts of agricultural land (4 920 ha). Food production in the 
form of allotment- and community gardens can be found in the 
middle of the city,  especially in the residential areas.

INDUSTRIAL FOOD PROCESSORS AND 
MANUFACTURERS
Industrial food processors and manufacturers produce 3 t of 
organic waste per year. This waste is often homogenous and of 
high value, and can be used for different applications such as 
feed production, organic fertilizer or composting. These facili-
ties are the main organic waste producers.KRAKOW’S FOOD SYSTEM

The map displays the agrifood sector in Krakow. A circular food 
system for Krakow involves closing loops of organic material 
locally: processing food waste to become high-quality fertilizer 
for farmland and urban farms, but also using industrial food 
waste  to manufacture high-quality new products.

HOSPITALITY & FOOD WASTE CLUSTERS
The center of the city is characterized by hotels, restaurants, 
and cafes, concentrated around the railways and stations. Large 
amounts of food are consumed (26 000 t) and wasted (3 600 t) 
by commuters and tourists visiting the city yearly (10% of food 
consumption). These clusters provide an opportunity where new 
collection methods and programs can result in reducing waste 
and processing it at a higher value.

AWITEKS BAKERY

CONSORFRUIT POLSKA (FRUIT PRODUCTS)

PHILIP MORRIS INTERNATIONAL (TOBACCO)

(n) Sources in table n.

MAPPING CIRCULAR OPPORTUNITIES: AGRIFOOD
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SOURCES OF THE SECTORS IN FOCUS

Table a: Waste map

Table b: Industrial waste Material Flow Analysis

Table d: Utilities Map

Table c: Municipal waste Material Flow Analysis

Data source Description of data used Year Region
Provincial Waste System 
(Wojewódzkiego Systemu 
Odpadowego)

Point vector data taken from 
addresses of waste generators, 
handlers, collectors. 

Unknown Krakow

Data source Description of data used Year Region
Provincial Waste System 
(Wojewódzkiego Systemu 
Odpadowego)

Data received from the Marshal 
Office of the Province about 
waste generation and handling.

2018 Małopolskie

Data source Description of data used Year Region
Open Street Map - water wells & 
water towers

Vector polygons from open 
street map used for displaying 
water infrastructure.

2018 Krakow

Open Street Map - Water Bodies 
and Waterways

Vector polygons used for 
displaying water bodies.

2018 Krakow

Water intake sites Point Data of intake sites 
extracted from the Waterworks 
Krakow.

2018 Krakow

Wastewater treatment plants Point Data of waste water 
treatment sites extracted from 
the Waterworks Krakow.

2018 Krakow

Population data Population data by district. Unknown Krakow
Open Street Map for lesser 
Poland - land use: industrial 
zones

Vector polygons used from 
displaying major industrial 
zones.

2018 Krakow

Open Street Map for lesser 
Poland - point of interest: airport

Vector polygon of the airport 
location.

2018 Krakow

Energy producing facilities from 
City Report

Point Data - address. 2018 Krakow

Data source Description of data used Year Region
Municipal Waste Report 
2018 (SPRAWOZDANIE 
WÓJTA, BURMISTRZA LUB 
PREZYDENTA MIASTA/
ZWIĄZKU MIĘDZYGMINNEGO 
REALIZACJI ZADAŃ Z ZAKRESU 
GOSPODAROWANIA ODPADAMI 
KOMUNALNYMI ZA 2018 ROK)

Report about municipal waste 
generation and handling in the 
city.

2018 Krakow

Table e: Energy Material Flow Analysis

Data source Description of data used Year Region
City Report Electricity and district heating 

generation and consumption in 
the city.

2018 & 2019 Krakow

https://download.geofabrik.de/europe/poland/malopolskie.html
https://download.geofabrik.de/europe/poland/malopolskie.html
https://en.wodociagi.krakow.pl/about-company/infrastructure/water-supply-system-department.html
https://en.wodociagi.krakow.pl/about-company/infrastructure/water-supply-system-department.html
https://download.geofabrik.de/europe/poland/malopolskie.html
https://download.geofabrik.de/europe/poland/malopolskie.html
https://download.geofabrik.de/europe/poland/malopolskie.html
https://download.geofabrik.de/europe/poland/malopolskie.html
https://www.bip.krakow.pl/zalaczniki/dokumenty/n/253681/karta
https://www.bip.krakow.pl/zalaczniki/dokumenty/n/253681/karta
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Table f: Energy Material Flow Analysis

Table g: Energy Material Flow Analysis

Table h: Water Material Flow Analysis

Table i: Water Material Flow Analysis

Table j: Water Material Flow Analysis

Table k: Construction map

Table l: Construction material flow analysis

Table m: Construction material flow analysis

Data source Description of data used Year Region
BDL - National Databank Vehicle count. 2018 Poland, 

Krakow
National Energy Balance Sheets Fuel use for transportation. 2017 Poland

Data source Description of data used Year Region
Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
Emissions Measurement
and Reporting Guidelines

GHG emission factors for 
different fuels.

2018 Singapore

Data source Description of data used Year Region
MPWiK - Municipal Water and 
Sewerage Company

Share of groundwater vs surface 
water.

Unknown Krakow

Data source Description of data used Year Region
BDL - National Databank Water demand, sewage 

treatment and discharge figures.
2018 Krakow

Data source Description of data used Year Region
Waternet - Amsterdam water 
company

Breakdown of household gray vs 
black water.

2016 Amsterdam

Data source Description of data used Year Region
Provincial Waste System 
(Wojewódzkiego Systemu 
Odpadowego)

Point vector data - received 
from the Marshal Office of the 
Province about Construction and 
Demolition waste generation and 
handling with addresses.

Unknown Krakow

Construction, Renovation, 
Demolition sites in Lesser 
Poland

Point data of major construction 
projects in Krakow.

2018 Krakow

Data source Description of data used Year Region
BDL - National Databank Number and floorspace of new 

buildings constructed in the city.
2018 Krakow

Building composition model A model that describes the 
materials used in different types 
of buildings based on the age, 
floorspace and function of the 
building.

2018 Netherlands

Data source Description of data used Year Region
Provincial Waste System 
(Wojewódzkiego Systemu 
Odpadowego)

Data received from the Marshal 
Office of the Province about 
waste generation and handling.

2018 Małopolskie

Municipal Waste Report 
2018 (SPRAWOZDANIE 
WÓJTA, BURMISTRZA LUB 
PREZYDENTA MIASTA/
ZWIĄZKU MIĘDZYGMINNEGO 
REALIZACJI ZADAŃ Z ZAKRESU 
GOSPODAROWANIA ODPADAMI 
KOMUNALNYMI ZA 2018 ROK)

Report about municipal waste 
generation and handling in the 
city.

2018 Krakow

https://bdl.stat.gov.pl/BDL/start
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/3217494/10077623/KS-EN-19-001-EN-N.pdf/59b44e6f-ff33-488b-a85f-9c4f60703afc
https://en.wodociagi.krakow.pl/about-company/infrastructure/water-supply-system-department.html
https://bdl.stat.gov.pl/BDL/start
https://www.waternet.nl/ons-water/drinkwater/gemiddeld-waterverbruik/
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Table n: Agrifood map

Table o: Agrifood material flow analysis

Table p: Agrifood material flow analysis

Table q: Agrifood material flow analysis

Table r: Agrifood material flow analysis

Data source Description of data used Year Region
Open Street Map - Points of 
interest: hotels, restaurants, 
cafes

Vector points for HORECA sites. 2018 Krakow

Open Street Map - Land use: 
farm areas

Vector polygons of farmland. 2018 Krakow

Open Street Map - railways Line data of railway and railway 
stations.

2018 Krakow

Large producers of organic 
waste: Provincial Waste System 
(Wojewódzkiego Systemu 
Odpadowego)

3 addresses of food 
manufacturers in Krakow.

2018 Krakow

Open Street Map - land sue: 
allotment gardens

Sites where there are garden 
allotments in the city.

2018 Krakow

Open Street Map - land sue: 
nature reserve

City’s selected nature reserve. 2018 Krakow

Data source Description of data used Year Region
BDL - National Databank Population by age and gender. 2018 Krakow
New Food Balances (FAO) Average consumption of 

European countries by type of 
food product.

2018 Poland

DNFCS 2012-2016, 1-79 years 
(RIVM)

Dutch food consumption survey 
by type of food product, age and 
gender.

2016 Netherlands

Out-of-home eating frequency, 
causal attribution of obesity 
and support to healthy eating 
policies from a cross-European 
survey

Report about how often people 
in different European countries 
eat out vs eat at home.

2014 Poland

Krakow in Numbers 2018 Number of tourists in the city. 2018 Krakow
Commutes to work in Poland - 
NSP 2011 results

Data about the amount of 
intercity commuters.

2011 Krakow

Data source Description of data used Year Region
Food waste accounting along 
global and European food supply 
chains: State of the art and 
outlook

Percentage of food waste 
generated by type of food.

2018 Poland

Provincial Waste System 
(Wojewódzkiego Systemu 
Odpadowego)

Data received from the Marshal 
Office of the Province about 
waste generation and handling.

2018 Małopolskie

Data source Description of data used Year Region
Corine Land Cover Land use map. 2018 Krakow

Data source Description of data used Year Region
Crop Yield Data (FAO) FAO data about crop yields in 

different countries.
2018 Poland

Food Loss and Waste in the 
Food Supply Chain (FAO)

Data about what proportion of 
agricultural production is wasted 
at the farm.

2017 Global

BDL - National Databank Fertilizer application rates. 2018 Małopolskie

https://download.geofabrik.de/europe/poland/malopolskie.html
https://download.geofabrik.de/europe/poland/malopolskie.html
https://download.geofabrik.de/europe/poland/malopolskie.html
https://download.geofabrik.de/europe/poland/malopolskie.html
https://download.geofabrik.de/europe/poland/malopolskie.html
https://bdl.stat.gov.pl/BDL/start
http://www.fao.org/faostat/en/#data/FBS/metadata
https://www.rivm.nl/en/dutch-national-food-consumption-survey/overview-surveys/dnfcs-2012-2016
https://ebph.it/article/viewFile/9921/10128
https://ebph.it/article/viewFile/9921/10128
https://ebph.it/article/viewFile/9921/10128
https://ebph.it/article/viewFile/9921/10128
https://ebph.it/article/viewFile/9921/10128
https://www.krakow.pl/english/business/39148,artykul,krakow_in_numbers.html
https://stat.gov.pl/spisy-powszechne/nsp-2011/nsp-2011-wyniki/dojazdy-do-pracy-w-polsce-wyniki-nsp-2011,9,1.html
https://stat.gov.pl/spisy-powszechne/nsp-2011/nsp-2011-wyniki/dojazdy-do-pracy-w-polsce-wyniki-nsp-2011,9,1.html
https://land.copernicus.eu/pan-european/corine-land-cover/clc2018
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